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The Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) was estab-
lished to serve the advanced educational needs of the 
Navy. The broad responsibility of NPS is reflected in 
its stated mission:
To increase the combat effectiveness of commissioned officers 
of the naval service to enhance the security of the United States. 
In support of the foregoing, and to sustain academic excellence, 
fosters and encourages a program of relevant and meritorious 
research which both supports the needs of the Navy and Depart-
ment of Defense (DOD) while building the intellectual capital 
of the Naval Postgraduate School faculty.
To fulfill its mission, the Naval Postgraduate 
School advances innovation in the Navy and pre-
pares officers for employing new technologies. The 
research program at NPS supports the mission of 
graduate education. Research at NPS
• advances knowledge in a wide range of  
  disciplines relevant to DON/DOD; 
• maintains upper-division course content and 
  cutting-edge programs; 
• provides the opportunity for students to 
  demonstrate independent graduate-level 
  scholarship in their areas of study;
INTRODUCTION
The Naval Postgraduate School is pleased to present the dissertation, thesis, and capstone 
project report abstracts for unrestricted research completed in December 2017 by the 
graduating class.
• Civil-Military Relations 
• Combating Terrorism Strategy and Policy
• Defense Decision Making and Planning 
• Homeland Security and Defense 
• Security Studies
• Stabilization and Reconstruction
• National Security and Intelligence, Regional 
  Studies:
- Middle East, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa
- Far East, Southeast Asia, the Pacific
- Europe and Eurasia
- Western Hemisphere
School of International Graduate Studies (SIGS)
The unique programs and faculty expertise within SIGS seek to identify and address current and emerging security challenges and 
strengthen multilateral and bilateral defense cooperation between the United States and other nations. Areas of expertise range from 
nuclear nonproliferation to counterterrorism; from the history of war to emerging biological and cyber threats; and from the security 
aspects of political economy to international law. 
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
MISSION
• challenges students with creative problem 
  solving experiences on DOD-relevant issues; 
• solves warfare problems; and
• attracts and retains quality faculty with 
  state-of-the-art expertise.
To meet its educational requirements, the Navy 
has developed a unique academic institution at NPS 
and via distance learning (DL) through specially tai-
lored academic programs and a distinctive educa-
tional experience tying academic disciplines to naval 
and joint warfighting applications. NPS has aligned 
its education and research programs to achieve three 
major goals: 
1. nationally recognized academic programs that 
support the operations of the Navy and Ma-
rine Corps, our sister services, and our allies; 
2. research programs that focus on the integra-
tion of education and research in support of 
current and emerging national security tech-
nologies and operations; and
3. executive and continuing education programs 
that support sustained intellectual innovation 
and growth throughout an officer’s career.
xiv
• Applied Cyber Operations 
• Computer Science (residential and DL)
• Computing Technology (DL)
• Cyber Systems and Operations
• Cost Estimating and Analysis (DL)
• Electronic Warfare Systems (International)
• Human Systems Integration
• Identity Management and Cyber Security 
  (residential and DL)
• Information Sciences
• Information Systems and Operations
• Information Systems and Technology
• Information Warfare
• Joint C4I Systems
• Joint Information Operations
• Joint Operational Logistics
• Modeling, Virtual Environments, and  
  Simulation 
• Operations Analysis
• Remote Sensing
GSOIS delivers graduate-level education and conducts cutting-edge research in four non-traditional knowledge domains responsive 
to U.S. military needs: information science and technolog y, military computer science, military operations analysis and research, 
• Acquisition and Contract Management
• Advanced Acquisition Program
• Contract Management (DL)
• Defense Business Management
• Defense Systems Analysis
• Defense Systems Management
• Executive MBA (DL)
• Financial Management
• Information Systems Management
• Material Logistics Support
• Manpower Systems Analysis
• Program Management (DL)
• Supply-Chain Management
• Systems Acquisition Management
• Transportation Management
Graduate School of Business and Public Policy (GSBPP)
GSBPP reflects the management side of national defense in support of operational requirements, with programs open to the U.S. 
uniformed services, DOD employees and contractors, federal employees, and international military and government employees. An 
integrated civilian and military faculty focuses on defense organizations, system applications, and instruction supported by extensive 
defense-oriented research. 
Graduate School of Engineering and Applied Sciences (GSEAS)
GSEAS provides advanced education in engineering and applied sciences while developing technological advances with strict ap-
plication to DOD needs, thus setting it apart from civilian graduate schools of engineering. It is focused on preparing the next 
generation of U.S. and international leaders, military and civilian alike, for the uncertainties and challenges of a rapidly changing 
technological world.
• Applied Mathematics
• Combat Systems Sciences and Technology
• Electronic Systems Engineering (residential 
  and DL)
• Mechanical Engineering for Nuclear-trained 
  Officers (DL)






  Engineering (DL)
• Space Systems Engineering
• Space Systems Operations  
  (residential and DL)
• Systems Engineering (residential and DL)
• Systems Engineering Management (DL)
• Undersea Warfare 
• Underwater Acoustic Systems (DL)
Office of the Provost
The Office of the Provost provides oversight to a specialized degree program that leads to a master of sci-
ence in systems engineering analysis. Students benefit from cross-disciplinary course offerings and research op-
portunities found in GSEAS systems engineering and GSOIS systems and operational analysis curricula. 
• Systems Engineering Analysis
xv
Independent scholarly work in the form of a dissertation (PhD), thesis (master’s/engineer), or capstone project 
is required for most academic programs. Student research projects address issues ranging from the current 
needs of the fleet and joint forces to the science and technology required to sustain long-term superiority of 
the Navy and DOD. Guided by faculty advisors, NPS students represent a vital resource within the DOD for 
addressing war-fighting problems and maintaining cutting-edge expertise, particularly in a time when tech-
nology and information operations are changing rapidly. Naval Postgraduate School alumni think innovatively 
and possess the knowledge and skills to apply nascent technologies in the commercial and military sectors. 
Their firsthand grasp of operations, when combined with challenging projects that require them to apply their 
focused graduate coursework, is one of the most effective elements in solving fleet, joint-force, and regional 
problems. NPS graduate education encourages a lifelong capacity for applying basic principles and creative 
solutions to complex problems. NPS is also unique in its ability to conduct classified research. Classified theses 
are available on the NPS SIPRNet.
STUDENT RESEARCH
Source: Naval Postgraduate School Public Affairs Office
The student body consists of U.S. officers from all 
branches of the uniformed services, civilian employ-
ees of the federal government, and international mili-
tary officers and government civilians. The student 
population distribution for December 2017 is shown 
in Figure 1.
STUDENT POPULATION
Figure 1: Total enrollment by student type for the first quarter of 




Curricula meet defense requirements within the traditional degree framework through residential or distance-
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DECEMBER 2017 DEGREES CONFERRED
Figure 2. Distribution of degrees conferred by academic school, December 2017
(unrestricted theses)
The December 2017 graduating class produced 217 unrestricted dissertations, theses, and capstone project 
reports as part of the graduation requirement. Figure 2 indicates the distribution of degrees awarded by aca-
demic school.
Source: NPS Public Affairs Office
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ACADEMIC AWARDS ANNOUNCED DECEMBER 2017
Many departments honor graduating students for the quality and contributions made by their dissertations, 
theses, or capstone reports. The following listing recognizes students selected by NPS faculty and military 
associations for superior academic achievement and outstanding theses.
Campus-Wide
• Monterey Council Navy League Award for Highest Academic Achievement: Lieutenant Commander John 
 P. McCray, USN
• The Rear Admiral Donald R. Eaton Logistics Award for Outstanding Achievement: Major John D. Park, 
 USMC—Outstanding Thesis: Group 3 Unmanned Aircraft Systems Maintenance Challenges within the Naval 
 Aviation Enterprise
• Association of the United States Army, General Joseph W. Stilwell Chapter, Award for Outstanding Army 
 Student: Major Matthew Bauer, USA—Outstanding Thesis: Convergence in Latin America: Illuminating the 
 Pink Tide and Iranian Nexus through Social Network Analysis (co-authors listed on the following page); and 
 Major Anders Hamlin, USA—Outstanding Thesis: Effective Client Management: Maximizing the Influence of 
 External Sponsors over Affiliated Armed Groups
• Naval Postgraduate School Outstanding Academic Achievement Award for International Students: Major 
 Ihor Kovalevskyi, Ukrainian Army; and Major Bo Christian Andersen, Danish Air Force
• The Kiwanis Club of Monterey Outstanding International Student Award: Major Bo Christian Andersen, 
 Danish Air Force
• The Outstanding United States Air Force Graduate Award, Department of National Security Affairs: 
 Captain Anthony S. Loden, USAF
• Naval Postgraduate School Outstanding Academic Achievement Award for Department of Defense 
 Student: Mr. Matthew David Sharpe, National Aeronautics and Space Administration
• The Surface Navy Association’s Award for Excellence in Surface Warfare Research: Lieutenant Arron 
 Wilson, USN; and Lieutenant Junior Grade Christopher Olsen, USN
• Foreign Area Officer Association Award for Excellence in International Affairs: Captain Michael R. 
 Kristek, USMC
• Naval Intelligence Foundation, Admiral B. R. Inman Award for Outstanding Performance in the Field of 
 Intelligence: Captain Michael R. Kristek, USMC
• Naval Sea Systems Command Award for Excellence in Combat Systems: Lieutenant Robert Vann, USN
Graduate School of Business and Public Policy (GSBPP)
• The Army Acquisition Corps Award for Scholastic Achievement: Captain Erik Kifune, USA
• Rear Admiral Thomas R. McClellan Award for Academic Excellence in the Graduate School of Business 
 and Public Policy: Lieutenant Commander Victor Lange, USN
• The Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Acquisition) Award for Academic Excellence: Captain Thomas  
 Kellermann, USAF
• The Graduate School of Business and Public Policy Faculty Outstanding International Student Award: 
 Major Zhi Wen Tan, Republic of Singapore Navy; and Mr. Yong Wah Thia, Singapore Ministry of 
 Defence
• Naval Supply Systems Command Award for Academic Excellence in Management: Lieutenant 
 Commander Jacob T. Whiteley, USN
• Commander Philip A. Murphy-Sweet Memorial Award for Excellence in Acquisition: Captain Andrew 
 Heiple, USMC
• Department of the Navy Award for Academic Excellence in Financial Management: Lieutenant Jeffrey 
 McCormick, USN; Captain Daniel Shipman, USMC; and Major Josh Simpson, USMC
Graduate School of Engineering and Applied Sciences (GSEAS)
• AFCEA John McReynolds Wozencraft Electrical and Computer Engineering Academic Honor Award: 
 Lieutenant Commander Ehren Bittner, USN
• Air Force Association Award for Advancement of Aerospace Studies: Captain Kai Grohe, Royal 
xix
 Canadian Air Force
• The Naval Sea Systems Command Award in Naval/Mechanical Engineering: Lieutenant Commander 
 Edward Fosson, USN
• Meyer Award for Outstanding Student in Systems Engineering (Distance Learning): Mr. Daniel James 
 Herrington
• Louis D. Liskin Award for Excellence in Management: Major Mark Matthew Phelps, USMC— 
 Outstanding Thesis: Maintenance Production Demand and Capacity Analysis of Third Maintenance Battalion
• Astronaut Michael J. Smith, CAPT, USN, and Astronaut William C. McCool, CDR, USN, Astronautics 
 Award: Lieutenant Andrew Robert Bradstreet, USN
• Space Systems Engineering Award for Academic Excellence: Lieutenant Travis A. Lippman, USN— 
 Outstanding Thesis: Enhancing the Science Collection Capability of NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO)
• The Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory Award for Excellence in Applied Physics Research: 
 Captain Drake Edward Brewster, USA
• Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command Award in Electronic Systems Engineering: Lieutenant 
 Calvin Scott Hargadine, USN—Outstanding Thesis: Mobile Robot Navigation and Obstacle Avoidance in 
 Unstructured Outdoor Environments
Graduate School of Operations and Information Sciences (GSOIS) 
• Rear Admiral Grace Murray Hopper Computer Science Award: Lieutenant Andrew Mauldin, USN— 
 Outstanding Thesis: Comparative Analysis of Disruption Tolerant Network Routing Simulations in the ONE and ns-3
• The Pat Tillman Leadership Award: Major Paul Webber, USMC; and Major Jason Jacobs, USA
School of International Graduate Studies (SIGS)
• The International Student Award for Excellence in Regional or Security Studies: Major Ihor Kovalevskyi, 
 Ukrainian Army
• The Louis D. Liskin Award for Excellence in Regional Security Studies: LCDR Jeffrey R. Frost, USN
• The Curtis H. “Butch” Straub Achievement Award: Captain Craig Schwartz, Santa Rosa (California) Police 
 Department—Outstanding Thesis: Big Brother or Trusted Allies? How the Police Can Earn 
 Community Support for Using Unmanned Aircraft; and Captain Jackie White, Albuquerque (New Mexico) Fire 
 Department
Outstanding Theses
• Lieutenant Colonel Chandana Priyantha Arangalla, Sri Lanka Army: Nonalignment to Balance China’s Influence 
 on Sri Lanka: Negotiating China’s “String of Pearls” Strateg y for the Pearl of the Indian Ocean
• Lieutenant Adam L. Atwood, USN: Flexible Multi-Body Spacecraft Simulator: Design, Construction, and 
 Experiments
• Major Matthew S. Bauer, USA; Major Andrew J. Maggard, USA; and Major Robert L. Murray, USA: 
 Convergence in Latin America: Illuminating the Pink Tide and Iranian Nexus through Social Network Analysis
• Ms. Jessica Marie Bress: New High: A Future-Oriented Study of American Drug Policy
• Major, Melanie D. Collins, USA; and Major Jennifer K. Jantzi, USA: Civil Affairs Framework for Executing 
 Governance
• Lieutenant Bryan D. Crosby, USN: Field Ionization Test Chamber for Carbon Nanotube-Based Miniature Ion 
 Thruster Applications
• Captain Amanda F. Detrick, USAF: Virtue and Vice: Morality Police and Social Control in Islamic Regimes
• Lieutenant Commander Ken G. Foos, USN: Fabrication and Characterization of Surrogate Glasses Aimed to 
 Validate Nuclear Forensic Techniques
• Ensign Leo M. Jones, USN: Development of a Numerical Tow Tank with Wave Generation to Supplement 
 Experimental Efforts
• Sergeant First Class David Tyler Long, USA; and Captain Christopher M. Mulch, USA: Interactive 
 Wargaming CyberWar: 2025
• Major Ian B. MacGregor, USA; and Major Jared D. Tomberlin, USA: Teamharmony: Employing 
 Matchmaking Algorithms to Team-Building
• Lieutenant Simone M. Mims, USN; and Lieutenant Tye R. Wylkynsone, USN: Cyber Event Artifact 
xx
 Investigation Training in a Virtual Environment
• Lieutenant Alexis Peppas, Hellenic Navy: Protecting Files Hosted on Virtual Machines with Out-of-Guest Access 
 Control
• Major Eli U.S. Persons, USAF: Examining Changing American Perceptions of the Terrorist Threat: From the 
 Oklahoma City Bombing to Al Qaeda
• Captain Beau L. Pillot, USMC: The Insurgency Business: The Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, 2010-2016
• Major Garrett M. Searle, USA: Impact Assessment in Special Warfare
• Major Erich R. Steffens, USA: Monsters of Münster: Lessons from the Apocalyptic Narrative of the Anabaptist 
 Kingdom
• Captain Jimmie S. Todd, USAF; and Master Sergeant Matthew R. Schuyler, USAF: Retirement Planning: 
 Important Factors Influencing a Service Member’s Decision to Prepare for Retirement
• Major Peter R. Wilcox, USA: Forecasting the Future of the Islamic State: An Agent-Based Rational Choice Model and 
 Social Network Analysis Approach
• Lieutenant Commander Alexander G. Williams, USN: Feasibility of an Extended-Duration Aerial Platform using 
 Autonomous Multi-Rotor Vehicle Swapping and Battery Management
• Lieutenant Sen Feng Yu, USN: Analysis of an Improved Solar-Powered Hydrogen Generation System for Sustained 





REGAINING THE TRUST OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC: 
A LAW ENFORCEMENT INITIATIVE
Micole Alvarez– Lieutenant, California Highway Patrol
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Rodrigo Nieto-Gomez, Department of National Security Affairs
Co-Advisor: Patrick Miller, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
While Americans remain confident in law enforcement, there are profound fractures in the relationship be-
tween the police and certain communities across the United States. Law enforcement shootings of unarmed 
individuals—particularly African Americans—inadequate police response, and the subsequent civil unrest 
raise disturbing and often volatile concerns for public safety. This thesis asserts that, as an industry, law 
enforcement is experiencing a nationwide crisis. Although law enforcement has been unable to successfully 
navigate the dynamics of reputation management during a crisis, companies in the private sector have identi-
fied effective frameworks, paradigms, and best practices for successfully regaining—and, more importantly, 
maintaining—the public’s trust. Consequently, this paper seeks to determine how law enforcement can apply 
crisis and reputation management techniques developed by the private sector to effectively regain the trust 
of the American public. The thesis provides law enforcement executives with an opportunity to learn from 
the private sector and put the most critical lessons learned in crisis and reputation management into practice. 
Full Text
Keywords: public trust, crisis management, reputation management, law enforcement, police
NONALIGNMENT TO BALANCE CHINA’'S INFLUENCE ON SRI LANKA: NEGOTIATING 
CHINA’S “STRING OF PEARLS” STRATEGY FOR THE PEARL OF THE INDIAN OCEAN
This paper has been recognized as outstanding by its department.
Chandana Priyantha Arangalla–Lieutenant Colonel, Sri Lanka Army
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Civil-Military Relations)
Advisor: Carolyn Halladay, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Second Reader: Christopher Darnton, Department of National Security Affairs
Sri Lanka, particularly since 2008, has become more closely aligned with China in geopolitical affairs, upset-
ting the balance of its relationship with two other powers in the Indian Ocean: the United States and India. 
Sri Lanka has become more beholden to China for two main reasons—heavy indebtedness (more than $5 
billion) and unfavorable terms and conditions agreed to with China in bilateral agreements while developing 
key infrastructure facilities in the country. After winning a 30-year-long war against terrorism in 2009, Sri 
Lanka now must struggle to extricate itself from a debt trap set by China. Against this background, this thesis 
explores the extent to which the Sri Lankan government can adopt nonalignment as the governing principle 
of its foreign policy. The thesis presents two possible scenarios: the successful adoption of nonalignment, bal-
ancing Sri Lanka’s geostrategic interests with major Indian Ocean Region (IOR) power players, and the failure 
to adopt nonalignment, putting Sri Lanka at risk to China’s coercive soft and hard power and compelling Sri 
Lanka to align more actively with the United States and India. This thesis evaluates historical evidence and 
recent developments, considers the status quo, and conducts a threefold case study of Pakistan, Bangladesh, 
and Vietnam. This thesis shows that nonalignment could promote balance in geopolitics and the international 
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political economy in the 21st century. Finally, this thesis makes two types of recommendations: one specific to 
Sri Lanka, and the other suggesting a nonalignment model for economically weaker countries to follow when 
dealing with stronger countries. Full Text
Keywords: nonalignment, balanced, imbalanced, soft and hard power coercion, geopolitics, political economy, 
hegemony, indebtedness, power players
MARIJUANA, THE STRAIGHT DOPE: GUIDANCE FOR FEDERAL POLICY REFORM
Erik Baker– Detective Supervisor (Retired), Los Angeles (California) Police Department
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Christopher Bellavita, Department of National Security Affairs
Co-Advisor: Kathleen Kiernan, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
This thesis explores the increasingly popular push by states to decriminalize and legalize marijuana and the 
resulting problems that raise concern about maintaining the current federal marijuana policy. This thesis 
conducts an analysis of various policy options to resolve conflicts that arise between recently enacted state 
legislation and federal criminal statutes, U.S. compliance with international treaties, and public safety. Utiliz-
ing Bardach’s eight-step method, this thesis compares three possibilities for policy recommendation. The first 
option is to maintain the status quo, or to continue a policy of relaxed federal enforcement. The second option 
is one of strict enforcement, essentially rolling back marijuana laws in the states and mandating compliance 
with current federal law. The third option is one of balancing the desires of the states while ensuring treaty 
compliance and public safety by rescheduling marijuana. The research shows that a rescheduling of marijuana, 
from Schedule I of the Controlled Substance Act to Schedule III, would protect access to marijuana for those 
with a medical necessity while ensuring compliance with international counter-narcotics accords, and enable 
the drug’s availability for research purposes. Full Text
Keywords: marijuana legalization debate, marijuana policy, Controlled Substance Act, medical marijuana, con-
trolled substances, marijuana decriminalization, Drug Enforcement Administration, federal mandates, federal 
policy reform
THE EVOLVING ROLE OF FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT 
IN CHINA FROM 1978 ONWARD
Margarita Balish– –Captain, United States Air Force
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Far East, Southeast Asia, the Pacific)
Advisor: Naazneen Barma, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Michael Glosny, Department of National Security Affairs
From 1978 to the present day, China has developed its economy through the strategic use of foreign direct 
investment (FDI). This thesis demonstrates how Chinese economic reforms since 1978 have led to an increase 
in FDI inflows and illustrates how the government channeled those FDI flows to prioritize a process of eco-
nomic development evolving from low-skilled to high-skilled sectors of the economy, evidenced by the coun-
try’s evolving export profile over time. Through the examination of three different time periods, this thesis 
shows how shifts in government policy affected the inflows of FDI and how the government channeled this 
FDI. Between 1978 and 1989, the Chinese government funneled resources into non-strategic sectors, such as 
the textile industry. From 1989 to 2001, China reoriented its resources toward strategic sectors, including tele-
communications. Finally, from 2001 to the present, China shifted its focus toward high-value-added sectors 
of the economy, including automobiles, information and communications technology (ICT), and semiconduc-
tors. Overall, between 1978 and the present day, FDI has increased dramatically, reflecting China’s economic 
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priorities. The Chinese government’s decision to use FDI to promote high-value-added sectors showcases its 
ambitious and strategic policymaking in the service of rapid and sustained economic success. Full Text
Keywords: China, foreign direct investment, joint ventures, Deng Xiaoping, Xi Jinping, special economic 
zones, decentralization, recentralization, economic reforms, industrialization, innovation, textiles, telecom-
munications, automobiles, information and communications technology, semiconductors, Southern Tour, Ti-
ananmen Square, township-village enterprises, WTO
SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AND SOCIAL MEDIA: SURVEILLANCE 
AND UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES
Bryan Ballantyne– –Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Anshu Chatterjee, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Anne Baylouny, Department of National Security Affairs
How does the use of social media by radical and non-radical social movements differ, and what are the impli-
cations of externally focused national security anti-terrorist strategies upon domestic reformist movements? 
This thesis uses a comparative case study to examine the use of social media by ISIS and Black Lives Matter to 
explore how organizational and political objectives shape social media objectives, social media strategies, and 
the ways in which movements interact with civil society. Both movements use social media to communicate 
with governments, populations, and news organizations, but their purposes differ; while one seeks recruits 
to overthrow or significantly alter existing institutional structures, the other is seeking sympathizers within 
institutional structures. This thesis also examines U.S. surveillance policy to determine whether or not policy 
designed for radical groups puts reformist movements at risk. Current policy does not pose a threat to domes-
tic, reformist movements as it did in the past. However, government agencies are consumers of unregulated 
private sector surveillance services that groups within the domestic population may perceive as repressive or 
unlawful. The state risks inhibiting social progress and, paradoxically, radicalizing reformist groups through 
surveillance as it may be perceived as a form of repression. Full Text
Keywords: social media, ISIS, Black Lives Matter, social movements, surveillance, civil liberties, propaganda, 
radicalization
THE ROLE OF MENTAL ILLNESS IDENTIFICATION AND 
SCREENING IN FIREARM BACKGROUND CHECKS
Kevin Barklage– Commander, United States Coast Guard
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Erik Dahl, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Michael Biasotti, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Highly publicized mass shootings, and often the corresponding commentary on the perpetrator’s mental 
health, lead many to question how such a person could have acquired access to a firearm. Mental illness, broad-
ly speaking, is a prohibiting criterion for individuals to purchase a firearm, yet there are several examples of 
individuals who have a history of mental illness and are able to legally pass a firearm background check. This 
thesis examines the tenuous relationship between mental illness and violence, and evaluates federal and state 
laws to assess the prohibited criteria. Individuals with mental illness who go untreated and have co-occurring 
disorders are at an increased risk of violence, yet may never enter into the courts or are not involuntarily com-
mitted to a mental institution. This research concluded, therefore, that statutes need to change by placing less 
emphasis on involuntary commitment to mental institutions and instead adopt a risk-based approach that re-
stricts firearm access by individuals with a mental illness who may present a risk of violence once they are iden-
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tified. Legal, procedural, and clinical implications are explored to ensure that individuals’ constitutional rights 
are protected while mitigating risk and maintaining a primary goal of ensuring effective treatment. Full Text
Keywords: mental health, mental illness, firearm, guns, background checks
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATIONS FOR A 
SOCIAL-MEDIA THREAT ASSESSMENT TOOL
Craig Barnett– Lieutenant, Raleigh (North Carolina) Police Department
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Rodrigo Nieto-Gomez, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Lauren Wollman, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Police officers are often the targets of threats, both verbal and written. Twitter and Facebook allow the com-
munications of these threats quickly, anonymously and in high volume. Law enforcement agencies become 
overwhelmed trying to determine which are the most serious, since they have limited investigators. Identify-
ing threats that have a high likelihood of violence is also very subjective. How can risk assessment of these 
threats be improved? As an answer to this question, a software-requirement specification document details 
a new software that starts the threat assessment process earlier. This software incorporates a social media 
and language sentiment analyzer, criminal history information and threshold, and confidence scoring to alert 
law enforcement of threats likely to end in violence. Twitter and Facebook posts that reach a predetermined 
score alert investigators of a high-probability threat on which investigators can focus their efforts. During the 
development of the software proposal, this thesis finds that implementing this software could improve law 
enforcement intervention to threats communicated over social media. Full Text
Keywords: law enforcement, threats, social media, confidence scoring, software, software requirement speci-
fications, sentiment analyzer, Twitter, Facebook
MITIGATING INSIDER THREATS IN THE DOMESTIC AVIATION SYSTEM: POLICY 
OPTIONS FOR THE TRANSPORTATION SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
Brian Bean– Field Intelligence Officer, Transportation Security Administration
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Lynda Peters, Department of National Security Affairs
Co-Advisor: Erik Dahl, Department of National Security Affairs
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) defines insider threat as the risk posed by workers with 
inside access and knowledge to exploit vulnerabilities in the nation’s transportation systems. In recent years, 
insiders have been leveraged by criminal and terrorist organizations to further nefarious plots in the aviation 
system. This thesis examines policy options for TSA to mitigate insider threats in the domestic aviation system 
and discusses the effectiveness of TSA’s insider-threat programs. This thesis also explores whether TSA can 
be more effective at insider-threat prevention with additional intelligence collection authorities. The insider-
threat programs of the Department of Homeland Security’s Office of Intelligence and Analysis, the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, the United Kingdom’s MI5, and federal defense contractor Lockheed Martin are ana-
lyzed to identify alternative solutions. At their core, insider-threat policies center around three primary areas: 
security programs, counterintelligence programs, and organizational culture. TSA should establish its own 
counterintelligence program while continuing to fine-tune its security programs. Integrating counterintel-
ligence and security programs enhances an organization’s ability to detect and prevent insider threats. Finally, 
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taking additional steps to establish a strong security ethos within the airport environment will help further 
harden the target. Full Text
Keywords: Transportation Security Administration, TSA, aviation, insider, access, insider threat, counterintel-
ligence, Title 50, airport, Intelligence Community, vetting, credential, intelligence
WHEN THE SHOOTING STOPS: RECOVERY FROM ACTIVE-
SHOOTER EVENTS FOR K-12 SCHOOLS
Douglas Berglund– –Director, Emergency Management, 
Washington County (Minnesota) Sheriff’s Office, 
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Lauren Wollman, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Co-Advisor: Glen Woodbury, Department of National Security Affairs
Since Columbine, untold resources and planning efforts have been dedicated to active-shooter response by 
schools and public safety officials. Perhaps this is as it should be, but the almost exclusive focus on response has 
come at the expense of recovery. Active-shooter events were studied to identify and analyze gaps in recovery 
planning and operations. Research suggests that a comprehensive K-12 recovery plan with a phased approach 
would have enabled a faster and smoother recovery. There are no federal requirements for such a plan, and fewer 
than two-thirds of the states require a crisis plan for schools. The most important elements of active-shooter 
recovery for K-12 schools were determined: evacuation, relocation, and parent/student reunification; counsel-
ing and mental health therapy; funerals and memorials; post-incident staff reduction, suicide awareness, com-
munication with non-English-speaking students and families, and donation management. Based on the lessons 
learned from six active-shooter incidents, steps are recommended for the successful, immediate, and national 
implementation of recovery planning for K-12 active-shooter events. Full Text
Keywords: recovery, K-12 schools, active shooter, reunification, lockdown, planning, disaster, crisis, Colum-
bine, Sandy Hook, Rocori, Chardon, Santana, Marysville
SOUTHEAST ASIA: ISIS’S NEXT FRONT
Connor Berrier– –Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Far East, Southeast Asia, the Pacific)
Advisor: Michael Malley, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Robert Weiner, Department of National Security Affairs
This thesis examines key factors that may help the Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham (ISIS) establish a new 
province, or front, within Southeast Asia. It poses the questions: What conditions have already allowed ISIS’s 
brand of terrorism to spread to the region, and how could they enable the terrorist organization to establish 
a front there? Four factors were examined across Indonesia, the Philippines, and Malaysia. These factors in-
clude the presence and strength of ISIS-aligned terrorist groups, the production and location of ISIS-affiliated 
foreign terrorist fighters (FTFs), the number and severity of ISIS-linked activity, and the overall level of each 
state’s weakness. While no country remains completely insulated from ISIS, the Philippines is by far the most 
exposed. The country faces several challenges—a unified network of structured pro-ISIS groups, scores of in-
coming Southeast Asian FTFs, a large number of severe ISIS-linked activities, and a lack of counter-terrorism 
(CT) capacity. Without making significant changes to the country’s CT efforts, the Philippines will likely 
continue to face the greatest ISIS threat in the region. The findings identified in this thesis may help other 
countries detect and improve key vulnerabilities that, if left unchecked, may advance ISIS’s influence. Full Text
Keywords: Indonesia, the Philippines, Malaysia, counterterrorism, transnational terrorism, foreign terrorist 
fighters, al-Qaeda, jihadists, Islamic State, ISIS, Southeast Asia
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NEW HIGH: A FUTURE-ORIENTED STUDY OF AMERICAN DRUG POLICY
This paper has been recognized as outstanding by its department.
Jessica Marie Bress– Policy Advisor, District of Columbia 
Department of Behavioral Health, Washington, DC
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Rodrigo Nieto-Gomez, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Glen Woodbury, Department of National Security Affairs
Drug policy in the United States is reactive and unprepared for burgeoning phenomena related to the con-
vergence of drugs and technology. In the twenty-first century, innovations are disrupting society with uncon-
ventional rules. This thesis investigated how emerging technologies and global megatrends might converge 
to affect the future of United States drug policy. Through a scenarios-based future studies methodology, 
global megatrends and other nascent variables intertwine in two fictional scenarios to highlight regulatory and 
ethical challenges. Thesis findings underscore how it is critical for the United States to remain adaptable and 
identify general long-term, cyclical forces. Subsequently, it is imperative to analyze how these forces might in-
fluence the environment of illicit drug use before current regulatory drug frameworks become obsolete. Thesis 
findings recommend that the U.S. government decriminalize illicit drugs and transition drug policy from the 
domain of law enforcement to a strengthened public and behavioral healthcare system. Finally, this thesis also 
recommends the creation of a national biotech ethics committee and an office of the future. Full Text
Keywords: futures, megatrends, emerging technologies, drug policy, public health, war on drugs, forecast-
ing, behavioral health, scenarios, trends, innovation, regulation, policy, artificial intelligence, brain-computer 
interface, neural stimulation, nootropics, marijuana, digital currency, synthetic drugs, globalization, urbaniza-
tion, Internet of things, hyper-connected society, exponential technological growth
AN ARIZONA BORDER WALL CASE STUDY
Justin Bristow– –Deputy Directorate Chief, U.S. Border Patrol, 
Strategic Planning & Analysis, Washington, DC
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Erik Dahl, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Jorge Gonzalez, Deputy Chief, Counterterrorism Unit, 
Office of Intelligence, U.S. Department of Justice, Washington, DC
Illegal immigration is a popular topic. Obtaining operational control of the southwest border and adding 
infrastructure was deemed necessary and important when Congress voted for the Secure Fence Act in 2006. 
This thesis determines how much, and where, additional infrastructure should be added. How effective can a 
border wall or fence be in securing the U.S.-Mexico border? Under what circumstances are walls and fences 
effective? When are other types of security measures more effective? The Yuma and Tucson sectors are ex-
amined to determine the current border infrastructure’s effectiveness using arrest and geographical data. Cur-
rent border infrastructure, the complete wall system’s cost, and results realized in reducing illegal crossings 
are reviewed. Government documents, congressional testimonies, and think-tank analyses are analyzed. This 
thesis focused on barriers and tactical infrastructure on the southwest border. It found that a wall or fence is 
a viable option to improve the security of some border sections. The Yuma sector is already under operational 
control and is lower priority. The Tucson sector is higher priority and needs additional infrastructure. It is 
recommended that all urban and rural zones under 80 percent effectiveness be upgraded to modern fencing, 




THE REALITY OF THE HOMELAND SECURITY ENTERPRISE 
INFORMATION SHARING ENVIRONMENT
Michael Brown– Field Intelligence Officer, Transportation Security Administration
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Erik Dahl, Department of National Security Affairs
Co-Advisor: Robert Simeral, Department of Information Sciences
Responding to recommendations from the 9/11 Commission, Congress created the Information Sharing En-
vironment (ISE) with the passage of the 2004 Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act. Linked to 
the creation of the Office of the Director of National Intelligence and championed by that office’s program 
manager for the ISE, the ISE has contributed to national intelligence reform by attempting to improve infor-
mation sharing across the federal, state, local, territorial, and tribal domains. Given the rise in domestic terror-
ist attacks and the progress of intelligence reform over the last 16 years, this thesis explores an analysis of the 
ISE’s effectiveness and an examination of alternative means of information sharing to address the remaining 
information-sharing challenges brought to light in attacks carried out between 2014 and 2017. Alternative 
information-sharing techniques have been used by our nation’s special operations forces and by our largest 
police force, the New York Police Department. The best practices of organizations such as these may be lever-
aged by the ISE to further future intelligence-sharing reform. Full Text
Keywords: Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act, Information Sharing Environment, NYPD, 
Special Operations Forces, planning cells, counterterrorism operations, intelligence reform, collaboration, 
Office of the Director of National Intelligence, Posse Comitatus, intelligence community, field intelligence
DASHBOARDS FOR THE FIRE SERVICE
Alan Butsch– Battalion Chief, Montgomery County (Maryland) Fire and Rescue Service
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Scott Jasper, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Second Reader: Rodrigo Nieto-Gomez, Department of National Security Affairs
The purpose of this thesis is to examine how fire service agencies can best apply the principles of Business 
Intelligence (BI) toward constructing dashboards to improve agency performance. To accomplish this project, 
action research principles were applied to construct a first-generation model of such a dashboard. The model 
dashboard(s) constructed contains program measures and information that fire agency supervisors at different 
levels may use to improve subordinate performance and to support decision-making. It does appear possible 
for fire departments to apply modern BI principles toward improving fire department performance. Since 
the dashboard developed only represents the first generation of this process, it is recommended that further 
research focus on how to improve such dashboards through iteration and to examine the effects of such dash-
boards on agency performance to see if they are truly useful. Full Text
Keywords: dashboards, Business Intelligence, fire service, performance measurement
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THE NEVADA FAMILY: POLITICAL CRISIS LEADERSHIP AND 
RESILIENCE NARRATIVES IN THE SILVER STATE
Caleb Cage– –Chief and Homeland Security Advisor, Nevada 
Division of Emergency Management, Carson City, Nevada
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Carolyn Halladay, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Second Reader: Christopher Bellavita, Department of National Security Affairs
Emergencies and disasters are political events, and can often become political crises for elected and appointed 
officials. Current scholarship suggests that five key tasks for political officials allow them to manage these 
crises: sensemaking, decision making, meaning making, terminating, and learning. These practices provide a 
solid foundation for political leaders during crises, but it is argued in this thesis that this approach is limited 
wholly to prescriptive recommendations, and that it does not include a realistic and descriptive understanding 
of how political leaders actually respond to crises. The key distinction is that political leaders must balance the 
perception of their effective governing during the crisis with the perception that they should not be blamed 
for causing or allowing the crisis to occur, or be held responsible for any of the deficiencies in how the crisis 
was handled. Furthermore, in addition to addressing blame risk, these five key tasks must also happen before, 
during, and after the crisis, which amounts to political crisis leadership, whereas applying the five tasks dur-
ing the crisis amounts to political crisis management. Since the most important of these tasks for a political 
official is meaning making, political officials can best lead crises before they happen by establishing resilience 
narratives. Full Text
Keywords: political crisis leadership, crisis management, crisis narratives, resilience narratives
HOW THE DEMOCRATIZATION OF TECHNOLOGY ENHANCES 
INTELLIGENCE-LED POLICING AND SERVES THE COMMUNITY
Johanna Canaday– Criminal Intelligence and Analysis 
Manager, Fremont (California) Police Department, 
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Carolyn Halladay, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Co-Advisor: Kathleen Kiernan, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
This thesis examines how the democratization of technology can enhance intelligence-led policing and serve 
the community. The research compares the models of community policing and intelligence-led policing and 
considers how the leveraging of social media platforms and personal surveillance cameras can improve police 
intelligence collection and enhance relationships with the community. While research supports intelligence-
led policing as effective in crime reduction, intelligence-led policing may also produce unexpected benefits 
when coupled with mainstream technologies, serving as a bridge to the people living in those communities. 
These technologies can create collaborative opportunities and roles of empowerment for citizens’ personal 
safety, thus potentially increasing police legitimacy and fostering more democratic and participatory com-
munities. By incorporating the best of community policing, such as its goals of relationship-building and 
improving police legitimacy, with the crime reduction capabilities of intelligence-led policing, we might call 
this community-enhanced intelligence-led policing. With this combination of values and positive outcomes, 
law enforcement may achieve the desired benefits of each model. Full Text
Keywords: intelligence-led policing, community policing, democratization of technology, surveillance cam-




Soonwoo Choi– Major, Republic of Korea Air Force
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Strategic Studies)
Advisor: Wade Huntley, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Rachel Sigman, Department of National Security Affairs
Since World War II, countries have pursued nuclear weapons because of their destructive power and influence 
as well as their deterrence value. At the same time, the great powers tried to prevent nuclear weapons prolifera-
tion. In this situation, the nuclear weapons development programs of South Africa and Israel still succeeded, 
but these countries did not publicize their nuclear capabilities. Why did these not disclose their nuclear weap-
ons capabilities even if disclosure could strengthen deterrence of threats against them? This thesis examines 
three possible variables—security, norms, and domestic politics—to find the answer. All these factors im-
pacted those countries’ ambiguous nuclear weapons strategies, but the United States’ role was most influential 
in how Israel and South Africa shaped those strategies. This research may contribute to better understanding 
possible policies of potential nuclear weapons armed states, especially in Northeast Asia. Full Text
Keywords: nuclear strategy, nuclear non-proliferation, nuclear weapons development, opaque nuclear strategy, 
ambiguous nuclear strategy
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, NEW TECHNOLOGY, AND ADAPTATION OF THE 
MILITARY INNOVATION: FOCUSING ON THE CASE OF THE AIRCRAFT CARRIER 
INNOVATION OF THE IMPERIAL JAPANESE NAVY DURING THE INTERWAR PERIOD
Yanghwan Cho– –Captain, Republic of Korea Army
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Strategic Studies)
Advisor: James Russell, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Daniel Moran, Department of National Security Affairs
The purpose of this study is to examine the factors that could best explain the initial superiority the Imperial 
Japanese Navy (IJN) achieved during World War II through military innovation. For this purpose, the thesis 
analyzes the factors that most significantly impacted the Japanese aircraft carrier and aircraft innovation dur-
ing the interwar period. The study found that technology, international relations, and adaptation positively 
influenced military innovation in the IJN in various ways. With the newly developed aviation technology, the 
IJN laid the groundwork for military innovation, which aided response to the two naval disarmament treaties; 
through the Second Sino-Japanese War, the IJN elaborated its aircraft and aircraft carrier doctrine. In other 
words, the IJN’s military innovation in the interwar period was enabled by technology, driven by the realist 
international relations theory, and enhanced by adaptation. This study strengthens existing research on mili-
tary innovation by examining positive factors and suggesting considerations for establishing defense policy. 
Full Text
Keywords: military innovation, aircraft carriers, aircraft, Imperial Japanese Navy
BORDER PATROL, SOCIAL MEDIA, AND TRANSNATIONAL MESSAGING
Kathleen Christie– –Patrol Agent in Charge, United States Border Patrol
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Carolyn Halladay, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Co-Advisor: John Rollins, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Since the U.S. Border Patrol was established in 1924, agents have been an integral part of the community and 
have worked to educate the public on the Border Patrol mission and how they can support it. Outreach cam-
paigns began with such programs as D.A.R.E., Red Ribbon Week, and No Mas Cruces. The campaigns were 
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conducted via schools and traditional media such as radio, television, and print. In 2003, Border Patrol’s Public 
Affairs Office was absorbed into the newly created Department of Homeland Security’s Customs and Border 
Protection (CBP) agency. While Border Patrol conducts public affairs, the messaging is controlled by CBP. 
The prevalence of social media has provided an inexpensive, high-capacity way for Border Patrol to conduct 
community engagement. However, CBP retains the authority to approve social media use in an official capac-
ity and only allows Border Patrol to use social media under the CBP umbrella. This thesis argues that Border 
Patrol should be allowed to use Border Patrol–specific social media accounts for community engagement and 
to educate the public on the Border Patrol mission. Furthermore, engagement should occur with Canadian 
and Mexican citizens in their native languages when possible and applicable. Full Text
Keywords: Border Patrol, social media, transnational messaging
2015 U.S.-CHINA CYBER AGREEMENT: A NEW HOPE, OR “"THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK”?"
Joseph Chua– –Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Far East, Southeast Asia, the Pacific)
Advisor: Wade Huntley, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Michael Glosny, Department of National Security Affairs
On September 25, 2015, President Barack Obama and President Xi Jinping announced the formation of a 
U.S.–China Cyber Agreement. After years of suspected cyber-enabled economic espionage, many analysts 
considered the Agreement a surprising and welcome development. Still, other analysts remained pessimistic 
as to the Agreement’s potential impact in changing behavior, predicting that Chinese behavior would remain 
unchanged or be altered in a way that would not significantly reduce the level of cyber espionage instances 
or damages. Given the two years since the signing of the Agreement, this thesis examines data from pre-and 
post-Agreement periods for potential trends and impacts, to address the following question: how have the 
results of the 2015 U.S.–China Cyber Agreement impacted the prospects of future U.S.-China cooperation 
in cyberspace? To evaluate this question, this thesis first examines data from FireEye, Hackmageddon, and 
other cybersecurity organizations that report the volume of attacks and other relevant trends. This thesis then 
repurposes the Schmitt Analysis to provide an alternative and more comprehensive perspective of China’s 
compliance with the Agreement. Last, this thesis surveys Chinese policies from the pre- and post-Agreement 
periods, highlighting notable differences. After examination of the data, this thesis finds that the Agreement, 
though likely not a watershed moment, played a significant role in accelerating Chinese behavior toward a 
reduction in the level of attacks. Data from FireEye, Hackmageddon, and other cybersecurity organizations 
suggests a genuine effort on the part of the Chinese to comply with the Agreement. Additionally, data exam-
ined by repurposing the Schmitt Analysis supports similar findings. Furthermore, Chinese policies appear to 
have shifted following the Agreement, toward a cyber posture more consistent with U.S. aspirations. In sum, 
the Agreement plays a significant role toward fostering more friendly U.S.–China cyber relations. Full Text
Keywords: United States, China, cyber, cyber agreement, FireEye, Hackmageddon, Schmitt Analysis, cyberat-
tack, cyber policy, Chinese policy
DRIVERS BEHIND THE PRC’S PORT INVESTMENTS: CASES IN DARWIN AND SRI LANKA
Ryan Clifford– –Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Far East, Southeast Asia, the Pacific)
Advisor: Covell Meyskens, National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Michael Glosny, Department of National Security Affairs
This thesis analyzes Chinese investment in the Northern Territory Government’s Port of Darwin in Australia 
and the Port of Hambantota in Sri Lanka. It examines whether security concerns or economic objectives are 
driving Chinese, Australian, and Sri Lankan behavior. Through a detailed analysis of available policy state-
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ments and economic data, the thesis explores what each state seeks to gain from port development. The thesis 
shows that the People’s Republic of China’s primary reason for obtaining port leases in Darwin and Hamban-
tota is to facilitate international trade and the growth of its domestic economy. Sri Lanka and Australia also 
are principally motivated by economic goals. They both lack sufficient domestic funds to accomplish their 
own large-scale port development goals, with Darwin modernizing the port and Hambantota building the 
port. Australia and Sri Lanka view Chinese companies as picking up the bill and aiding in domestic economic 
development. In the case of Sri Lanka, it also favors Chinese investment in Hambantota because it considers 
an increasing Chinese presence in South Asia to be a useful counterbalance to growing Indian power in the 
region. Full Text
Keywords: People’s Republic of China, Australia, Sri Lanka, Darwin, Hambantota, ports, sea lines of com-
munication, economic growth, sea routes, privatization, lease, China-Australia relations, China-Sri Lanka rela-
tions, economic, security, One Belt One Road, Maritime Silk Road, foreign direct investment
ITALY’S CARABINIERI AND CONTEMPORARY SECURITY CHALLENGES
Michelle Crone– Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Europe and Eurasia)
Advisor: David Yost, Department of National Security Affairs
Co-Advisor: Carolyn Halladay, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Since its founding in 1814 as a police force in the Kingdom of Sardinia, the Italian Carabinieri has dem-
onstrated success. To meet contemporary security challenges, the Italian Carabinieri has adapted its police 
and military capacities to address both internal and external threats while working together with the Euro-
pean Gendarmerie Forces (EGF), the European Union (EU), and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO). Because of the magnitude of certain contemporary security challenges, specifically the migrant crisis 
and organized crime, Italy has continued to struggle with border control due to the country’s long coastlines 
and relatively close proximity to other nations. This thesis highlights the role of the Italian Carabinieri’s his-
torical success and analyzes its contributions to EGF, EU, and NATO effectiveness in addressing contempo-
rary security challenges. Full Text
Keywords: Italy, Italian Carabinieri, European Gendarmerie Force, EGF, European Union, EU, North Atlan-
tic Treaty Organization, NATO, migrant crisis, organized crime
VIRTUE AND VICE: MORALITY POLICE AND SOCIAL CONTROL IN ISLAMIC REGIMES
This paper has been recognized as outstanding by its department.
Amanda Detrick– Captain, United States Air Force
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Middle East, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa)
Advisor: Afshon Ostovar, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Anshu Chatterjee, Department of National Security Affairs
Certain states with religious systems of governance maintain and deploy morality police forces as a mechanism 
of social control. What role do morality police play in the social control programs of Islamic states? How are 
those forces employed, and what are the effects of those forces on society? These issues were explored through 
a comparative study of morality policing programs under three Islamic regimes: the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, 
the Islamic Republic of Iran, and the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan under the Taliban. This thesis argues 
that states with religious systems of government employ morality police as a formal method of social control 
to expand and stabilize their rule. Morality police forces enable the regime to project power into society and 
retain dominance by affirming religious legitimacy, suppressing dissent, and enforcing socio-religious and 
political uniformity. The examination of the selected cases further suggests that the tactics and operations of 
morality police have led to certain levels of domestic unrest. Despite some measures taken toward curbing the 
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forces, regimes perceive them as too valuable for the preservation of society, religion, and political power to 
abolish completely. Full Text
Keywords: morality police, religious police, social control, Islamic regime, Saudi Arabia, Iran, Taliban, Af-
ghanistan
ASSESSING POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS IN NATO’S NON-
STRATEGIC NUCLEAR DETERRENCE FORCES
Jeffrey Frost– –Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Europe and Eurasia)
Advisor: David Yost, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Mikhail Tsypkin, Department of National Security Affairs
Given Moscow’s revanchist foreign policy, its willingness to use military force to achieve its goals, and its 
annexation of Crimea in 2014, the strategic threat Russia presents to NATO’s Allies in the Baltic region has 
become acute. The Alliance must find a means to deter Moscow from attempting a similar action in the former 
Soviet Baltic republics that are now NATO member states. This thesis has identified regional nuclear deter-
rence as the best means of addressing this threat, and it has answered the question: How, and to what extent, 
would the addition of U.S. sea- and ground-based non-strategic nuclear weapons strengthen the Alliance’s 
deterrence and defense posture in Europe? Through a qualitative analysis of NATO’s nuclear deterrence pos-
ture in Europe in the light of new challenges, including Russian air defenses, this thesis has found that the 
addition of a nuclear-capable cruise missile such as the Nuclear Tomahawk Land Attack Missile (TLAM-N), 
deployed on surface ships, would be an effective short-term solution to this problem and would be consistent 
with the Navy’s distributed lethality concept for surface ships. Moreover, to enhance the Alliance’s long-term 
regional deterrent, a short-range, ground-based, dual-capable ballistic missile could usefully complement the 
TLAM-N. Full Text
Keywords: NATO, Baltic, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Poland, Russia, Crimea, Ukraine, nuclear weapons, 
Cruise missile, Tomahawk Land Attack Missile, Ballistic Missile, deterrence, Nuclear Planning Group, B-61, 
Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses
SWISS STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION IN THE DEFENSE SECTOR 
AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR SWISS SECURITY POLICY
Corina Gantenbein– Major General Staff, Swiss Armed Forces
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Europe and Eurasia)
Advisor: Donald Abenheim, Department of National Security Affairs
Co-Advisor: Carolyn Halladay, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Swiss governmental communication agencies operate in an environment widely different from other Western 
democracies. In 2014, contrary to the Federal Department of Defense, Civil Protection, and Sport’s (DDPS) 
hopes, the Swiss electorate voted against the procurement of a new fighter jet. In the aftermath of that vote, 
criticism about DDPS communication emerged. Hence, this thesis asks: How effective are the DDPS and 
armed forces governmental communication agencies within the realm of domestic politics? This thesis com-
pares the governmental communication practitioners’ work in two political campaigns that ended in public 
votes: in the 2013 vote, DDPS and its communication agencies achieved the desired outcome, but DDPS lost 
the 2014 public vote. The results of this analysis show that the communication practitioners meticulously 
planned, and, within their allowed leeway, executed their plans aptly. The idiosyncratic Swiss strategic culture, 
however, which is shaped by far-reaching public democratic rights and laws that reflect politics’ tight grip on 
the military, significantly limit the communication practitioners’ scope of action. With these restrictions, the 
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Swiss, in their preference for democratic legitimacy over administrative efficiency, restrict the government’s 
ability to act. Hence, the Swiss willingly create outcomes that leave them with security gaps. Full Text
Keywords: Switzerland, Swiss, strategic communication, public communication, governmental communica-
tion, direct democracy, public rights, DDPS, armed forces
A PROPOSED COSMOLOGY OF IDENTITY IN THE SOCIOTECHNICAL 
ECOSYSTEM OF HOMELAND SECURITY
Sevan Gerard– Firefighter/Paramedic, Los Angeles (California) Fire Department
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Rodrigo Nieto-Gomez, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Christopher Bellavita, Department of National Security Affairs
This thesis explores how identity and technology interact in the context of terrorism and conflict. This rela-
tionship is important to understand because technology can be designed to shape identity and drive behavior. 
This ability to manipulate identity through technological means has ethical implications for technological 
innovation and design and can lead to emerging threats in homeland security. This thesis uses the position of 
soldier as a template to develop an understanding of the most basic social functions, which are technologically 
dependent. Following the analysis, the thesis builds a framework called the sociotechnical ecosystem based on 
artifact, mobility, communications, information, and network structures. Finally, this thesis proposes a new 
conceptual model to provide a mechanism for analyzing the influence a technological environment can exert 
on social identity. Full Text
Keywords: identity, social identity theory (SIT), sociotechnical ecosystem, sociotechnical identity, homeland 
security, terrorism, conflict, sociology, technology, information, artifact, mobility, communication, network 
structure, technoself, technium
PROSPECTIVE VIGILANCE: ASSESSING COMPLEX 
COORDINATED ATTACK PREPAREDNESS PROGRAMS
Jared Goff– Captain II, Fairfax County (Virginia) Fire & Rescue Department
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Glen Woodbury, Department of National Security Affairs
Co-Advisor: Lauren Wollman, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
State and local first responders in the United States lack a common strategic approach to prepare for complex 
coordinated attacks (CCAs). Inconsistent terminology and insufficient guidance from all levels of government 
and academia complicate matters. State and local agencies face three main barriers to CCA response prepared-
ness. First, the United States has not experienced a CCA like those in Mumbai or Paris; this renders the threat 
low-probability, if high-consequence, and thus low-priority. Second, preparedness funding in the United States 
is declining across the board; only high-priority, high-probability events receive necessary funding and atten-
tion. Third, if a CCA were to occur today without a unified response plan, first responders would attempt to 
bring order to chaos; but, because this type of event is qualitatively different from those for which responders 
have trained, such a response could prove to be disastrous. This thesis analyzed and assessed federal summary 
reports from current preparedness programs. It surveyed program participants about the programs’ value 
and use. When combined with the federal report examination, the survey results revealed that even without a 
national CCA strategy, these programs increase participants’ preparedness and resilience, and first responders 
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may be adapting to the current threat environment. Three recommendations are provided to help address the 
findings and augment state and local first responder preparedness before a CCA occurs. Full Text
Keywords: complex coordinated attack; CCA; complex attack; coordinated attack; preparedness; resiliency; 
first responder; state and local; JCTAWS; IEMC; Mumbai, India; Paris, France; cross-disciplinary training; 
unified response, unified training, collaboration, high-threat, terrorism training
FIRE DEPARTMENT PERSPECTIVE: CROWD DYNAMICS 
AND SAFETY AT OUTSIDE EVENTS
Rick Griggs– Battalion Chief, Battalion 9 A Shift, 
Sacramento (California) Metropolitan Fire District
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Glen Woodbury, Department of National Security Affairs
Co-Advisor: Lauren Fernandez, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Fire departments often respond to incidents at crowded events with no prior planning or coordination with 
other agencies. The result can be decreased safety for patrons at the events. The purpose of this thesis is to 
understand causes of injuries at crowded, outside venues and what could make these events safer. This thesis 
asks how fire department personnel can plan for the safety and care of large crowds at outside venues. The 
research design includes a review of literature on crowd dynamics and example incidents. Using root cause 
analysis, this thesis analyzes four case studies: the 1989 Hillsborough soccer match, the 2011 Reno Air Race, 
the 2013 Boston Marathon bombing, and the 2014 Travis Air Force Base Air Show. The success of the Reno 
Air Race and Boston Marathon rescue personnel in taking care of injured victims can be attributed to careful 
planning by stakeholders before the events took place. This thesis recommends that before large, crowded 
events, stakeholders establish relationships and that all stakeholders participate in careful planning and realis-
tic training. This planning and training should include interoperability of communications, roles for volunteer 
staff, and ways to prevent and decrease overcrowding. Finally, this thesis recommends strategies to educate 
event patrons on safety. Full Text
Keywords: root cause analysis, crowded venues, large venues, crowd crush, crowd dynamics, National Trans-
portation Safety Board, crowd density, event planning, Sacramento Metropolitan Fire District, Sacramento 
Metro Fire
THE ARCTIC: A WAIT AND SEE APPROACH TO DEFENDING THE HOMELAND
William Hegedusich– Civilian, Department of the Air Force
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Nicholas Dew, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Second Reader: Erik Jansen, Department of Information Sciences
When it comes to the Arctic, there is no lack of planning, debating, studying, or shortage of opinions as to 
what the United States should or should not do in this region of extremes. Should the United States spend 
billions on icebreakers that when completed may not have ice to break, ignore the region and hope the rest of 
the world follows suit, or, worse, militarize the region for an unknown future threat? Given the budget-con-
strained environment and lack of threat to the U.S. national security from the Arctic, is there another option 
or method to allow policy makers to envision a different future for the Arctic, one requiring them to wait and 
do nothing, knowing with some certainty that taking no action is the right decision at this moment in time? 
Using scenario planning, this thesis examines four future scenarios for the Arctic and evaluates the strategic 
patience and persistence strategy introduced in the 2015 National Security Strategy to understand better the 
costs, risks, and benefits of doing little or nothing in the Arctic. Given the uncertainties in the Arctic and 
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faced with greater threats to the homeland, the strategic patience and persistence strategy is a viable approach 
to pursue in the Arctic, which allows the United States to achieve its national Arctic goals. Full Text
Keywords: Arctic, scenario planning, strategic patience, persistence, strategy absence
PRE-INCIDENT PLANNING FOR THE LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY
Troy Hughes– –Fire Chief, Los Alamos County (New Mexico) Fire Department
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Lauren Wollman, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Co-Advisor: Erik Dahl, Department of National Security Affairs
The Los Alamos Fire Department (LAFD) provides emergency response services to the Los Alamos National 
Laboratory. The laboratory places high expectations on the delivery of these services; over a twenty-year peri-
od, however, multiple third-party evaluators identified problems with the LAFD’s pre-incident planning pro-
cess. This thesis investigated pre-incident planning improvement methods and found that the LAFD plans for 
the Los Alamos National Laboratory lacked information and collaborative efforts. A review of related litera-
ture and best practices from other national laboratory sites and accredited fire departments provided potential 
solutions. This research recommends that the LAFD establish a working group to improve the pre-incident 
planning process at Los Alamos National Laboratory, using the best practice examples as guidelines. Full Text
Keywords: pre-incident planning, emergency response, fire department, laboratory
THE IMPACT OF THREAT PERCEPTION DISPARITIES ON ROK-U.S. 
ALLIANCE COHESION: SHIFTS BETWEEN SELF-RELIANCE AND TROOP 
DISPATCHES IN THE PARK AND ROH ADMINISTRATIONS
Youngju Jeong– Major, Republic of Korea Air Force
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Far East, Southeast Asia, the Pacific)
Advisor: Robert Weiner, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Tristan Mabry, Department of National Security Affairs
This thesis compares the Park Jung Hee and Roh Moo Hyun governments’ threat awareness and alliance poli-
cies, particularly with regard to self-defense and troop dispatches in support of the United States. It finds that 
during the Roh administration, domestic political factors led to a deflation of security threats, leading Roh 
to shift from self-reliance to U.S. support, via dispatch of troops, in order to gain more leverage in pursuing 
the Republic of Korea’s diplomatic preferences. Meanwhile, the Park government, influenced by threats to the 
U.S. alliance, amplified its threat perception, leading to an opposite shift from troop dispatch to self-reliance. 
The thesis concludes that in both cases, gaps in threat perception deteriorated the alliance’s solidarity. These 
findings suggest that while Korea is a small power in an asymmetric alliance, its domestic factors have the 
power to significantly impact the alliance’s performance. When this results in the two countries’ drifting apart, 
it could affect the alliance’s ability to deter North Korea. Full Text
Keywords: threat perception, alliance cohesion, ROK–U.S. Alliance, asymmetric alliance, inverted U relation-
ship, psychological bias, self-reliance defense policy, troop dispatch
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FOLLOW THE SILK ROAD: HOW INTERNET AFFORDANCES INFLUENCE 
AND TRANSFORM CRIME AND LAW ENFORCEMENT
Ryan Jerde– Supervisory Special Agent, Homeland Security Investigations
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Rodrigo Nieto-Gomez, Department of National Security Affairs
Co-Advisor: Lauren Wollman, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
A new category of crime has emerged in the border environment that is disrupting criminal typology. This 
new hybrid category intermixes physical and digital elements in ways not possible in the past. Internet tech-
nologies are facilitating this criminal evolution by affording perpetrators anonymity, efficiency, and distance. 
New criminal uses of the Internet have resulted in investigative challenges for law enforcement, especially 
concerning the illegal movement of people and goods. This thesis mapped the evolution of hybrid crime using 
cases from the Silk Road and Silk Road 2.0, viewed through the lenses of stigmergy and affordance theory. 
While the research identifies challenges for law enforcement, it also uncovers methods for countering hybrid 
crime. I found that while criminals are opportunistic in perceiving new affordances to commit crime, law 
enforcement can be equally capable of countering them by removing technological barriers. Law enforcement 
can break down these barriers by changing mindsets, implementing smart enforcement, and relying on exper-
tise from public-private partnerships. Full Text
Keywords: affordance theory, media dependency theory, stigmergy, Silk Road, Operation Onymous, Alpha-
Bay, Hansa, Operation Hyperion, BTC-e, hybrid crime, Internet technology, border, public/private partner-
ship, narcotrafficking, drug trafficking, human trafficking
INDICATIONS AND WARNING METHODOLOGY FOR STRATEGIC INTELLIGENCE
Susann Kimmelman– –Lieutenant, New York City Police Department
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Robert Simeral, Department of Information Sciences
Co-Advisor: James Wirtz, School  of International Graduate Studies
Today’s U.S. intelligence community lacks the human-centric focus needed to develop a forward-looking in-
telligence estimate. Using a comparative research model, this thesis explored how gray zone indicators used by 
the U.S. Army Special Operations Command translate into modern indicators for the intelligence community, 
and sought similar applications for the homeland security enterprise. The research found that, for homeland 
security, implementing a human-centric indications and warning methodology that focuses on the actor as the 
key security challenge can help provide advance warning for a planned attack or can indicate a bad actor who 
is inspiring others to take action. Full Text
Keywords: human-centric, human domain, gray zone indicators, warning, indications
THE EVOLVING ROLE OF EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES IN SACRAMENTO, CA
Niko King– Deputy Fire Chief, Sacramento (California) Fire Department
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Carolyn Halladay, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Co-Advisor: Thomas-Durell Young, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Due to the Affordable Care Act, millions of Americans now covered with health insurance have found it 
increasingly difficult to find primary care physicians. The demand for health care has exceeded the capacity 
of the current system to supply it. People have turned to emergency medical services to receive care for their 
chronic illness and non-acute medical problems instead of dealing with the long wait times at clinics or un-
availability of primary care physicians. This transition to low acuity care occupies a large portion of the emer-
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gency response system and leaves communities with very limited emergency response resources. Several cities 
have attempted to increase the availability of their emergency response resources by matching the type of care 
that is being requested through the nation’s 9-1-1 system. Mid-level nurse practitioners and behavioral health 
specialists paired with paramedics can provide a broader set of solutions instead of transporting all patients to 
a hospital emergency department and, at the same time, allow traditional emergency response ambulances to 
remain available. Measuring the performance of these new programs and tailoring them to meet the precise 
needs of a community can enhance the resilience of emergency resources and improve the nation’s homeland 
security. Full Text
Keywords: mobile integrated health, emergency medical services, EMS, Affordable Care Act, emergency de-
partment, affordable healthcare, mobile integrated health, Sacramento Fire Department, information health 
exchange, behavioral health response unit
EXPLAINING U.S. AND GERMAN FOREIGN POLICY DECISIONS TOWARD UKRAINE
Ihor Kovalevskyi– Major, Ukrainian Army
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Civil-Military Relations)
Advisor: Anne Clunan, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Carolyn Halladay, Center for Civil-Military Relations
This thesis explains U.S. and German foreign policy decisions regarding Ukraine over the course of 1992-
2015. Using theoretical models of foreign policy analysis and a method of structured-focused comparison, the 
research provides multi-causal explanations of crucial U.S. and German foreign policy decisions regarding 
Ukraine. They include the 1992-1994 Ukrainian nuclear disarmament, the 2008 NATO Bucharest Summit, 
and the Western response to the ongoing Russia-Ukraine conflict that began in 2014. The thesis provides a 
detailed comparative analysis of key factors that caused the emergence of American-German disunity regard-
ing Ukraine. It concludes that divergent U.S. and German decisions regarding Ukraine appear in the dynamics 
of their changing power statuses and national security interests, as well as their dominant ideas and domestic 
politics. The inconsistency regarding Ukraine emerges when one or both states perceive Ukraine as a subsid-
iary part of each country’s bilateral relations with Russia. The results of the research are critical in evaluating 
U.S. and German efforts to prevent further escalation of the Russia-Ukraine conflict, avoid a new East-West 
confrontation, and ensure the reliability of the Euro-Atlantic security architecture. The results of the research 
also provide important background for the further development of the American-Ukrainian and German-
Ukrainian strategic partnership. Full Text
Keywords: Ukraine, United States of America, Federal Republic of Germany, Russian Federation, foreign 
policy analysis, U.S. foreign policy, German foreign policy, comparative foreign politics, nuclear disarmament, 
Budapest Memorandum, enlargement, NATO, Bucharest Summit, Ukraine crisis, Crimea, annexation, mili-
tary aggression, Donbas, Russia-Ukraine conflict
THE NATURE OF RUSSIA’S THREAT TO NATO’S ENHANCED 
FORWARD PRESENCE IN THE BALTIC STATES
Michael Kristek– Captain, United States Marine Corps
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Europe and Eurasia)
Advisor: Mikhail Tsypkin, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Thomas-Durell Young, Center for Civil-Military Relations
In the wake of Russia’s 2014 annexation of Crimea and subsequent military support to separatists fighting in 
Eastern Ukraine, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) has deployed Enhanced Forward Presence 
(EFP) forces to Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, and Poland to reassure NATO’s members and to deter Russian 
aggression. The EFP suggests policy makers consider a Russian incursion into the Baltic States a significant 
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possibility. This thesis explores the nature of Russia’s threat to NATO’s EFP. It details Russia’s national secu-
rity strategy, military doctrine, and foreign policy toward the Baltic States to assess Russia’s political-strategic 
objectives. It analyzes Russia’s military reforms, recent performance in Ukraine and Syria, and organization 
and training for combat to assess the combat potential Russia could bring to bear against NATO’s EFP. The 
research suggests that Russia is conducting information operations to achieve policy objectives in the Baltic 
States and does not seek to cross the threshold into open, armed conflict with NATO. The EFP presents a 
viable military deterrent against Russian armed aggression through its trip-wire function, which would lead 
to deterrence by punishment. However, the Baltic States, and thereby NATO, remain vulnerable to Russian 
political and social influence by way of energy dependence, malign state influence in the information sphere, 
and Estonia and Latvia’s own divisive citizenship policies. NATO’s ability to develop consensus on and codify 
what actions constitute an information operations attack will enhance NATO’s ability to deter Russian infor-
mation warfare. Full Text
Keywords: Russia, Baltic States, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, military reform, order of battle, foreign policy, 
National Security Strategy, Military Doctrine, tactics, Enhanced Forward Presence, EFP, Zapad, Ukraine, 
Crimea, Donbas, hybrid war, next-generation warfare, non-linear warfare, Gerasimov Doctrine, Western Mili-
tary District
U.S. REFUGEE POLICY IN THE ERA OF HOMELAND SECURITY: 
A COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENT ANALYSIS
Reiss Kuczera– Management and Program Analyst, U.S. Immigration and 
Customs Enforcement, Office of Professional Responsibility
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Anshu Chatterjee, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Rodrigo Nieto-Gomez, Department of National Security Affairs
U.S. immigration and refugee policy reform has stalled due to competing national narratives. Claims that 
refugees harm the U.S. economy and national security are in direct conflict with the country’s historical na-
tional identity and values, and this is apparent in the public discourse. This thesis explores the validity of these 
claims and provides a comparative analysis with Canada and Germany, both of which are democratic Western 
societies facing similar issues. It answers the question of what U.S. policy makers can learn from the refugee 
policies of Canada and Germany and makes 11 recommendations for the United States based on this analysis. 
This thesis finds the claims that refugees negatively impact a country’s economy and national security in the 
United States, Canada, and Germany to be unfounded. Basing U.S. refugee policy on unfounded claims harms 
U.S. standing and credibility in the international community as well as deprives it of the economic and safety 
benefits of admitting and properly integrating refugees into U.S. society. Full Text
Keywords: refugee, immigration, United States, Canada, Germany, policy, economic, national security, public 
safety, reform, comparative government
PROMISES OF POLITICAL DIALOGUE: CHANGES IN MYANMAR’S CEASEFIRE PROCESS
Simon Kwak– –Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Far East, Southeast Asia, the Pacific)
Advisor: Michael Malley, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Cristiana Matei, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Myanmar’s central government has wrestled with ethnically linked violence and separatism since its indepen-
dence in 1948. Bilateral ceasefire efforts in the late 1980s and early 1990s achieved partial success, as many 
ethnic minority groups agreed to the ceasefires. The Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement (NCA) process from 
2011-2015 aimed to complete the task. This thesis explores why some groups signed the NCA and some 
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refused. The comparative analysis of the two ceasefire processes, focusing on the Kachin and Karen minor-
ity groups, shows that the marked political shift in 2011 with President Thein Sein’s administration affected 
ethnic minority groups’ decisions of whether to sign the accord. Due to the built-up mistrust of the military 
government from broken ceasefire promises of economic development and political dialogue, along with a 
renewal of conflict, ethnic groups that had participated in the earlier ceasefire process tended to abstain from 
the NCA. Conversely, as the non-bilateral ceasefire groups had not amassed any additional resentment toward 
the government, they bought into the innovative NCA process, which promised future political dialogue 
toward a federal union. For the ceasefire negotiation process to succeed, Myanmar’s government will need to 
cease the violence and obtain the trust of the remaining non-ceasefire groups to persuade them to sign the 
NCA. Full Text
Keywords: Burma, Myanmar, ethnicity, ethnic minority groups, ethnic conflict, ceasefire negotiations, bilat-
eral ceasefires, Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement, Kachin, Karen, federal union, federalism
DAMPENING EFFECTS OF FOOD IMPORTATION ON CLIMATE 
CHANGE-INDUCED CONFLICT IN AFRICA
Anthony Loden– –Captain, United States Air Force
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Emily Meierding, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Gregory van der Vink, Princeton University
As the scientific community speaks in unison regarding mankind’s role in climate change, the rhetoric over 
the potential security implications of a changing climate is much less coherent. This thesis investigates wheth-
er a country’s dependence on foreign food imports and food aid alters the relationship between deviations 
in normal rainfall patterns and conflict in Africa. The results of this study indicate that (i) deviations in both 
previous year and contemporaneous rainfall significantly impact cereal supplies with previous year rainfall, 
exhibiting a stronger correlative effect; (ii) countries that depend more heavily on cereal foods sourced from 
outside their borders display a lower risk of civil conflict during wetter than normal years and non-govern-
ment-targeted social conflict during anomalously wet and dry years when compared to countries that produce 
the majority of their cereal supplies domestically; and (iii) the risk of violent, nonviolent, and government-
targeted social conflict is greater following significant fluctuations in rainfall for the those countries that grow 
the majority of their own cereal. These findings suggest that mitigation strategies focused on improving water 
management, developing more efficient and stable import practices, and diversifying a country’s food sourcing 
options may reduce the impact of climate change–induced conflict. Full Text
Keywords: climate change, conflict, food security, import dependency
CHINA’S LARGESSE: WHY CHINA IS GENEROUS WITH FOREIGN AID
Austin Long IV– Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Far East, Southeast Asia, the Pacific)
Advisor: Christopher Twomey, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Naazneen Barma, Department of National Security Affairs
What has China gained from its foreign aid and investment activity? Does the instrument China chooses 
reveal its political motive? Does Chinese economic statecraft present a challenge to U.S. national interest? To 
answer these questions, this thesis examines the history of Communist China’s foreign policy in Cambodia 
and in Kenya since 1956 and 1964, respectively. China has delivered aid to, made investments in, and traded 
with both states, but the interests China has pursued, and the vigor with which it has pursued them, are differ-
ent in each. In Cambodia, China has a rich and continuing record of intrusive political influence and military 
engagement. In Kenya, China’s purchase of political influence under Mao has cooled considerably to become 
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today’s arm’s-length trade and development relationship. This thesis concludes that Chinese economic state-
craft buys political influence in Cambodia but not in Kenya, where aid is developmental and investment is 
driven by business opportunity. From both realist and liberal perspectives, China’s economic statecraft pres-
ents a challenge to the interests of the United States. Full Text
Keywords: international relations, foreign aid, China, United States, Cambodia, Kenya
EXPLAINING MEIJI JAPAN’S TOP-DOWN REVOLUTION
Kendra McClain– –Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Far East, Southeast Asia, the Pacific)
Advisor: Covell Meyskens, National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Robert Weiner, Department of National Security Affairs
Meiji Japanese leaders consisted of an oligarchy that strived to overcome Western imperialist pressures in Asia. 
They did so by overturning some deeply rooted Tokugawa-Era traditions in Japanese society and replaced 
them with Western ones. They understood that Western norms dictated world affairs, so they sought to make 
Japan strong along Western norms. Modeling the West provided enough traction for Japan to meet Western 
threats and maintain its sovereignty. Meiji leaders reshaped Japan’s foreign policies by emphasizing foreign 
affairs, emulating Western boundary-making, revising the unequal trade treaties, and asserting themselves 
regionally with Korea. They simultaneously created a centralized military to support new foreign policies by 
conscripting soldiers from across the country; equipping, training, organizing them in a Western fashion; 
instilling self-discipline; and creating a symbiotic relationship between domestic industries and the military. 
Meiji Japan’s foreign policy evolution and military reforms enabled Japan to not only maintain its sovereignty, 
but also challenge the regional hierarchy. This paper thus focuses on Meiji Japan’s foreign policy and military. 
Full Text
Keywords: Meiji, Japan, reform, Asia, foreign policy, military
BORN OF THE TROUBLES: LESSONS IN TRUST AND LEGITIMACY 
FROM THE POLICE SERVICE OF NORTHERN IRELAND
John Murray– Commander, Salinas (California) Police Department
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: John Rollins, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Co-Advisor: Rodrigo Nieto-Gomez, Department of National Security Affairs
Trust and the establishment of legitimacy are essential to building strong relationships between law enforce-
ment and the communities they serve. Distrust of the police can lead to a lack of community involvement and, 
in some cases, a perception of the police as an occupying force. American policing has faced recent challenges 
regarding trust, legitimacy, and accountability resulting in calls for police reform. This thesis answers the 
question of whether the police reforms outlined in the Report of the Independent Commission on Policing 
for Northern Ireland, or the Patten Report—for the purposes of establishing trust and legitimacy and imple-
mented in Northern Ireland—are applicable as a possible model for American policing. This thesis provides 
a qualitative analysis of the Patten Report and its reforms, as well as the Police Service of Northern Ireland’s 
implementation of recommendations. An appreciative inquiry approach was used to examine application to 
American policing and comparison to the Final Report of the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing. 
The conclusion is that the Patten Report provides a model for policy makers in the United States. Application 
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of lessons learned from Northern Ireland and the Patten Report will enhance American policing’s ability to 
build trust and legitimacy, and to strengthen this nation’s homeland security. Full Text
Keywords: trust and legitimacy, police reform, Police Service of Northern Ireland, Patten Report, Patten 
Commission, 21st Century Policing, Independent Commission on Policing
A COMPARATIVE STUDY ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF CIVIL-MILITARY RELATIONS IN 
THE PROCESS OF DEMOCRATIZATION IN SOUTH KOREA AND TAIWAN UNTIL 2008
Sang Bum Nam– –Captain, Republic of Korea Air Force
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Far East, Southeast Asia, the Pacific)
Advisor: Tristan Mabry, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Covell Meyskens, National Security Affairs
This thesis compares the changes of civil-military relations during the democratization process in South Ko-
rea and Taiwan until 2008. It applies Narcis Serra’s theory of military reform and civil-military relations. In 
The Military Transition: Democratic Reform of the Armed Forces, Serra argues that changes in civil-military relations 
occur along three axes: military professionalism, civilian control of the military, and tension between civilians 
and the military. This analysis shows that military professionalism and the civilian control of the military im-
proved in both countries during the democratization process, but the degree of improvement in South Korea 
was higher than in Taiwan. Furthermore, the tension between the civilians and the military in Taiwan was 
higher than that of South Korea. The difference in civil-military relations between the two countries is attrib-
uted to different paths of democratization. In Taiwan, the democratization movement was initially less influ-
ential than in South Korea. Not only was the Taiwanese military more reluctant to reform, but social pressure 
demanding reform was also comparatively weak. In South Korea, the democratization movement was more 
forceful due to regular mass mobilization, while the military was more responsive to social pressures. Full Text
Keywords: civil-military relations, South Korea, Taiwan, democratization, comparative study
MILLENNIALS IN THE FIRE SERVICE: THE EFFECTIVENESS OF 
FIRE SERVICE RECRUITING, TESTING, AND RETENTION
Scott Neal– Assistant Chief, Bullhead City (Arizona) Fire Department 
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Carolyn Halladay, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Second Reader: Jake Rhoades, City of Kingman (Arizona) Fire Department
Modern-day fire service methods’ ability to effectively attract and retain millennials is in question. Stale mar-
keting and static testing processes may be contributing to smaller hiring pools and the inability to reach recruits 
with the skillsets needed to replace experienced firefighters lost through attrition. Millennials are looking for 
employment in organizations that complement four-year college degrees and offer immediate inclusion and 
growth. These traits may be misaligned with the fire service business model. Through a customized survey, 
this thesis gathered data needed to explore the challenges plaguing fire service attraction and retention. The 
research concluded: 1) the fire service is not attracting the number and quality of applicants that it once did, 
2) the generational traits of millennials do not fully align with the business model of the modern fire service, 
and 3) parents direct their children toward the college education many of them did not have themselves. These 
issues are preventing the fire service from replenishing the profession with the quality and quantity of talent 
needed to ensure continuity of response at the local level. Full Text
Keywords: millennial, fire service, recruitment, attraction, retention, generation, hiring
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THE IMPLICATIONS OF NANOTECHNOLOGY FOR THE FIRE 
SERVICE: AVOIDING THE MISTAKES OF THE PAST
Daniel O’Sullivan– Captain, Fire Department of the City of New York
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Lauren Wollman, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Co-Advisor: Glen Woodbury, Department of National Security Affairs
Firefighters are exposed to numerous hazardous materials throughout their careers. Managing that exposure 
is essential for the health and safety of the fire service. This thesis examines how exposure to nanotechnol-
ogy will impact the fire service in the future. This cutting-edge technology has the potential to revolutionize 
numerous industries by improving a wide variety of products, including fabrics, electronics, furniture, and 
building materials, that can break down in the uncontrolled environment of a structural fire. As industries 
race to incorporate nanotechnology into everyday products, those exposed to the material as it degrades may 
face dangerous health complications. Given the newness of this technology, and the evolving scientific data, 
this thesis examines known hazards that have plagued the fire service to provide guidance on how to manage 
exposure to nanomaterials. Carbon nanotubes have been found to interact with lung tissue in ways similar to 
asbestos fibers. They have also been found to be a part of the particulate matter in diesel exhaust. Both hazards 
are examined to show how they have progressed and what measures have been taken to minimize exposure to 
them. The connection to these hazards demonstrates why it is so critical for the fire service to be aware of this 
new technology. It also offers guidance on the most effective methods to use to mitigate exposure. Full Text
Keywords: nanotechnology, carbon nanotubes, fire service, asbestos, diesel exhaust
TRANSNATIONAL ORGANIZED CRIME AND NEW TERRORISM IN SRI LANKA: A NEXUS?
Ajith Panditha Wickramasekara– Colonel, Sri Lanka Army
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Combating Terrorism: Policy and Strategy)
Advisor: Carolyn Halladay, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Second Reader: Feroz Khan, Department of National Security Affairs
Distinctions between organized crime and new terrorism, as distinguished from old terrorism in cause and ef-
fect, have increasingly become blurred. In this context, Sri Lanka has become a vulnerable transshipment hub 
for transnational organized crime (TOC). This study questions how and why TOC and new terrorism might 
converge in Sri Lanka and proposes three hypotheses. First, new terrorism often avails itself of the means and 
methods of organized crime. Second, increasing TOC and the existing ethnic and religious disharmony pose 
a national security risk in Sri Lanka, increasing its vulnerability to new terrorism. Third, a lack of national 
strategies have prevented Sri Lanka from harnessing the instruments of national power to the fullest effect. 
A case study evaluates al Qaeda and the Abu Sayyaf Group as potential examples of a TOC-new terrorism 
nexus. The thesis statistically proves the increasing TOC trends and provides evidence of the emerging roots 
of Islamic radicalization that might lead to new terrorism. The thesis concludes with several recommendations 
for the national security of Sri Lanka. Full Text
Keywords: transnational organized crime, drug trafficking, money laundering, trafficking in persons, illegal 
arms smuggling, new terrorism, old terrorism, crime-terror nexus
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EXAMINING CHANGING AMERICAN PERCEPTIONS OF THE TERRORIST 
THREAT: FROM THE OKLAHOMA CITY BOMBING TO AL QAEDA
This paper has been recognized as outstanding by its department.
Eli Persons– Major, United States Air Force
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Maria Rasmussen, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Erik Dahl, Department of National Security Affairs
The American public’s fear of becoming a victim of terrorism significantly increased after 9/11 and remained 
elevated much longer than one might expect. This thesis explains how and why Americans’ perception of the 
terrorist threat bears little relation to the dangers Americans actually face. Several factors influenced that shift. 
First, the news media landscape changed dramatically due to structural factors such as increased competi-
tion for audience share among traditional news sources, cable news networks, and the Internet. Second, the 
Internet allowed terrorist organizations, especially Al Qaeda and its affiliates, to propagate threats and mes-
sages directly to the public. Third, popular culture, especially film and television drama, affected Americans’ 
stereotypical understanding of terrorism. Finally, politicians and members of the terrorism industry were 
incentivized after 9/11 to inflate concerns about the terrorism threat. These factors coalesced, reacting with 
innate human sociological and psychological characteristics, to create a prolonged collective psychosis. This 
thesis finds that future policies and research focusing on risk communication, counterterrorism economics, 
and intelligence transparency may be essential to breaking this collective psychosis cycle. Full Text
Keywords: terrorism, counterterrorism, public opinion, Oklahoma City, 9/11, Al Qaeda, media, intelligence, 
homeland security
THE SOUTH CAROLINA NATIONAL GUARD SECURE AREA DUTY OFFICER PROGRAM: 
A RESERVE COMPONENT ACTIVE SHOOTER CONTINGENCY CASE STUDY
Barry Ramey– –Major, South Carolina Army National Guard, 
263rd Army Air and Missile Defense Command
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Robert Simeral, Department of Information Sciences
Second Reader: Lauren Wollman, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
On July 16, 2015, five military reservists were murdered during an active shooter attack on two reserve com-
ponent military facilities. This act of domestic terrorism was only the latest in a series targeting U.S. military 
facilities in recent years. Since the Fort Hood Massacre in 2009, at least 37 military personnel have been killed 
and 55 wounded while at their place of duty in the United States. In response to this threat, the South Carolina 
National Guard, in collaboration with the South Carolina Law Enforcement Division, established an active 
shooter contingency program called the Secure Area Duty Officer Program, or SADOP. The focus of this 
single case study thesis is to determine whether SADOP is an effective method to mitigate risk posed by the 
dynamic active shooter threat. The assertion that this innovative approach achieves its purpose is supported 
by the deliberate development methodology and interviews with key decision makers instrumental in the 
crisis-action response concept planning and program implementation. The findings of this study indicate that 
SADOP resourcefully employs a force protection framework tailored to the success of the reserve component 
as opposed to obliging its organizations to utilize legacy force-protection regulations designed by and for the 




UNITED STATES EARTHQUAKE EARLY WARNING SYSTEM: HOW THEORY 
AND ANALYSIS CAN SAVE AMERICA BEFORE THE BIG ONE HAPPENS
Ryan Rockabrand– Federal Disaster Recovery Coordinator, Federal Emergency Management Agency
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Erik Dahl, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Lucile Jones, California Institute of Technology
The United States is extremely vulnerable to catastrophic earthquakes. More than 143 million Americans may 
be threatened by damaging earthquakes in the next 50 years. This thesis argues that the United States is unpre-
pared for the most catastrophic earthquakes the country faces today. Earthquake early warning systems are a 
major solution in practice to reduce economic risk, to protect property and the environment, and to save lives. 
Other countries have already built earthquake early warning systems, but only after they suffered devastating 
earthquakes. In the United States, ShakeAlert is the available solution, but it only operates on a test basis in 
California and still lacks sufficient capability and sustained funding to become operational. This thesis applies 
an input-output model of political systems theory to analyze how the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction 
Program, which controls the development of ShakeAlert, functions in the United States. Using this model 
provides a framework for a discourse of the analysis to determine how the consequences of catastrophic earth-
quakes shape our decisions and policies for ShakeAlert. This thesis also examines what changes are required 
within our political system for ShakeAlert to launch as quickly as possible on a national scale and to allow for 
its sustained integration within the American preparedness culture. Perhaps most importantly, the implemen-
tation of ShakeAlert will help prepare the people, businesses, infrastructure, economies, and communities, 
hopefully before the next significant earthquake impacts the United States. Will the United States have to 
experience a devastating earthquake before implementing a solution that is recognized to save lives? Full Text
Keywords: earthquake, earthquake early warning system, hazard, infrastructure, ShakeAlert, Japan, Cascadia, 
New Madrid, San Andreas, Wasatch, California, resilience
CYBER FEDERALISM: DEFINING CYBER’S JURISDICTIONAL BOUNDARIES
Eric Rosner– Director, Continuity of Operations for 
Cybersecurity and Communications, Department of Homeland Security
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Ted Lewis, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Co-Advisor: Erik Dahl, Department of National Security Affairs
Cybersecurity was once a federal government responsibility because cyber had limited impact on state and lo-
cal entities, but today’s cyber risks to critical infrastructure and public services affect all levels of government. 
This thesis explores the current state of cybersecurity in the United States and examines what role each level 
of government—federal, state, and local—should play in protecting against and responding to a significant 
cyber incident. It evaluates current state and local cyber capabilities and outlines the capabilities these govern-
ments must develop to play a larger role in this growing homeland security mission. The research concludes 
that state and local governments should have an important role in cyber preparedness and cyber incident 
response, but many of these entities lack the capabilities necessary to play a meaningful role. Furthermore, 
current policies fail to provide clear jurisdictional boundaries between levels of government. Therefore, this 
thesis recommends that the nation develop a legal framework to improve jurisdictional boundaries, prioritize 
cyber investments at the state and local level, and improve cyber education. These steps will strengthen state 
sovereignty and improve the nation’s cyber posture. Full Text
Keywords: cyber federalism, homeland security, federalism, cybersecurity, cyber incident response, cyber-




NOT JUST ANOTHER PIECE OF EQUIPMENT: AN ANALYSIS FOR 
POLICE BODY-WORN CAMERA POLICY DECISIONS
Giacomo Sacca– Captain, Elizabeth (New Jersey) Police Department
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Carolyn Halladay, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Co-Advisor: David Brannan, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
In the United States, law enforcement agencies are rapidly deploying body-worn cameras (BWCs) to increase 
organizational transparency and foster positive community relations. Proponents of the technology see BWCs 
as a tool to ensure police legitimacy and eliminate abusive conduct. Preliminary evidence identifies several 
benefits of using BWCs, such as reduced citizen complaints, increased cooperation, and lower civil liability. 
However, emerging evidence suggests that the devices may be achieving the intended goals but with unin-
tended consequences. BWC use may inadvertently increase use of force incidents and reduce the time that the 
police spend on de-escalating a situation. This thesis employs qualitative research methodology to examine 
how BWCs affect the ambiguous nature of police decision-making, as well as the effects of BWC use on the 
public, thereby investigating solutions for the frayed police-public relationship. By analyzing current data 
available on BWCs, examining information on human decision-making including heuristics, and completing 
a comparative analysis of a similar police technology—the vehicle dashboard camera—the thesis finds that 
BWC use can have different and changing impacts on police behavior, suggesting that variables related to 
human factors alter the dynamics of BWC use. The thesis provides recommendations that cover independent 
agency BWC evaluations, organizational training, limits on discretionary officer recording, and the practical 
application of automated camera systems. Full Text
Keywords: body-worn cameras, dashcam, police, heuristics, Barak Ariel, Phoenix, Rialto, Mesa, police train-
ing, BWC, law enforcement, camera, SIAM, social, identity, analytical, marker
CRISIS LEADERSHIP AND COMPLEX CRISES: A SEARCH FOR COMPETENCIES
Michael Saltz– Supervisory Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Glen Woodbury, Department of National Security Affairs
Co-Advisor: Christopher Bellavita, Department of National Security Affairs
A vast amount of research examines leadership within a single organization in a routine setting. Less research 
exists regarding leaders in multi-agency, chaotic, uncertain, and complex environments. To reduce the existing 
research gap in the study of leadership competencies, this study focused on leaders’ actions and decisions dur-
ing complex crises involving a multi-agency response. This thesis applied the meta-leadership framework to 
law enforcement leaders’ actions during three contemporary homeland security crises. While this study found 
the meta-leadership model to be useful, the model failed to stress the importance of key elements that signifi-
cantly affect leadership during crises, such as experience, technical skills, and training, as well as additional 
competencies discovered within the case studies. Thus, in lieu of developing a specific crisis leadership model, 
I recommend that agencies endeavor to understand the common crisis leadership competencies and strive to 
train and develop experienced crisis leaders. Agencies that lack practiced crisis leaders should consider having 
experienced crisis advisors available during such events. Full Text
Keywords: crisis, leadership, complex crises, crisis management, meta-leadership, frameworks, competencies
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BIG BROTHER OR TRUSTED ALLIES? HOW THE POLICE CAN EARN 
COMMUNITY SUPPORT FOR USING UNMANNED AIRCRAFT
This paper has been recognized as outstanding by its department.
Stephen Schwartz– Captain, Santa Rosa (California) Police Department
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Thomas Johnson, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Erik Dahl, Department of National Security Affairs
This thesis examines how local law enforcement agencies can adopt unmanned aircraft, or drones, as tools to 
help them perform their public safety missions while earning the support and trust of the communities they 
serve for the use of this controversial technology. The paper presents the current state of the law surrounding 
drone use by the police, along with published recommendations on drone implementation and trust-building 
practices. Through the use of a structured multicase study and comparative analysis, the author tests the va-
lidity of the drone-specific recommendations of groups like the International Association of Chiefs of Police, 
American Civil Liberties Union, and Community Oriented Policing Office of the United States Department 
of Justice. The case studies also examine the influence of factors like demographics, political affiliation, crime 
rate, and pre-existing community law enforcement relationships on the success or failure of an agency’s drone 
adoption efforts. Based on the analysis of the case studies, the thesis provides a recommended process to 
follow for law enforcement leaders looking to implement their own drone programs using evidence-based 
practices to earn the trust of their citizens. Full Text
Keywords: drone, UAV, UAS, sUAS, police, law enforcement, community, trust
FIRE AS A WEAPON: HIGH-RISE STRUCTURES
Adrian Sheppard– Fire Chief, City of Richmond, California
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Carolyn Halladay, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Second Reader: Lauren Wollman, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
This thesis identifies an emerging problem space: high-rise pyro-terrorism. Although modern urban environ-
ments are vulnerable to sophisticated arson, and terrorists and lone-wolf attackers have exploited that vulner-
ability, neither practitioners nor the academic community have addressed the unique threat posed by arson. 
This thesis fills that gap by showing, first, that a good reason exists to believe that terrorists will use arson 
against high-profile urban targets in the future; second, that existing regulatory strategies may be sufficient 
to guard against accidental fires and opportunistic arson, but have weaknesses that sophisticated attackers 
can identify and exploit; and third, that the approach to urban firefighting must be modified to protect first 
responders, improve life safety in cases of pyro-terrorism, and facilitate effective collaboration with counter-
terrorism forces. This thesis is valuable for an academic audience because it identifies the most pressing gaps 
in the literature on pyro-terrorism and explains their significance. It is also valuable to practitioners because it 
highlights vulnerabilities that can be addressed immediately, in a proactive rather than a reactive way. Full Text
Keywords: pyro-terrorism, political arson, high-rise fires, arson terrorism, fire countermeasures, World Trade 




ECONOMY OVER SECURITY: WHY CRISES FAIL TO 
IMPACT ECONOMIC BEHAVIOR IN EAST ASIA
Aaron Sipos– –Captain, United States Air Force
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Far East, Southeast Asia, the Pacific)
Advisor: Michael Glosny, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Naazneen Barma, Department of National Security Affairs
This study examines changes in economic behavior in East Asia following various periods of political crisis 
with China and explains these patterns through the lens of mercantile realism and dual hedge theories. Japan 
and South Korea have drastically increased their trade with China, a potential security adversary, at the cost 
of trade with the United States, a long-time security partner. Analysis of export trends from Japan and South 
Korea indicates that these countries do not take economic action to distance themselves from China in favor 
of the United States or Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) following a crisis. Export data also 
indicates that Japan and South Korea continue to trade strategically important goods, like steel and petroleum, 
to China, despite the fact that these goods have a greater potential to affect regional security. Finally, this study 
highlights how Japan’s economic weakness and South Korea’s economic integration severely hamper any fu-
ture prospect to use economic pressure to influence Beijing’s security decisions. Full Text
Keywords: Japan, South Korea, China, ASEAN, United States, trade, exports, strategic goods, dual hedge, 
mercantile realism
COUNTERING VIOLENT EXTREMISM POLICY IN THE UNITED STATES: 
ARE CVE PROGRAMS IN AMERICA EFFECTIVELY MITIGATING 
THE THREAT OF HOMEGROWN VIOLENT EXTREMISM?
Craig Stewart– Master Detective, Indianapolis (Indiana) Metropolitan Police Department
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Erik Dahl, Department of National Security Affairs
Co-Advisor: Paul Smith, Department of National Security Affairs
Despite a continued threat of violent extremism, current efforts to develop and implement nationally led 
programming to counter violent extremism in the United States are ineffective. America’s current countering 
violent extremism (CVE) strategy suffers from a lack of scale and foundational scientific support, and contains 
no system of metrics to evaluate its success. This thesis conducts a comparative policy analysis between the 
United States’ and the United Kingdom’s CVE strategies to identify their respective strengths and, in doing 
so, to determine which UK policies may be leveraged to improve the American CVE strategy. In furthering 
the discussion surrounding American CVE efforts, this thesis surveys several models from social science to 
demonstrate the value of incorporating scientifically supported research into future CVE policy discussions. 
Concluding the comparative analysis and discussion of scientific theory, the thesis closes with a series of policy 
recommendations and implementation plans for consideration. Based on the research presented, it is recom-
mended that the United States adopt nationally led, locally implemented CVE policies like those found in 
the United Kingdom’s Prevent strategy, and that improved strategies are grounded in social science research. 
Full Text
Keywords: CVE, countering violent extremism, CVE and social science, CVE in the United States, compari-
son of CVE in U.S. and UK, CVE recommendations for the United States
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EFFECTS OF THE SUBSURFACE DOMAIN ON THE 
SECURITY OF THE KOREAN PENINSULA
Jimmy Suh– Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Far East, Southeast Asia, the Pacific)
Advisor: James Moltz, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Winford Ellis, Undersea Warfare Academic Group
This thesis analyzes the effects of subsurface forces on security around the Korean Peninsula. It looks at 
the history, order of battle, and past provocations carried out by the Korean People’s Navy (KPN) in the 
undersea environment and the threats posed to the South. Then, the thesis looks at the Republic of Korea 
Navy’s undersea vulnerabilities, strategy, and recent responses to the North’s provocations. Finally, the thesis 
explores various ways of integrating technology and possible allied cooperation to defend against the relent-
less provocations from the North. It concludes that integrating unmanned underwater vehicles, creating a 
wide-area surveillance system, and working with countries sharing common security interests (including the 
United States and Japan) could significantly improve South Korea’s anti-submarine warfare capabilities by 
providing better indications and warnings of KPN submarine activity in its waters and doubling the number 
of submarines available to manage the North’s large undersea fleet. Although many diplomatic and political 
hurdles need to be addressed before such strategic military cooperation could occur, the implications for bet-
ter managing the subsurface domain, not just around the Korean Peninsula, but also in the rest of the region, 
would be significant. Full Text
Keywords: anti-submarine warfare, ASW, Republic of Korea Navy, ROKN, Korean People’s Navy, KPN, 
undersea forces, undersea surveillance
BLACK FLAGS OF THEIR FATHERS: THE ISLAMIC STATE’S RETURNING FOREIGN 
FIGHTER YOUTHS AND THE IMPLICATIONS FOR U.S. DOMESTIC SECURITY
John Tani Jr.– –Assistant to the Special Agent in Charge, U.S. Secret Service
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Mohammed Hafez, Department of National Security Affairs
Co-Advisor: Kathleen Kiernan, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
The Islamic State’s strategic resources are dissolving as fast as they once appeared. The fear is that, as the 
Islamic State deteriorates, it will expand its operations outside the region through the use of returning foreign 
fighters. Evidence suggests that Islamic State children are subject to indoctrination and training that give them 
the tools to plan, organize, and execute terrorist attacks. These children also have the motive, means, and op-
portunity to attack the West while in the West. This thesis contains both quantitative and qualitative analyses 
that help assess the dangers that Islamic State returning foreign fighter youths pose to the domestic security 
of the United States. Three significant findings emerged out of this work. First, avenues exist for youth fight-
ers indoctrinated and socialized by the Islamic State to plan, conduct, and execute terrorist operations in the 
United States. Second, youth fighters of the Islamic State share similarities with the child soldiers of other 
armed groups that influence whether they will have the propensity to engage in future terrorist attacks. Lastly, 
U.S. policies are geared toward addressing the humanitarian crisis that emerges out of the use of child soldiers, 
yet we treat the child soldiers of terrorist organizations like criminals. These findings have long-lasting impli-
cations for U.S. domestic security. Full Text




COMBATTING PREJUDICE: UNDERSTANDING MEDIA PREJUDICE TOWARD 
MUSLIMS AND ADVOCACY ORGANIZATIONS’ EFFORTS TO COMBAT IT
Jay Teitelbaum– Strategy and Operations Expert, United States 
Digital Service, Executive Office of the President, Washington, DC
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Anshu Chatterjee, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Anne Baylouny, Department of National Security Affairs
Prejudice toward Muslim and Sikh Americans, at times violent, continues in America despite advocacy orga-
nizations’ efforts to combat it. Some scholars have suggested that this violence is due to a gap in firsthand in-
teractions between Muslim and non-Muslim Americans, a critical void often filled by a prejudicial media. This 
thesis investigates underlying causes of media prejudice toward Muslim Americans and how well advocacy 
organizations are addressing this issue. Specifically, the thesis examines the reasons behind American media’s 
promotion of prejudice in civil society, focusing on civil society groups that may be responsible for promot-
ing stereotypes. The thesis suggests that Orientalism and efforts by fringe organizations contribute to media 
prejudice. Three main recommendations can be drawn from the thesis. First, advocacy organizations need 
to reach wider audiences to effect change based on intergroup contact theory, which promotes interaction 
among different groups. Second, advocacy organizations need to address fringe organizations directly. Third, 
advocacy organizations need to work with media advertisers to promote change and introduce new programs 
specifically to help normalize relationships between Muslim Americans, Sikhs, and other Americans. Full Text
Keywords: prejudice, Muslim, Sikh, Islam, advocacy, intergroup contact theory, social contact theory, media 
theory
POLICE REFORMS: IDENTIFYING THE POTENTIAL ADVERSE IMPACTS 
AND CHALLENGES TO LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES
Mark Timpf– Captain, Tucson (Arizona) Police Department
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Erik Dahl, Department of National Security Affairs
Co-Advisor: Patrick Miller, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
This thesis examines the issue of police reform and considers whether a causal connection exists between the 
reforms being implemented by law enforcement agencies and the issue of police disengagement or de-policing. 
The two most salient reforms, the Final Report of the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing and 
the Police Executive Research Forum’s Guiding Principles on the Use of Force, are currently in the process 
of being adopted and implemented in many law enforcement agencies, which is a process that will take many 
months, if not years, to complete. To provide some insight into how these reforms will affect these agencies, 
three case studies examined police departments currently under federal supervision from either the Depart-
ment of Justice or the federal court to determine how they impacted officer activity. These studies considered 
the reform process, along with the individual reforms adopted in each agency, and examined the levels of of-
ficer activity to determine how they were impacted by these reforms. These results were then examined in the 
context of current research and officer surveys to assist in interpreting the reported declines in officer activity. 
These findings have possible implications for law enforcement agencies that adopt the reforms in the Final 
Report and Guiding Principles. Full Text
Keywords: police reform, police disengagement, de-policing
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DISTRIBUTED MARITIME CAPABILITY: OPTIMIZED U.S. NAVY-U.S. COAST 
GUARD INTEROPERABILITY, A CASE IN THE SOUTH CHINA SEA
Shawn Villar– –Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Erik Dahl, Department of National Security Affairs
Co-Advisor: Scott Jasper, Center for Civil-Military Relations
This thesis asks whether or not the U.S. Navy (USN) and U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) are sufficiently prepared 
to operate together if conflict escalates in an area of forward-deployed operations, and investigates opportuni-
ties for naval interoperability to be bolstered if required. Today, the USN faces naval power constraints, specif-
ically ship-force deficiencies. Comparatively, competitors like China are modernizing their naval forces, which 
are on a path to surpass U.S. naval power. The conclusion is that the USN and USCG are not yet adequately 
prepared to operate together if conflict arises abroad. One solution is to optimize USN-USCG interoperability 
through enhancing the USN distributed lethality concept to distributed maritime capabilities—the use of the 
USCG as a force multiplier. The distributed maritime capability model is based on an examination of USCG 
capabilities during conflict as well as independent and joint naval operations. China is assessed to be a domi-
nant aggressor in the South China Sea that poses a threat to regional security and economic stability, both of 
which are —major U.S. national interests. Distributed maritime capability is demonstrated by applying the 
concept to fisheries enforcement in the South China Sea in order to suppress the Chinese Maritime Militia, 
which is identified through this thesis as China’s primary means of coercion and the major threat to stability 
in the region. Full Text
Keywords: U.S. Navy, U.S. Coast Guard, People’s Liberation Army Navy, Chinese Coast Guard, Chinese Mar-
itime Militia, optimal interoperability, distributed lethality, distributed maritime capability, force multiplier, 
South China Sea, China, maritime interdiction operations, excessive maritime claims, surface action group, 
militarization, regional security, economic stability, fisheries enforcement
THE PERSISTENCE OF ISLAMIST TERRORISM SINCE 1979
Naimat Virk– Lieutenant Colonel, Pakistan Army
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Combating Terrorism: Policy and Strategy)
Advisor: Mohammed Hafez, Department of National Security Affairs
Co-Advisor: Afshon Ostovar, Department of National Security Affairs
The root causes of the persistence of Islamist terrorism from 1979 through the present age are many and 
complex. The choosing of a particular timeframe as a reference point indicates the political and religious di-
mensions of the thesis topic. The research topic is sensitive because of religious and political undertones, and 
any arbitrary assumptions could lead to the over-simplification of a complex problem. Terrorism in general 
and violence in the name of religion have serious repercussions for world peace, particularly in the Islamic 
world. U.S.- and Western-led overtly militarized foreign policies in the Islamic world have contributed to the 
structural deficiencies in the Islamic world by providing support to non-democratic and authoritarian regimes 
for strategic and short-term foreign policy goals. Radical Islamist ideology and its appeal in Muslim societies 
have found legitimacy through the misinterpreted context of the Qur’an and other texts. The constructivist 
interpretation of extremists of takfir, jihad, and martyrdom add to the prevailing chaos. The poor governance 
of authoritarian and non-democratic regimes has created social grievances in the Islamic world, which in turn 
have helped fuel extremism and terrorism. These factors provide an insight into the religious and political 
aspects behind the persistence of Islamist terrorism. No single factor can be attributed as the cause of terror-
ism; the enabling environment creates a sum total in which different stakeholders interpret the problem from 
their perspectives. Full Text
Keywords: Islamist Terrorists, U.S.-led foreign policy, Salafi Creed, governance issues in Islamic World
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HUMANS, INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGY, AND THEIR 
INTERFACE: A STUDY OF BROWN’S POINT
Jackie White– –Captain, Albuquerque (New Mexico) Fire Department
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Carolyn Halladay, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Second Reader: Christopher Bellavita, Department of National Security Affairs
The integration of self-driving vehicles introduces a unique and unprecedented human-machine interface that 
brings promise and peril. Several socially constructed theories try to explain this human-intelligent machine 
interface and predict how the future will look. This thesis offers a counter-narrative, called Brown’s Point, that 
suggests an alternative way of thinking about this relationship. The first Autopilot fatality offers a window into 
the human considerations needing attention as these intelligent machines, such as self-driving vehicles, com-
bine with humans. How can the human-machine interface be optimized to ensure it offers the most benefit 
and safety for humanity? This thesis investigated the causal variables that led to the first Autopilot fatality by 
using Joshua Brown’s interface with the technology before and during the accident. I combined the findings 
from the accident investigation with various heuristics regarding the human-machine interface, theories from 
cognitive psychology, and sociological constructs to determine how Brown came to trust a machine he knew 
was fallible. Full Text
Keywords: self-driving vehicle or car, autonomous vehicles, Tesla fatality, Brown’s Point, hybrid phase, human-
machine interface, autopilot, singularity, augmenting humans, human augmentation, artificial intelligence
ACTIVE SHOOTER RESPONSE: DEFENSIVE TACTICS AND TACTICAL 
DECISION-MAKING FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS AND STAFF
John Whitney IV– Division Chief, Scottsdale (Arizona) Fire Department
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Carolyn Halladay, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Co-Advisor: Kathleen Kiernan, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
Second Reader: Lauren Wollman, Center for Homeland Defense and Security
This study analyzes characteristics of Run, Hide, Fight, and defensive tactics and tactical-based decision-
making tools that can be modified and applied to enhance depth and breadth of preparedness. Specifically, 
the research focuses on law enforcement and military tactics and tactical decision-making tools that could 
be taught to teachers and school staff for use in elementary school settings. Research sources include gov-
ernment operation manuals as well as literature from experts in the fields of defensive tactics and tactical 
decision-making. While much of the tactical advice and techniques described may seem intimidating to the 
non-military or non-law-enforcement professional, they are not. The tactics provide basic guidance in mind-
set, movement, and self-protection strategies that have the potential of improving the likelihood of survival of 
students, faculty, and staff alike. Findings from the research are categorized as pre-action (mental preparation 
and situational awareness), action (defensive tactics and tactical decision-making techniques), and re-action 
(ongoing situational awareness, action analysis and modification). Additionally, the findings support the fol-
lowing recommendations: provide training to teachers and school staff on options-based responses (including 
defensive tactics and tactical decision-making), empower teachers to protect students by any means necessary, 
and establish reconnection procedures in the event of an incident. Full Text
Keywords: active shooter, education, school, defense, tactics, elementary
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CAR TALK: ETHNIC AND RELIGIOUS IDENTITY IN THE CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC
Evan Wieczorek– Captain, United States Air Force
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Middle East, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa)
Advisor: Jessica Piombo, Department of National Security Affairs
Second Reader: Rachel Sigman, Department of National Security Affairs
This thesis examines the prioritization of religious identity among Central Africans in the wake of the 2013 
Séléka crisis. Before the Séléka came to power, ethnicity was the identity that had the most political salience 
in the Central African Republic. During the crisis, religious identity was prioritized over all others. This thesis 
researched a number of possible causes of this identity shift, from the agendas of domestic and foreign politics 
to mass-level tensions and demographic changes. This thesis argues that the prioritization of religious iden-
tity over ethnic identity among Central Africans is an example of an elite-driven identity change. After being 
driven from power, southern political elites mobilized Christianity in response to the Séléka takeover because 
it was an identity behind which the majority of southern Central Africa could rally. Full Text
Keywords: Central African Republic, identity, ethnicity, religion, identity shifts
CHURNING “"HISTORIC WATERS": MARITIME AND NATIONAL 
SECURITY IN THE PALK BAY AND SRI LANKA
Kosala Wijesooriya– Captain, Sri Lanka Navy
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Combating Terrorism: Policy and Strategy)
Advisor: Carolyn Halladay, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Second Reader: Robert Simeral, Department of Information Sciences
The current Sri Lankan-Indian fishery conflict substantially threatens the maritime security of the Palk Bay 
region and the national security of Sri Lanka. No research has provided a sustainable solution for this issue 
thus far. Hence, this research identifies three spheres of national security concerns associated with this fishery 
problem: traditional and human security, non-traditional security, and environmental security. This study ex-
amines and explores the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats associated with the Palk Bay fishery 
dispute. In addition, it explains how the fisheries issue has affected the maritime and national security of Sri 
Lanka and its maritime border with India. This research studies India’s hegemonic attitude and the diplomatic 
context and maritime security threats this unresolved fishery dispute poses. Then, it analyzes the importance 
of establishing a sound bilateral relationship between both neighboring states. This thesis finds that the ab-
sence of honest diplomatic intervention is the key reason why this fishery crisis has remained unresolved. 
Moreover, the study finds that adopting a comprehensive maritime strategy is vital for a sustainable solution. 
Hence, Sri Lanka should exercise a vigorous foreign policy that facilitates a comprehensive maritime strategy 
to resolve this protracted fishery dispute. Full Text
Keywords: maritime security, national security, traditional and human security, non-traditional security, envi-
ronmental security, the Palk Bay fishery dispute, India’s hegemony
THE HOTEL INDUSTRY’S ROLE IN COMBATTING SEX TRAFFICKING
Brandon Winters– Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Carolyn Halladay, Center for Civil-Military Relations
Second Reader: Robert Looney, Department of National Security Affairs
Human trafficking is a global concern that victimizes countless individuals worldwide. The hotel industry, 
which traffickers often exploit, is in a unique position to assist in the prevention of sex trafficking; therefore, 
it plays a vital role in the overall fight against human trafficking. This thesis applies policy analysis and ex-
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ploratory research to understand how and to what degree the U.S.-based hotel industry can affect efforts to 
combat sex trafficking. The results indicate that hotels take a proactive, zero-tolerance stance on human traf-
ficking. Efforts consist primarily of training employees how to identify and report suspected trafficking activi-
ties, adopting corporate anti-human trafficking policies, developing key partnerships with non-governmental 
organizations and government agencies, and supporting programs that help recovering victims gain employ-
ment opportunities. Recommendations to improve future efforts include mandating awareness training for all 
hotel and motel properties, increasing transparency of efforts through annual reporting, and introducing an 
incentive-based reporting program for the hospitality industry. Full Text
Keywords: sex trafficking, human trafficking, trafficking in persons, hospitality industry, hotel industry, Mar-
riott International, InterContinental Hotel Group, IHG
THE DSCA CORPS: BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN THE 
PROFESSION OF ARMS AND DOMESTIC OPERATIONS
Nicholas Winters– Major, Washington Army National Guard
 Master of Arts in Security Studies (Homeland Security and Defense)
Advisor: Stanley Supinski, Department of National Security Affairs
Co-Advisor: Anshu Chatterjee, Department of National Security Affairs
Defense Support to Civil Authorities (DSCA) is an important mission for the Army and the Department of 
Defense. Inherent to this mission, and critical in its execution, is effective liaison, coordination, and integra-
tion of Army forces into the emergency response structures of local, state, and federal civilian agencies. An 
examination of two cases, the 2012 response to Hurricane Sandy and the 2016 Cascadia Rising earthquake 
response exercise, identifies several shortfalls in integration and coordination between the Army, other service 
components, and civil authorities. This thesis examines these shortfalls and provides a potential solution to 
correct them for future DSCA missions. This thesis suggests that a creation of a functional area and force 
structure within the Army that is dedicated to the Army’s DSCA mission would bridge the gap between the 
Army and its civilian partners at all levels. The new DSCA Corps would be responsible for civil-military li-
aison, relationship building, and integrated planning prior to a disaster. During a disaster, the DSCA Corps 
would provide a core of DSCA subject matter experts to facilitate the rapid deployment and integration of 
Title 10 and Title 32 forces in support of the civilian Incident Command System (ICS). Full Text
Keywords: defense support to civil authorities, department of defense, department of the army, domestic op-
erations, hurricane Sandy, Cascadia subduction zone
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CYBER-DEFENSE RETURN ON INVESTMENT FOR NAVFAC ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES
Brian Adams– Captain, United States Marine Corps
Cameron Hartner– Captain, United States Marine Corps
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Eva Regnier, Defense Resources Management Institute
Co-Advisor: Bryan Hudgens, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
This study was conducted in support of a Department of Defense (DoD) effort to improve cyber-security 
in relation to DoD installation control systems. Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command (SPAWAR) is 
developing programs to assist decision-making for the selection of cyber-security products for U.S. naval in-
stallations and infrastructure. We interviewed a sample of Naval Facilities Engineering Command employees 
utilizing the Value-Focused Thinking technique, developed by Dr. Ralph Keeney in the 1990s. The interviews 
revealed various means objectives and fundamental objectives that we compiled into a network. The network 
organizes values into means and fundamental objectives and also helps to clarify terminology often used 
within cyber-security communities. Our goal is for, through organization and the clarification of terms, this 
study to serve as an initial step to the identification of objective performance measurements, which can inform 
the decision making-process. Full Text
Keywords: return on investment, ROI, value-focused thinking, VFT, cyber, Space and Naval Warfare Sys-
tems Command, SPAWAR, energy, microgrid, control systems, Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition, 
SCADA, energy resilience, energy security
EXPLORATION OF LOGISTICS INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
(IT) SOLUTIONS FOR THE ROYAL SAUDI NAVAL FORCE WITHIN 
THE SAUDI NAVAL EXPANSION PROGRAM II (SNEP II)
Abdullah Al Oqayyel– –Lieutenant, Royal Saudi Naval Force
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Geraldo Ferrer, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Magdi Kamel, Department of Information Sciences
The Royal Saudi Naval Force (RSNF) is about to modernize its fleet under the Saudi Naval Expansion Pro-
gram II (SNEP II). A part of this program includes upgrading and rebuilding its information technology (IT) 
infrastructure. The United States Naval Supply Business Systems Center (NAVSUP BSC) presented three 
strategies to the RSNF. The goal is to help RSNF set the direction for upgrading its IT logistics applications. 
This thesis evaluates the three options proposed by NAVSUP BSC. The aim is to recommend an IT solution 
to NAVSUP BSC and RSNF to support RSNF modernization efforts. This thesis illustrates how the com-
mercial off-the-shelf SAP S/4HANA is the most favorable IT solution for the RSNF. Full Text





MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
 EFFECTS OF NAVY ENERGY GOALS ON THE NAVY SHORE ENERGY PROGRAMS
Patrick Amundson– Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Edgar Yu– Major, United States Army
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Bryan Hudgens, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Daniel Nussbaum, Department of Operations Research
The purpose of this research project is twofold: to explore the development and progression of the Navy’s 
Green Procurement Program (GPP), and then to assess Navy organizations’ degree of success with incorpo-
rating GPPs into their installation procurement processes. This project provides an account of the federal 
policies and guidance regarding green procurement and the salient parts of the Federal Acquisition Regulation 
(FAR), the framework through which any possible GPP policy would be set. As we surveyed the Navy instal-
lation’s progress toward a more energy-efficient and resource-conscious procurement process, we measured 
that progress by the goals and metrics outlined in the Department of Defense’s (DoD) GPP instruction. The 
green procurement process was measured by integrating the Contract Management Maturity Model (CMMM), 
which describes a procurement agency’s level of development across the six phases of the Contract Manage-
ment Process (CMP) framework. The CMP divides the procurement process into six major phases: pro-
curement planning, solicitation planning, solicitation, source selection, contract administration, and contract 
closeout or termination. While previous applications of the CMMM focused on broader aspects of buying 
commands, our questions and diagnosis of Navy installation organizations were specifically focused through 
a lens of green procurement and energy efficiency. Our results show that Department of Navy procurement 
personnel have only a basic level of contract management maturity in green procurement. Full Text
Keywords: Navy green procurement, Contract Management Maturity Model
BUSINESS CASE ANALYSIS OF SMALL MODULAR 
REACTORS (SMR) FOR DOD ASSURED POWER
Jeffrey Asch– –Lieutenant, United States Navy
Gregory Brant– Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Craig Smith, Department of Physics
Second Reader: Thomas Albright, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Energy security through the establishment of microgrids is a national security issue that has garnered much 
research since the turn of the 21st century. Small modular nuclear reactors (SMRs) can be a viable option for 
Department of Defense (DoD) investment to further establish a microgrid concept for military installations. 
Such an application could enhance the benefits of a dedicated microgrid by providing assured power over un-
expectedly long periods of disruption to external sources, and could also help stabilize the microgrid to better 
accommodate intermittent renewable energy sources. This study analyzes the business case for investment in 
SMR technology for energy security. Looking at the explicit costs and benefits of the investment using net 
present value (NPV) metrics can inform a policy maker’s decision to invest in a project. Our analysis indicates 
that the DoD should not invest in SMRs at this time. The technology lacks proof of concept and carries the 
risks associated with being an initial investor. The DoD should continue to pursue microgrid initiatives and 
keep SMRs under consideration while allowing private industry to further advance SMR technology. Full Text
Keywords: assured power, business case analysis, small modular reactor, energy security, microgrid, net pres-
ent value, military, Department of Defense
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 ANALYSIS OF NAVY SUPPLY CORPS LINES OF OPERATION
Carnell Aurelio– –Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Geraldo Ferrer, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Edward Powley, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The Navy Supply Corps delivers logistics to the Navy and joint warfighter through a broad range of capabili-
ties, referred to as lines of operation, encompassing traditional logistics functions and valued business skills. 
The diverse skills give the Supply Corps a distinctive advantage as logistics officers. The purpose of this study 
is to examine the lines of operation to answer three research questions: What is a Supply Corps line of opera-
tion? What is the state of the current lines of operation? Where are there opportunities for improvements 
in the lines of operation? Logistics doctrine was compared, skill-coded billet distribution was analyzed, and 
promotion board preferences were examined. The findings supported the current categorization and billet 
distribution of lines of operation. However, there are a significant number of billets not aligned or coded to 
any skill, and some skills are highly desired by promotion boards but with little opportunity for experience. It 
is recommended that the Supply Corps examine the billet inventory to re-align or divest the numerous billets 
not aligned with a line of operation in order for the community to place and fully develop officers with the 
diverse professional skills required to effectively and efficiently support operations. Full Text
Keywords: Navy Supply Corps, supply, logistics, supply corps lines of operation
CYBERSECURITY EDUCATION FOR MILITARY OFFICERS
Andrew Bardwell– Lieutenant, United States Navy
Sean Buggy– –Lieutenant, United States Navy
Remuis Walls– –Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Douglas Brinkley, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Raymond Jones, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Cyber threats are a growing concern for our military, creating a need for cybersecurity education. Current 
methods used to educate students about cyber, including annual Navy Knowledge Online training, are per-
ceived to be ineffective. The Naval Postgraduate School developed an All-hands pilot cybersecurity course 
with the objective of increasing military officers’ cybersecurity awareness. The three of us participated in the 
ten-week course to assess the delivery of the curriculum. This MBA project is a culmination of our critiques 
that support whether the course objectives were effectively met. Observations of the course were supple-
mented with a literature review on cybersecurity education. We found the course did increase our general 
cybersecurity awareness and introduced us to cyber terminology and concepts. The lectures of the pilot course 
included excessively in-depth discussions that were not at an All-hands level and lab sessions of limited value. 
Our recommendations include restructuring the course to a maximum of four units by eliminating the lab 
portion and centering military-relevant discussions on cyber-defense management. For MBA students specifi-
cally, we recommend either scheduling this course during quarter one or moving a Joint Professional Military 
Education course to quarter one and filling the vacated time with the cybersecurity course. The ideal situation 
for MBA students is if the Graduate School of Business and Public Policy can create and deliver a Business 
School–tailored version of the cybersecurity course that fulfills the requirements of taking an All-hands cy-
bersecurity course. Full Text
Keywords: cybersecurity, cybersecurity education, cyber-curriculum development
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 FAILURE IS NOT AN OPTION: A ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS 
OF FAILED ACQUISITION PROGRAMS
Matthew Bogan– –Captain, United States Air Force
Anthony Percy– –Captain, United States Air Force
Thomas W. Kellermann– Captain, United States Air Force
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Robert Mortlock, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: John Dillard, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The current budgetary climate in the federal government is one of increasing uncertainty, making the long-
term acquisition of critical weapon systems within the Department of Defense a challenging prospect. Rapid 
budget growth and a preoccupation with global military operations over the last fifteen years created a difficult 
environment to prioritize and track failed acquisition programs, resulting in a poor understanding of the actual 
root causes of program failures. By studying a subset of cancelled major defense acquisition programs, it is pos-
sible to achieve a better understanding of root causes for failure and analyze whether there are commonalities 
among the root causes for failure to apply to future programs. This research informs military leadership and 
program executive officers of potential risk components in future acquisition programs that are critical to the 
achievement of national security objectives. Areas of particular concern include poor technology progression, 
negative congressional involvement, waiving milestone A, and a significant change in requirements. Full Text
Keywords: MDAP, acquisition failure, cancellation, root cause, affordability
AMAZON BUSINESS AND GSA ADVANTAGE: A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
Holland Canter– –Captain, United States Air Force
Tabitha Gomez– –Captain, United States Air Force
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Karen Landale, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: William Muir, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
This project analyzes two e-commerce platforms—commercially-available Amazon Business, and federally-
managed GSA Advantage—to assess the benefits and limitations of using the government purchase card 
(GPC) to buy from each platform. Spurred by the fact that senior acquisition leaders in the U.S. government 
are seeking ways to strategically manage their GPC spending, this research provides an unbiased look at these 
two popular e-commerce platforms. With comparisons based on prices, shipping costs, and shipping time 
of commonly-purchased items; ease of use and customer satisfaction; and future improvement initiatives, we 
provide senior acquisition leaders the potential benefits, limitations, and risks of using Amazon Business and 
GSA Advantage for repetitive, GPC-based micro-purchases. We also provide ways each e-commerce platform 
can improve to meet the needs of its government users. Full Text
Keywords: GPC, e-commerce, micro-purchase, Amazon, GSA Advantage
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 NAVY  AND MARINE CORPS IT/IS ACQUISITION: A WAY FORWARD
Zachary Cesarz–Captain, United States Marine Corps
David Gibson–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Management and Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Raymond Jones, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: John Gibson, Department of Computer Science
Second Reader: Chad Seagren, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Second Reader: Glenn Cook, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Currently, a disconnect exists between procurement speed and final delivery of capabilities that require IT/
IS solutions. Schedules for delivering these capabilities have remained a cumbersome and lengthy hindrance. 
War-fighting capabilities are consistently degraded as time-dependent requirements are outpaced by new tech-
nology before delivery. To determine the current impediments within the IT/IS procurement process, we limit 
our examination to the IT/IS decision-making processes, policies, and organizational structures that may be 
affecting the timely delivery of IT/IS systems. For the purpose of this thesis, the term governance encom-
passes these focus areas. Though we discuss aspects of the acquisition process and its guiding policies, a full 
analysis of the process remains outside the scope of this thesis. Instead, we chose to focus on how governance 
is affecting the timely delivery of IT/IS capabilities to the warfighter. A timeline analysis of relevant defense 
program cases forms the basis of our assessment of IT/IS governance. The aim of this thesis is to right-size 
the governance, or authority therein, required to effectively deliver IT/IS solutions to the war-fighter. We 
conclude with findings and recommendations as well as further research into adjusting responsibilities and 
authorities for IT agencies and acquisition professionals. Full Text
Keywords: IT/IS, effective decision-making for IT/IS acquisition, organizational structure for IT/IS acquisi-
tion, IT/IS warfighter requirements, keeping up with rapid advancement in IT/IS, program office manage-
ment, flexibility
THE NAVY’S CURRENT ETHICS STRATEGY AND 
POTENTIAL METHODS FOR IMPROVEMENT
Douglas Chang– –Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Eldridge Davis– Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Stephen Trainor, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Mie Augier, Global Public Policy Academic Group
The U.S. Navy has been experiencing ongoing ethical issues within its officer ranks. The recent Fat Leonard 
and Marines United photo-sharing scandals, coupled with numerous other less-publicized unethical officer 
misconduct incidents and infractions, provide examples that, despite the Navy’s core tenets of honor, courage, 
and commitment, problems persist. This thesis uses the private sector and other executive agencies as models 
by which the Department of the Navy can improve, develop, update, or modernize its ethics education and 
training strategy. The researchers analyze the Navy Leadership Development Framework as it pertains to 
ethics training, comparing current Navy strategies with best practices of leadership development and educa-
tional techniques in the private sector, other government departments, and military services. Strategy plays a 
significant role in shaping institutions to achieve desired outcomes and deliver value to their stakeholders. The 
researchers examine the Navy’s strategy using program impact theory by reviewing observation data and pub-
licly available source material. Related recommendations seek to improve the Navy ethics education strategy 
to further enhance its leaders’ competency and character. Full Text
Keywords: ethics training, ethics education, Navy Leader Development Framework, ethics, moral standards, 
leadership
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 AN ANALYSIS OF CATEGORY MANAGEMENT OF SERVICE CONTRACTS
Austin Clark– Captain, United States Air Force
Corey Arruda– Captain, United States Air Force
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Karen Landale, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Aruna Apte, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
In an increasingly budget-constrained environment, the Department of Defense (DoD) must maximize the 
value of fiscal resources obligated to service contracts. According to the Government Accountability Office 
report Strategic Sourcing, published in 2013, over half of procurement spending between 2008 and 2013 was 
obligated to service contracts. Therefore, this research focused on identifying rate, process, and demand sav-
ings for common recurring DoD service requirements. We developed a methodology to standardize analysis 
of service requirements to identify relevant cost drivers. Furthermore, a clustering continuum was created 
to organize services based on proximity between the customer-supplier base. Utilizing commercial business 
mapping software, we analyzed the cost driver data, produced visualizations, and illustrated strategic oppor-
tunities for Category Management initiatives. Requirements for Integrated Solid Waste Management (ISWM) 
within the Los Angeles area were evaluated using the software and methodology to demonstrate a model 
for practical application. This research resulted in two findings: rate and demand savings were inconclusive 
but suggested opportunities do exist, and significant opportunities for process savings exist across the DoD. 
Further research is needed to quantify rate and demand savings and identify other opportunities to achieve 
efficiencies through Category Management of service requirements. We also recommend that future research 
focus on proximity-independent services. Full Text
Keywords: Category Management, strategic sourcing, service contracts, cost drivers, business mapping
FORECASTING NAVY RESERVE SELECTED RESERVE 
ANNUAL TRAINING EXECUTION RATE
Leslie Cornwall Jr.– –Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Robert Council Jr.– –Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Latika Hartmann, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Eddine Dahel, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Todd Sinclair, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The Navy Reserve budgets for the annual training of officers and enlisted in the Selected Reserve, tracking 
end strength for both throughout the fiscal year. At the end of each year, it determines how many enlisted and 
officers completed their annual training. The Navy Reserve Forces Command then determines a participation 
rate for both based on the dollars expended, and calculates the average dollar rate for each annual training, per 
person. This project explores a model that tracks end-strength fluctuations at the end of each month through-
out the fiscal year and compares the fluctuations with annual training dollars executed at the same point in 
time to determine what the projected Selected Reserve participation rate should be at the end of the year. 
Projecting training costs throughout the year is critical because these budget decisions impact other aspects of 
the Navy Reserve’s personnel budget. Full Text
Keywords: Navy, forecasting, manpower, reserve, enlisted, officer
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 CROWDSOURCING DEFENSE ACQUISITION PROGRAMS
Robert Cuthbertson– Major, United States Army
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: John Dillard, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Robert Mortlock, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Crowdsourcing solutions have the potential to meet the Army’s modernization goals. With the rise of im-
proved Internet access and online resources, crowdsourcing has been increasing in popularity since 2006. The 
benefits of crowdsourcing have been visible in commercial industry and can apply to Department of Defense 
(DoD) Acquisition Programs. This report identifies the overall use of crowdsourcing, looks at cases in the 
DoD and in industry, and analyzes strengths and weaknesses. Our findings consist of crowdsourcing strate-
gies that can benefit the DoD and include prize competitions, open dialogue, and open-data collaboration. 
Integrating the crowd-force with defense contractors through online collaboration platforms can speed up the 
time required to find solutions and reduce program costs. Barriers include senior-level leaderships’ reluctance 
to change, risks associated with opening up the DoD to crowdsourcing, and the DoD’s unwillingness to adapt 
to new ways of innovation. Recommendations include that Congress pass laws directing the use of open in-
novation, crowdsourcing, and implementing directives across federal agencies. The best area for the DoD to 
implement crowdsourcing focuses on design, forecasting, and software. Lessons learned allow for better use 
of crowdsourcing in new modernization goals and efforts in reducing costs and fielding equipment. Full Text
Keywords: Department of Defense, DoD, Acquisition Programs, crowdsourcing, open innovation, open 
sourcing, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats, SWOT, analysis, open government, open data 
collaboration, crowd-force, Defense Advanced Research Project Agency, DARPA
ADDITIVE  MANUFACTURING SOLUTIONS IN THE UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Zachary Daugherty– Captain, United States Marine Corps
Andrew Heiple– –Captain, United States Marine Corps
 Master of Science in Contract Management and Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Simona Tick, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Timothy Winn, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
This project conducts a cost–benefit analysis to systematically examine the relative strengths and weaknesses 
of the current method of obtaining original equipment manufacturer parts by the Marine Corps versus ad-
ditive manufacturing alternatives. These alternatives include the established method of extrusion and the 
emerging technology of continuous liquid interface production (CLIP). The findings from the cost–benefit 
analysis show a cost advantage for additive manufacturing at the production level with a substantial edge given 
to CLIP in three of four scenarios examined. Based on our methodology and findings, we recommend that 
the Marine Corps build a data repository of (blockchained) printable files as quickly as accuracy allows. Once 
complete, the Marine Corps can continue to use the Fortus 250mc and other previously purchased models. 
When the repository outgrows the capability of the Fortus machines, it can move to Carbon 3D or a similar 
technology and expand the capability across the Marine Corps. Full Text
Keywords: 3D Printing, additive manufacturing, Marine Corps, cost benefit analysis, CLIP
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 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: THE BUMPY PATH THROUGH DEFENSE ACQUISITION
Eric Ehn– –Captain, United States Air Force
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: John Dillard, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Robert Mortlock, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The use of artificial intelligence systems is ready to transition from basic science research and a blooming com-
mercial industry to strategic implementation in the Defense Acquisition system. The purpose of this research 
is to determine the problems awaiting artificial intelligence (AI) systems inherent to defense acquisition. AI 
is a field of scientific study focused on the construction of systems that can act rationally, behave humanly, 
and adapt. To achieve AI behavior takes AI essentials, which consider mobility, system perspective, and al-
gorithms. Unfortunately, AI essentials are underaddressed in the concept of operations that fuels the Joint 
Capabilities Integration and Development System. Influences to the concept of operations analyzed in this 
research include strategic documentation, joint technology demonstrations, and exercises that aim to capture 
technology-based lessons learned. Failure to address AI essentials causes problems in defense acquisition: 
system requirements are impossible to define, transition of AI technology fails, testing cannot be evaluated 
with confidence, and life cycle planning is at best a guess. To address these issues, the Department of Defense 
needs improved planning, acquisition personnel training, and AI-supported acquisition processes to achieve 
cost, schedule, and performance goals. Full Text
Keywords: artificial intelligence, AI, autonomous, autonomic, acquisition, validated requirements, technology 
demonstration, technology transition, requirements analysis, test and evaluation
IS 2010 THE YEAR ARMY ACQUISITIONS TURNED THE CORNER TO AFFORDABILITY?
Seth Green– Major, United States Army
Erik Kifune– Captain, United States Army
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Robert Mortlock, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Philip Candreva, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Since 2012, the Department of Defense and Government Accountability Office have observed lower cost 
growth in the acquisition of the largest weapon systems. Although the acquisition environment is complex, 
much of the success is being attributed to the management program, Better Buying Power (BBP). BBP was 
first introduced in 2010 by the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics, and it 
provides best practices for the acquisition community with the goal of achieving affordability. Since 2010, two 
more iterations of BBP have been initiated, highlighting lessons learned and additional areas of focus. Along 
with the published guidance is continuous oversight from the highest levels of acquisition authority. Our 
project analyzed multiple programs and examined their compliance with BBP and other acquisition best prac-
tices. Using available cost data and program documentation, we analyzed how the implementation of BBP has 
affected affordability measures of the programs. While the cost data is encouraging, we could only conclude 
that there is a correlation between implementing BBP and the reduction in cost growth observed. Full Text
Keywords: acquisition reform, affordability, military procurement, cost growth, military acquisition, efficiency
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 ESUPPO: NEXT GENERATION
Thomas House– –Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Joshua Longworth– Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Carlisle Pennycooke– Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Geraldo Ferrer, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Glenn Cook, Department of Information Sciences
This study evaluates eSUPPO  and suggests an updated version for the U.S. Navy Supply Corps community. 
To accomplish this task effectively, a comprehensive examination of the current capabilities, via focus groups 
and surveys, assesses how well the mobile app meets the needs of the Supply Corps community. The analysis 
begins by understanding the unmet needs experienced by Supply Corps officers while using eSUPPO. Next, 
the authors of this study identify the improvements that should be made to the app. After a complete analysis 
of eSUPPO’s current As-Is processes, the study takes the information gathered from both the survey and fo-
cus groups, develops and recommends a To-Be process, and presents the result to Naval Supply Systems Com-
mand Business Systems Center. The authors of this study estimate that the Supply Corps community should 
benefit greatly from an upgraded app, as easy access to the most important information would be readily 
available when needed. The upgraded version of the app would include a mentoring section to provide junior 
Supply Corps officers with the opportunity to receive advice from a senior officer in any fleet concentration 
area. The app would also bring the fleet closer together by including an announcement section for all the fleet 
concentration areas, which would list current and future events taking place in each location. An operational 
icon will also be included in the upgraded version with the contact information for all the Fleet Logistics 
Centers. Full Text
Keywords: application, eSUPPO, mobile, Naval Supply Systems Command, NAVSUP, Supply Corps
SPARE PARTS INVENTORY MANAGEMENT FOR THE NEXT 
GENERATION FINNISH DEFENSE FORCE FIGHTER FLEET
Juha Kauhanen– –Lieutenant Colonel, Finnish Air Force
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Bryan Hudgens, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Second Reader: Eddine Dahel, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
This research will suggest factors that Finland should consider to better manage spare parts inventories in its 
upcoming fighter aircraft fleet acquisition. The topic is timely because the Finnish Defense Forces (FDF) are 
in the process of procuring the fighters to replace the present F/A-18 C/D-fleet. The primary research ques-
tion is this: What are the key factors in the near-future fighter spare-parts inventory management that will 
affect the FDF fighter fleet’s performance? This study analyzes inventory management fundamentals using a 
case example to determine what key elements in inventory management the Finnish Defense Forces should 
consider when creating a future fighter fleet spare-parts management system. The outcome consists of a series 
of key issues for the Finnish Defense Force to consider when preparing a request for quotations for the future 
fighter fleet. Full Text
Keywords: Finnish Air Force, fighter aircraft, spare parts management, inventory, operational availability
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 OPERATIONAL CONTRACT SUPPORT: ECONOMIC IMPACT 
EVALUATION AND MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS
Zachary Kauth– Captain, United States Air Force
Andrew McKenna– Captain, United States Air Force
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Karen Landale, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Jesse Cunha, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
In this MBA report, we develop a framework for planning, executing, and measuring the impact of opera-
tional contract support (OCS) on a contingency environment. Additionally, this framework assists in struc-
turing and measuring the effectiveness of a particular OCS solution. Planning for, and shaping regions for, 
future contingencies is an ongoing and iterative process that requires accurate forecasting with functional 
inputs from all aspects of the operational military landscape. Effective and reliable OCS has been identified 
as a fundamental key to future joint contingency operation success and continues to build upon the lessons 
learned throughout overseas contingency operations. Comprehensive plans that are properly designed, includ-
ing incorporation of an impact evaluation framework, act as direct force multipliers to contingency operations. 
Based on our research, we recommend that (1) the developed OCS Impact Evaluation Tool be disseminated to 
Operational Contract Support Integration Cell (OCSIC) planners to gain feedback for further development, 
(2) senior leaders create/enforce a policy that mandates OCS planning regardless of the existence of an organic 
capability, and (3) trained economists with regional and subject expertise are placed on OCSIC planning staffs 
to assist in OCS planning and execution and in measurement of OCS solutions. Full Text
Keywords: impact evaluation, expeditionary economics, operational contract support, measure of effective-
ness
COST OF COMPLIANCE ON MUNITIONS CONSOLIDATION 
FROM LUALUALEI TO WEST LOCH
Christopher Lebel– Lieutenant Commander, Supply Corps, United States Navy
Gilbert Uy– –Lieutenant Commander, Supply Corps, United States Navy
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Geraldo Ferrer, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Simona Tick, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
With the object of ensuring that all ordnance magazines in Hawaii are in compliance with Naval Ordnance 
Safety and Security Activity regulations, this project conducts a systematic cost of compliance analysis to 
identify the pros and cons of either constructing new magazines at West Loch and consolidating ordnance 
operations from Lualualei to West Loch, or only upgrading the ordnance magazines in Lualualei. This analysis 
is performed from the perspective of the Department of Defense in order to capture all costs and benefits as-
sociated with the Army and Navy, the main stakeholders in this study. The project developed a cost of compli-
ance decision support model in Excel to systematically examine the relative strengths and weaknesses of the 
available alternative options. The model identifies tangible costs and benefits to estimate a net present value 
for each option. To account for uncertainty, the researchers used Crystal Ball to implement simulated values 
for cost variables used in the Excel-based model to validate the robustness of the average net present value 
and to show the probability of net costs exceeding net benefits. The analysis conducted in this project points 
to consolidation as a better course of action to take in the long term. Full Text
Keywords: ordnance, munitions, cost-benefit analysis, cost of compliance, Navy Munitions Command
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 EFFECTIVENESS OF THE INDIVIDUAL RIFLEMEN IN AN INFANTRY SQUAD
Michael Martin– –Major, United States Army
Ernesto Perez– –Major, United States Army
Marc Peterman– Major, United States Army
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Robert Mortlock, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Jesse Cunha, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Our research establishes a decision-making framework for use during the acquisition of the next individual 
combat rifle system. We utilize four possible courses of action to display the decision-making model. The four 
primary evaluation factors to optimize the squad are lethality, accuracy, mobility, and interoperability. The 
first part of the model is a value approach that normalizes these four different performance factors for system 
comparison. The second part of the model is a qualitative approach that examines other potential risk factors. 
We analyze, normalize, and weigh the performance factors for comparison of each course of action against 
programmatic, political, and international risks. Program risks focus on the cost, schedule, and performance 
of each potential course of action, while maintaining the best interest of our soldiers and American taxpayers. 
Political risks are uncertain based on the stakeholders involved within Congress and military’s leadership. In-
ternational risks are primarily concerned with the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). The 5.56mm 
caliber is the NATO standard, and any adaptation of a new weapon and caliber may invoke criticism from 
our NATO allies. In the end, our research provides senior leaders with an initial recommendation for gaining 
overmatch capability against our peer and near-peer adversaries. Full Text
Keywords: individual carbine, interim combat service rifle, squad designated marksman rifle, commercial-off-
the-shelf, commercial, government-off-the-shelf
INVISIBLE THREAD: PRE-SERVICE SUCCESS INDICATORS 
AMONG MARINE GENERAL OFFICERS
Valerie Munoz– Major, United States Marine Corps
Joseph Common– –Major, United States Marine Corps
Kendra Lue– Captain, United States Marine Corps
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Marigee Bacolod, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Kathryn Aten, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Marco DiRenzo, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The purpose of this study is to identify commonalities that may exist among general officers within the 
Unites States Marine Corps (USMC). This exploratory analysis focuses on pre-service indicators of success 
and assesses the existence of any competitive advantages. The data used in this analysis includes pre- and 
post-accession information obtained from the USMC’s Total Force Data Warehouse (TFDW), as well as semi-
structured interviews with six general officers, varying in rank (O- 7 to O-9), gender, race, and duty status 
(active/retired). The methodology includes both a quantitative and qualitative analysis of the data. The qualita-
tive analysis revealed the presence of mentors throughout each general officer’s childhood. The quantitative 
analysis confirmed the value of networking and mentorship, revealing that 62% of general officers in the study 
accessed from either the Naval Academy or an NROTC program. Recommendations for further research are 
to survey the active-duty colonel population with questions derived from both the interviews and gaps in the 
TFDW data, to assess whether the same common success indicators exist. It is also recommended that this 
study is conducted on O-3s and below to identify whether the same trends are reflected in the junior officer 
population. Full Text
Keywords: Marine Corps, officer career, general officers, officer promotions
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CHALLENGES WITHIN THE NAVAL AVIATION ENTERPRISE
This paper has been recognized as outstanding by its department.
John Park– Major, United States Marine Corps
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Keebom Kang, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Anthony Pollman, Department of Systems Engineering
The Naval Aviation Maintenance Program (NAMP) creates maintenance and manpower inefficiencies for 
current Group 3 unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) (55 to 1,320 lbs). The primary output of this study was 
the creation of maintenance policy that is specific to Naval Group 3 UAS. Current Department of the Navy 
(DoN) UAS policy results in double the maintenance man-hours per sortie than other DoD Group 3 UAS 
users. Even with the added manpower and regulations, DoN mishap rates are actually slightly higher than 
the rest of the DoD. Group 3 UAS are significantly less expensive than manned aircraft because of their size, 
and they lack the same engineering redundancy. Ultimately, they are expendable. Whereas other services and 
special operations units have implemented less restrictive UAS maintenance policies, the Naval Aviation En-
terprise’s conservative approach to UAS maintenance categorizes them under the same NAMP requirements 
as manned Naval aircraft, including the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter. Quantitative modelling and qualitative 
comparisons show the inefficiencies of the NAMP and demonstrate the need for new policy. After analyzing 
all maintenance actions for the RQ-7B Shadow and the RQ-21 Blackjack, the new policy offers a 53% main-
tenance manpower savings. This study proves that Group 3 UAS mishaps are primarily attributable to their 
lack of system reliability, not maintenance practices. Once the new maintenance policy is adopted, the resul-
tant manpower savings can be reinvested into reliability and engineering. The proposed policy will drastically 
reduce maintenance manpower, increase sortie generation, and balance operational flexibility with oversight 
and compliance. Full Text
Keywords: Unmanned Aircraft System, UAS, Maintenance Manpower, Group 3 UAS
MAINTENANCE PRODUCTION DEMAND AND CAPACITY 
ANALYSIS OF THIRD MAINTENANCE BATTALION
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Mark Phelps– –Major, United States Marine Corps
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Uday Apte, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Kenneth Doerr, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
This MBA professional report addresses the Third Maintenance Battalion’s requirement to improve ground 
equipment maintenance service to supported units. Although the battalion currently meets maintenance de-
mand, the battalion’s leadership seeks ways to reduce turnaround time and maximize effective use of available 
personnel capacity. The study’s purposes are to develop a methodology for applying scarce personnel resourc-
es to intermediate maintenance demand at a forward-deployed maintenance unit, and to demonstrate its ap-
plicability to a motor transport maintenance company. Demand data is obtained from Marine Corps Logistics 
Command, and capacity data is collected from battalion subject matter experts. To analyze the data, aggregate 
planning concepts are employed to match maintenance capacity with workload, and capacity utilization levels 
are used to assess the unit’s ability to meet demand. The analysis indicates that maintenance demand is met by 
available capacity, but that steps can be taken to improve customer service. By applying this research’s method-
ology and adapting it for other maintenance units, unit leadership can apply personnel capacity to maintenance 
demand and improve customer service. Full Text
Keywords: maintenance, ground equipment, aggregate capacity planning, demand and capacity analysis, 
USMC
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 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Nicholas Dew, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Craig Whiteside, Naval War College
The Islamic State (IS)—also known as Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS)—managed to seize large swaths 
of territory within the sovereign countries of Iraq and Syria from 2011 to 2016. Even though its caliphate has 
been reduced in size and scope in 2017, the IS’s entrepreneurial capability to effectively manage money, man-
power, and materiel has enabled it to develop its brand as the deadliest and most widely known terrorist orga-
nization. The narrative of the IS being a governing body promoted a value proposition of financial stability, 
security, religious structure for divine worship, and camaraderie, thus enticing local and global customers to 
its brand and, furthermore, allowing the group to recruit talented individuals to support the caliphate. Using 
the human capital it cultivated, the IS developed its organizational structure and promoted its brand through 
entrepreneurial ingenuity, which included plundering, fabricating, and acquiring war materiel, to support its 
strategic objectives. The IS is generally more organized and sophisticated than any other regional non-state 
actor or traditional terrorist group, such as Al-Qaeda. In conclusion, the IS’s short-term politico-military suc-
cesses and global media coverage over the last several years have enabled the group to establish a franchise 
that draws in the money, manpower, and materiel that allow it to continue being the world’s most recognized 
terrorist brand. Full Text
Keywords: Islamic State, IS, Islamic State of Iraq and Syria, ISIS, economic resources, business principles, 
money, manpower, materiel, terrorism financing, logistics, economic durability, resiliency, entrepreneurialism
ASSESSMENT OF LOGISTICS EFFECTIVENESS FOR EXPEDITIONARY UNITS
Dana Reeves– Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Stephen Baker– Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Uday Apte, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Keenan Yoho, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The purpose of this MBA project is to provide a critical review of Naval Expeditionary Combat Command 
(NECC) logistics support processes. By tracing the MK-16 underwater breathing apparatus, a critical piece of 
hardware to the NECC explosive ordnance disposal mission, through the complicated expeditionary logistics 
(EXLOG) supply chain, this report highlights areas of friction across various supply processes. These include 
inefficiencies related to IT network connectivity, redundancies in human data input processes, and shortcom-
ings in the overall IT infrastructure, including financial improvement and audit readiness (FIAR) compliance. 
Specifically, NECC inventory and logistics refers to the materials, equipment, activities, and resources needed 
to properly adhere to doctrine and execute required mission tasking. A review of current inventory and logis-
tics processes provides a baseline and affords the opportunity to apply IT improvement recommendations, 
enabling a more robust quantitative analysis of EXLOG data. Full Text
Keywords: Navy supply, logistics expeditionary units, platoon, capabilities, naval logistics, Navy logistics, ex-
peditionary logistics, Navy expeditionary logistics
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 Master of Business Administration
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Co-Advisor: Rene Rendon, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Haze gray paint is a critical element to topside preservation, maintenance, and corrosion control on all ships in 
the United States Navy (USN). This research focuses on the current procedure for procuring haze gray paint 
in support of the USN fleet, the transition plan for 1K Polysiloxane during drydock maintenance availability, 
and the inventory level of 1K Polysiloxane in support of the fleet. The research encompasses both qualita-
tive and quantitative analytical tools utilizing historical demand data for Silicone Alkyd and 2K Polysiloxane 
paint, average number of ships in a drydock maintenance availability, and DoD acquisition procedure and best 
practices from industries. Other than during a drydock maintenance overhaul period, touch-up painting is 
done solely by sailors stationed onboard the ship. Having an adequate inventory of paint on hand to support 
the fleet provides multiple opportunities for cost savings, minimizes waste, and conserves manpower. The 
end goal is to suggest improvements to the current procurement and supply chain processes, and recommend 
a procurement procedure in order to minimize the risk of wasted manpower and material while ensuring the 
fleet is supported with its hazardous material needs. Full Text
Keywords: haze gray paint, hazardous materials, HAZMAT, procurement process, acquisition
A THEORETICAL MANPOWER OPTIMIZATION MODEL FOR THE AIR 
FORCE INSTALLATION CONTRACTING AGENCY (AFICA)
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 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Karen Landale, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: William Muir, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
This project examined the potential impact of process savings achieved through strategically sourced con-
tracts on the Air Force Installation Contracting Agency’s (AFICA) manpower. The project leveraged AFICA’s 
contract man-hour data to make logical inferences concerning the transaction costs of various strategically 
sourced contracts. The information derived from the transaction cost analysis was used to construct a theo-
retical linear program to optimize manpower with respect to man-hour savings achieved through strategically 
sourced contracts. The optimized manpower solution provides a theoretical framework to identify manpower 
savings that may be used to address AFICA mission objectives. Full Text
Keywords: Air Force Installation Contracting Agency, AFICA, manpower, process savings, strategic sourc-
ing, linear program, optimization
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 Master of Business Administration
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Co-Advisor: Edward Powley, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Human Computer Interaction (HCI) group was exam-
ined through the use of SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats) analysis and the development 
of a Congruence Model of Organizational Behavior. As work of the organization has increased over the last 
decade, the HCI group has trended toward exploitation of existing routines and derivative software improve-
ments over understanding core user needs and double-loop learning. As a member of the group for more than 
10 years, group lead for three years, and assistant division chief in a supervisory capacity of the group for two 
years, I drew on past subjective experience to create this qualitative analysis. The diagnosis and understanding 
of the root causes of these symptoms will create the foundation for strategic recommendations for the HCI 
group moving forward, including organizational structure, process improvements, and training needs, as the 
group prepares to support the retirement of the International Space Station in the 2020s and Mars exploration 
in the 2030s. Full Text
Keywords: organizational learning, innovation, SWOT analysis, congruence model of organizational behav-
ior, strategy
HOW MIGHT CIVILIAN TECHNOLOGY FIRMS PLAY A ROLE IN 
THE DEFENSE INDUSTRIAL BASE GOING FORWARD?
Daniel Shipman– –Captain, United States Marine Corps
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Mie Augier, Global Public Policy Academic Group
Second Reader: Thomas Albright, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The purpose of this thesis is to explore the competitive business environment of Department of Defense 
(DoD) vendors and whether the market is favorable for non-traditional, technology-focused companies to 
enter it. The research question is this: given past trends in the defense industrial base (DIB), how might civil-
ian technology firms play a role in the DIB going forward? This thesis analyzed numerous reports, papers, 
newspaper articles, and conference summaries to examine the DIB as a strategic asset, government initiatives 
for innovation and acquisition reform, trends in contracting data to analyze what DoD is buying and who it 
is buying from, and finally, think tank assessments of DoD’s innovation initiatives. The source material was 
used to provide background about DoD historical spending trends, consolidation in the DIB, and a brief his-
tory of commercial technology companies’ interactions with the DoD. To analyze the business environment of 
the defense industry, two well-established models, PESTEL and Porter’s Five Forces, were used. Both models 
clearly pointed to unfavorable conditions for firms seeking to enter the defense industry. Full Text
Keywords: defense industrial base, defense contracting, defense industry, defense industrial base strategy
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 OPERATIONAL RESERVE: COSTS AND CONSIDERATIONS
Joshua Simpson– –Major, United States Marine Corps
Rai Hussain– Lieutenant Colonel, Pakistan Army
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: William Hatch, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Robert Mortlock, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
This research examines the costs and other considerations associated with the 2016 activation of approxi-
mately 200 U.S. Marine Corps Reserve personnel under 10 U.S. Code § 12304b. The goal of this research is to 
determine whether cost savings were generated by employing a Reserve Corps (RC) unit. This unit supported 
Special Purpose Marine Air Ground Task Force–South and was the first incidence of the Marine Corps’ use 
of the 12304b authority in a material way. Findings include relevant RC costs at approximately 132% of those 
of a hypothetical equivalent AC unit. The primary contributor to increased RC costs was the approximately 
$4.9M in pay and allowances required for RC members who were activated but not deployed. Secondary con-
tributors of increased RC costs were $2.9M in operations and maintenance travel costs, followed by $364K 
in incremental RC costs. This research provides three recommendations. First, the Deputy Commandant for 
Plans, Programs, and Operations (PP&O), as the 12304b program manager, should include all categories of 
RC-relevant costs during the operating forces program review, program evaluation board, and Program Ob-
jective Memorandum working group. Second, the Deputy Commandant for Manpower and Reserve Affairs 
(DC, M&RA), should monitor the totality of relevant monetary and non-monetary costs for any future RC 
units activated under 10 U.S. Code § 12304b, and communicate these findings to key stakeholders, such as 
Programs and Resources, PP&O, Marine Forces Command, and U.S. Marine Corps Forces Reserve. Finally, 
DC, M&RA should assess the benefits generated from RC units activated under 12304b authority and weigh 
these potential benefits against any additional RC unit costs. Full Text
Keywords: operational reserve, Marine Corps Reserve, 12304b, reserve employment, reserve activation
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF JUNIOR FULL-TIME SUPPORT 
AEROSPACE MAINTENANCE DUTY OFFICERS
Michael Skyta– Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy Reserve
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: William Hatch, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Kathryn Aten, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
This project utilizes the critical incident technique to identify professional knowledge gaps for junior full-
time support (FTS) aerospace maintenance duty officers (AMDO) during their initial tours. The study seeks 
to remediate identified knowledge and experience gaps by utilizing principles from adult learning theory and 
knowledge management concepts, and through additional mentorship opportunities. I collected data from 
14 officers through telephone interviews. I asked those interviewed to describe their experiences during their 
initial squadron tour as an FTS AMDO. The interviews focused on the following topics: Navy background 
and educational history, FTS redesignation process, initial expectation of the FTS AMDO community, pro-
fessional training history, first FTS squadron assignment, experience as the maintenance material control 
officer in an FTS squadron, and recommendations for improvement within the FTS AMDO community. I 
collated the responses into critical incidents by their frequency and relevance. The critical incidents identified 
are a need for additional community information to prospective and newly selected officers, a need for a more 
robust mentorship program and a need for a means of knowledge management within the community. I have 
provided five recommendations to the FTS AMDO community to meet the needs discovered by this study. 
Full Text
Keywords: full time support, aerospace maintenance duty officer, Navy Reserve, critical incident technique, 
knowledge management, mentorship
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 ROLE OF THE U.S. GOVERNMENT IN THE CYBERSECURITY OF PRIVATE ENTITIES
Frank Sperl III– –Major, United States Army
Yong Wah Thia– Civilian Officer, Singapore Ministry of Defense
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Glenn Cook, Department of Information Sciences
Co-Advisor: Jesse Cunha, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The explosive growth of cyberspace into many aspects of peoples’ lives over the last twenty years has been 
matched with an equally explosive growth in the number and sophistication of cyber incidents. Governments 
have recognized that these incidents pose a threat to the security and economy of their constituencies and use 
this reasoning as a basis for intervening on behalf of private entities. In this project, we compare the cyberse-
curity policies of the United States, United Kingdom, Israel, and Singapore to explore what the United States 
does to protect its private entities in cyberspace, what more it could be doing, and how decision makers could 
compare future policy options. Despite differences in focus, we found significant homogeneity between the 
policies of each government, with one gap in the U.S. approach—a long-term solution for the dearth of skilled 
cybersecurity workers. In conclusion, we provide a recommendation for expansion of U.S. subsidies for prima-
ry school education to meet this gap as well as an outcome-based framework to aid future analyses. Full Text
Keywords: cybersecurity, cyber-security, cyber security, cyberspace, cyber, public private partnership, infor-
mation sharing, DHS, Department of Homeland Security, strategy, critical infrastructure
RETIREMENT PLANNING: IMPORTANT FACTORS INFLUENCING A 
SERVICE MEMBER’S DECISION TO PREPARE FOR RETIREMENT
This paper has been recognized as outstanding by its department.
Jimmie Todd– Captain, United States Air Force
Matthew Schuyler– Master Sergeant, United States Air Force
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Juanita Rendon, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Steven Landry, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The purpose of this research study was to identify what financial and nonfinancial retirement planning fac-
tors are important to service members and to determine which factors have the most significant influence on 
a service member’s decision to financially prepare for retirement. A voluntary and anonymous online survey 
was developed and deployed to resident U.S. military students at the Naval Postgraduate School to identify 
the circumstances that influence decisions to save or not save for retirement. The survey included questions 
regarding financial resources, resource constraints, and nonfinancial factors. After analyzing the literature and 
survey data, the findings indicate that saving for unexpected costs outside of retirement accounts, improving 
financial literacy, and establishing clear retirement goals were important to consider during retirement plan-
ning. This research also found that a service member’s rank, savings outside of a dedicated retirement account, 
calculating necessary retirement savings, and conducting retirement planning activities were statistically sig-
nificant at the 0.05% level. Finally, recommendations were made for the Department of Defense to increase 
retirement education for service members and provide retirement education on a continual basis, which may 
encourage service members to increase savings outside of a dedicated retirement account. Full Text
Keywords: personal financial management, retirement savings, retirement preparation, military retirement, 
financial factors, nonfinancial factors
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 CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN COMPENSATION WITH RESPECT TO RECRUITING 
AND RETENTION: QUESTIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE U.S. MILITARY
Braden Trainor– Captain, United States Marine Corps
David Kim– –Major, United States Marine Corps
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Jesse Cunha, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Second Reader: Philip Candreva, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
We examined relevant literature on military compensation, recruitment, and retention to explore how best the 
Department of Defense (DoD) could improve its talent management. How can we provide qualified personnel 
for the world’s leading military when we are faced with the need for a U.S. military force capable of meeting 
the complex assignments and challenges of the future? Findings include that (1) the DoD needs proactive 
conversations regarding compensation that feature military members; (2) the DoD may consider including 
pay incentives and compensation as a force-shaping tool to recruit more experienced enlistees and those with 
specialized training, as well as successfully competing with the private sector; and (3) overall, the DoD could 
rethink its definition of the ideal soldier to meet tomorrow’s potential military needs. The literature, including 
articles based on personnel economics, also revealed the need to craft more long-term military leaders and 
highlighted nine main areas in which to potentially do so. Theses main areas are: using compensation as a 
tool to retain the best qualified personnel, adjusting the pyramid structure to include more long-term leaders, 
increasing attention and resources toward retention, considering the X-factor, paying careful attention to mili-
tary families, avoiding service member over-generalization, compensating job design, implementing qualita-
tive measures of effectiveness, and training leaders toward diplomatic aplomb. Full Text
Keywords: compensation, military, talent management, personnel economics, recruitment, retention, pay in-
centives
A STUDY OF THE INTERNET OF THINGS AND RFID 
TECHNOLOGY: BIG DATA IN NAVY MEDICINE
Gill Trainor– Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Simon Veronneau, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Geraldo Ferrer, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The Internet of things (IoT) and big data describe the movement of many industries toward a focus on data 
collection, communication and analysis. Tools such as radio frequency identification (RFID) are leveraged in 
order to maximize the potential benefits gained from the IoT and big data, connecting devices to one another 
and providing end users meaningful ways to interact with technology. The healthcare industry has revolu-
tionized its approach to the IoT, with hopes of realizing cost savings, increasing efficiencies and improving 
quality of care. Navy medicine has a history of big data initiatives, and in the future could include even more 
intersection between technology and healthcare. In the adoption of new technologies, resistance to technol-
ogy change is a possibility. The type and strength of resistance and its mediation is largely dependent on how 
leaders approach resistance and acceptance among end users. The introduction of new RFID technologies 
has the potential to positively impact processes such as surgical tool sterilization and patient and employee 
tracking. Moving into the future, the integration between healthcare and technology continues to develop 
at a rapid pace, and the IoT, big data and RFID technology should play an important role in the healthcare 
industry. Full Text
Keywords: radio frequency identification, Internet of things, navy medicine, big data
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 A COST-BASED ANALYSIS ON USING DOD CIVILIAN WORKFORCE 
TO PERFORM ORDNANCE SUPPORT IN PEARL HARBOR
Thanh-Nhu Nancy Tran– –Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Simona Tick, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Timothy Winn, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
This study conducts a cost-based analysis to determine the feasibility of insourcing the ordnance handling 
at Navy Munitions Command Pacific East Asia Division Detachment Pearl Harbor (NMCPAC EAD DET 
PH). Contractors have provided the service for over 30 years, after an Office of Management and Budget A-76 
study in the 1980s determined it was more economical for the private sector to do the work previously done by 
military service members. This study examines whether using the government civilian workforce to perform 
ordnance handling generates cost savings when compared with contracting. Using a cost-based analysis, this 
study reviews all the associated costs of converting to a government civilian workforce and compares them 
with the cost of contracting out these services. Based on the methodology and data used in this study, the find-
ings show savings from using government civilian workforce over contracting starting with year seven. The 
recommendation is for NMCPAC EAD DET PH to revert to insourcing the labor and purchasing/leasing the 
material for ordnance handling operations in order to provide the service in-house instead of continuing to 
contract out. This can generate monetary savings and other intangible benefits, such as better command and 
control. Full Text
Keywords: cost-based analysis, A-76 study, cost-benefit analysis, Navy Munitions Command, ordnance han-
dling, insourcing, contracting
ANALYSIS OF LOGISTICS SUPPORT VIA ACQUISITION AND CROSS-
SERVICING AGREEMENTS AND CONTRACTED SUPPORT
Owen Taylor Trotman– Captain, United States Marine Corps
Darrell Chargualaf– –Captain, United States Marine Corps
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: E. Cory Yoder, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Daniel Nussbaum, Department of Operations Research
The Marine Corps is an expeditionary force in readiness, constantly deployed around the globe. In order to 
respond to any situation within the range of military operations, the Marine Corps must remain in a high state 
of operational readiness and leverage the resources of partnered nations. The purpose of this research is to 
analyze how the Marine Corps utilizes Acquisition and Cross Servicing-Agreements (ACSAs) and Operational 
Contracting Support to meet logistical requirements in an overseas environment. This project focuses on how 
contracting and ACSA processes are used to support military operations by determining the best value of 
contracting and ACSA transactions, as well as factors for deciding which support method to utilize in order 
to achieve mission success. Comparing the costs between contracting and ACSAs, we conclude that ACSAs 
provide significant cost savings compared to traditional contracting. The results of the analysis may serve as a 
model for commanders to implement during the planning process of future military exercises and operations. 
Full Text
Keywords: multi-national logistics support, acquisition and cross-servicing agreement, ACSA, operational 
contract support, OCS, USMC, contracting
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 BARRIERS TO IMPLEMENTING A SINGLE JOINT COMBAT CAMOUFLAGE UNIFORM
Robin Wharton– Captain, United States Army
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Robert Mortlock, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Brad Naegle, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The purpose of this thesis is to explore and understand the barriers that hinder the Department of Defense 
(DoD) from implementing a single joint camouflage combat uniform for the Armed Forces. Before 2002, the 
Armed Forces primarily relied on two camouflage uniforms: the woodland Battle Dress Uniform (BDU) and 
Desert Camouflage Uniform (DCU). In 2002, the Marine Corps began issuing its Marine pattern (MARPAT) 
camouflage uniforms in woodland and desert colors and the remaining three services quickly followed suit, 
resulting in ten different camouflage uniforms in the past 15 years. These separate designs cost billions of dol-
lars, duplicate effort, and complicate logistics with no discernible effect of better-concealed combatants. The 
methodology applies strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats (SWOT), and political, economic, social, 
and technological (PEST) analyses; examines the requirements and role of each of the Armed Forces; and 
compares advantages and disadvantages to a single joint camouflage uniform. The literature review consists 
of reports from the Government Accountability Office, research results, and additional government-related 
feedback. The findings of this report indicate that implementing a single joint camouflage uniform for all 
services will result in cost savings, effective concealment for all services, and logistical simplicity. Full Text
Keywords: ground combat uniform, combat camouflage uniform history, combat camouflage uniform pat-
tern, camouflage pattern testing
CONTRACTING FOR NAVY HUSBANDING SERVICES: 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE FAT LEONARD CASE
Jacob Whiteley– Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
Jimmy Foster– Lieutenant, United States Navy
Kyle Johnson– Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Juanita Rendon, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Rene Rendon, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
For over 25 years, the U.S. Navy contracted with Glenn Defense Marine Asia (GDMA) to provide husbanding 
services. In 2013, the Justice Department announced an investigation alleging that, for years, GDMA had en-
gaged in procurement fraud. The purpose of this research is to analyze Navy husbanding service contracting 
using the Fat Leonard case through the lens of auditability theory, applying contract management and internal 
control frameworks. This research analyzes each alleged act of fraud in the Fat Leonard case and aligns the act 
with the contract management phase in which the alleged act occurred and with the internal control compo-
nent that most contributed to and allowed the alleged act to be perpetrated. The research findings identified 
collusion as the primary fraud scheme in the Fat Leonard case. Research findings show that the alleged acts of 
fraud occurred primarily in the buyer’s contract administration and procurement planning phases and in the 
seller’s pre-sales activity and contract administration phases. Furthermore, the findings indicate that the in-
ternal control deficiencies were in the control environment and information and communication components. 
Based on these findings, recommendations are provided to improve the auditability of husbanding service 
contracting. Full Text
Keywords: Navy husbanding service contracts, auditability theory, competent personnel, capable processes, 
effective internal controls, fraud schemes, contract management process
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 MANAGING THE TRANSFORMATION: A CHANGE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 
FOR U.S. MARINE CORPS EXPEDITIONARY ENERGY INITIATIVES
Daniel Whitt– –Major, United States Marine Corps
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Kathryn Aten, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Anita Salem, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Bryan Hudgens, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
In response to the increasing demand for energy that threatens to limit the range and scope of expeditionary 
operations, the Expeditionary Energy Office spearheaded a campaign to instill a mindset of energy efficiency 
across the United States Marine Corps (USMC). However, pursuing an organizational change of this type 
necessitates a structured management process. This research identifies organizational change management 
approaches, theories, and models that will support the Marine Corps’ adoption of energy-efficient practices. 
The work incorporates a meta-narrative analysis to construct a narrative summary of the change-management 
literature and the organizational characteristics of the Marine Corps that contribute to change. The synthesis 
of these narrative summaries reveals that extant organizational change models do not align with the unique 
organizational characteristics of the Marine Corps and, therefore, are not sufficient in guiding organizational 
change. As such, this study introduces the Portfolio of Change as a theoretical concept that appropriately 
structures organizational change for the uniqueness of the Marine Corps. This study also introduces the 
USMC Model for Change as a guide to developing an approach utilizing the Portfolio of Change. Full Text
Keywords: organizational change management, expeditionary energy, United States Marine Corps (USMC)
SAVING GREEN: HOW THE DOD CAN BETTER MANAGE 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY INITIATIVES
Zachary Wilson– Captain, United States Marine Corps
 Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Nicholas Dew, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Timothy Winn, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The purpose of this study is to evaluate whether there are predictive factors that increase or decrease the prob-
ability of a particular class of energy-related projects being adopted within the Department of Defense (DoD). 
A database of 372 approved projects is analyzed relative to 666 unique DoD sites to determine what factors 
influence project adoption. Tested hypotheses include internal factors like the ease of implementation and 
investment return as well as external factors like imitation and environmental friendliness norms. Ultimately, 
this research looks for ways to better equip managers to plan for and resource the adoption of energy-saving 
initiatives. The conventional view holds that project adoption is primarily an internally driven process; how-
ever, this study finds that external factors significantly influence adoption. For example, imitation seems to be 
a crucial predictive factor. Also, whether consciously or not, DoD managers may feel increased pressure from 
environmentally conscious local stakeholders. Lastly, when it comes to project adoption, the DoD could be 
characterized as a learning, risk-averse culture. Recommendations from this study include the development 
of a tool for energy initiative prioritization and adoption, the merging of current infrastructure and energy 
reporting documents, and the designation of adoption leaders by region. Full Text
Keywords: energy efficiency, Energy Savings Performance Contract, ESPC, Energy Conservation Investment 
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OPTIMIZATION OF MICROGRIDS AT MILITARY REMOTE BASE CAMPS
Kevin Garcia– Lieutenant Commander, United States Coast Guard
 Master of Science in Applied Mathematics
Advisor: Arthur Krener, Department of Applied Mathematics
Second Reader: Hong Zhou, Department of Applied Mathematics
Energy savings both on the battlefield and at home are a high priority for the U.S. military. We present two 
mixed-integer linear programs developed for a microgrid providing electrical power to a remote U.S. con-
tingency base. The first program minimizes the total cost of electricity production and the second program 
minimizes the fuel consumption through the scheduling of generators, energy storage systems, and alternative 
energy production. Using the U.S. Army’s Base Camp Systems Integration Laboratory as our baseline setup, 
we ran several different simulated microgrid scenarios through the model to determine possible fuel savings. 
The results showed varying levels of energy savings depending on the tested scenario. Installing different-size 
generators instead of identical-size generators produced fuel savings. Adding a battery storage system also in-
creased the fuel savings. Finally, a photovoltaic solar array was evaluated in the microgrid, and we found that 
it produced significant fuel savings. Full Text
Keywords: energy, optimization, fuel minimization, mixed integer linear program, microgrid
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FIELD IONIZATION TEST CHAMBER FOR CARBON NANOTUBE-
BASED MINIATURE ION THRUSTER APPLICATIONS
This paper has been recognized as outstanding by its department.
Bryan Crosby– Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Applied Physics
Advisor: Dragoslav Grbovic, Department of Physics
Co-Advisor: Oscar Biblarz, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Electric propulsion for micro- and nano-satellites is an increasingly viable solution for station keeping and 
end-of-life operations. In particular, microelectromechanical systems electrodes for use in a field ionization 
electric propulsion thruster are starting to show promise as a viable plasma generator electrode. This was 
determined by utilizing a bell jar pressure chamber and a proof-of-concept field ionization electrode char-
acterization fixture complete with an accelerator mesh grid, as well as a beam current data acquisition suite. 
The complete field ionization electrode characterization apparatus enables the user to view the generated ion 
plasma and collect beam current and enables future work to incorporate a thrust stand and a cathode/anode 
gap micrometer. Beam current collected from a series of experiments comparing angled-wall etched nozzles 
with and without carbon nanotube (CNT) deposition showed a distinct improvement in maximum collected 
current. Mass utilization efficiency and specific impulse for a CNT electrode were found to be 0.31% and 17.5 
seconds, respectively, at 560V. This is marginal in comparison to thrusters in industry; however, it shows a 
successful apparatus and test fixture proof of concept. Full Text
Keywords: carbon nanotubes, field emission, field ionization, electrostatic ion propulsion, cubesat
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF PARTICLE IONIZATION WITHIN 
CARBON NANOTUBE ION MICRO THRUSTER
Jamison Fiebrandt– –Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Applied Physics
Advisor: Dragoslav Grbovic, Department of Physics
Co-Advisor: Emil Kartalov, Department of Physics
As electric propulsion becomes more of a viable option for satellite station keeping, MEMS electrodes are 
being more thoroughly investigated for their operational capacity. Computer modelling simulations of the 
particle physics involved during the initial ionization events of plasma generation have proven reliable in 
determining the effectiveness of carbon nanotube-covered nozzles. Two different simulations, comparing 
angled-wall etched nozzles with and without CNT deposition, demonstrated improvement of ion beam cur-
rent when the walls are lined with carbon nanotubes. These models agree well with experimental results in 
the initial ionization event regime. Further investigation of complete plasma physics simulation and ioniza-
tion parameter characterization are required to refine the simulation before it is a complete, viable system for 
thruster design optimization. Full Text
Keywords: space propulsion, miniature ion thruster, ionization simulation, carbon nanotube simulation, mic-
rosatellite, finite element analysis, electric field, particle tracing
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FEASIBILITY OF HIGH ENERGY LASERS FOR INTERDICTION ACTIVITIES
Carlos Romero Chero– –Lieutenant Junior Grade, Peruvian Navy
 Master of Science in Applied Physics
Advisor: Keith Cohn, Department of Physics
Co-Advisor: Joseph Blau, Department of Physics
One of the greatest threats to Peru as a nation is the increasing amount of illicit activity in recent years. Among 
them, drug trafficking causes the most damage within and outside of Peru’s borders. Therefore, interdiction 
of these activities is paramount for the Peruvian Navy, since this institution is responsible for all the bodies 
of water where Peru has jurisdiction. There are multiple ways to perform interdiction, but few of them can 
be done without damaging the people or cargo. High Energy Laser (HEL) weapons are an effective way to 
deliver energy precisely from a relative long range. This thesis studies the feasibility of the usage of this kind 
of weapon, fired from a surface or an unmanned aerial vehicle platform, against the watercraft that are used to 
deliver the illicit material from the Peruvian coast to a ship waiting offshore. Specifically, dwell times will be 
estimated to melt through vulnerable spots in the target for different HEL configurations. Full Text
Keywords: directed energy, lasers, atmospheric propagation, interdiction, Peruvian Navy
MICROWAVE DETECTION WITH SINGLE-BAND METAMATERIALS 
FOR HIGH POWER MICROWAVE WEAPONS
Edward Wulff– –Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Applied Physics
Advisor: Dragoslav Grbovic, Department of Physics
Second Reader: Fabio Alves, Department of Physics
As the development of high-power microwaves (HPM) continues, the potential threat to electronic systems 
increases. The use of metamaterials’ (MM) unique characteristics has the capability to be a countermeasure 
against HPM weapons as shielding for electronic systems. This thesis continues to explore the use of MMs 
as a countermeasure by studying the integration of field effect transistors (FET) with metal/dielectric/metal 
MM as a method of detection. The effects on the MM absorption profile were examined with the integration 
of FETs. The behavior of the FETs was also examined at the MM resonant frequency. Finite element simula-
tions and experiments, which introduced electromagnetic fields onto the MM board, were used to conduct the 
analysis. Simulations demonstrated that FETs have the potential to shift the resonant frequency to the left and 
generate an electric potential at the resonant frequency. The experimental board resonant frequency did not 
shift due to the limited number of FETs on the board. We conclude that further work for MM board detec-
tion of HPM weapons, with exposure of MM boards to megawatt radiation of higher frequency, is required. 
Full Text
Keywords: metamaterial, microwave, high power microwave weapon, directed energy weapon, absorber, unit 
cells, shielding, FET, detection
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Advisor: Mark Karpenko, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Second Reader: I. Michael Ross, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
The aim of this thesis was to develop and construct a flexible multi-body spacecraft simulator for use in test-
ing optimal control-based slew and maneuver designs. The simulator is modified from an earlier prototype, 
which had a flexible arm and actuated robotic arm on an aluminum plate atop an air bearing. The new simula-
tor features enhanced capabilities, with an improved passive flexible appendage, a commercial-off-the-shelf 
(COTS) robotic arm, a reaction wheel momentum control system, a wireless flight control system, and a 
battery-powered electrical distribution system. The COTS robotic arm was modified to function with either 
flexible or rigid joints, and was used as a basis for initial experimentation. The simulator’s purpose is to test 
agile cooperative maneuvers designed using optimal control theory. A specific maneuver was developed and 
tested for the robotic arm in its flexible joint configuration. It is shown experimentally that maneuver time 
could be reduced by 50% as compared to a baseline (standard) maneuver, and that the optimal control-based 
solution significantly reduced post-maneuver vibrations. Full Text
Keywords: optimal control, flexible space system, multi-body, satellite, vibrations
ENHANCING THE SCIENCE COLLECTION CAPABILITY OF 
NASA’S LUNAR RECONNAISSANCE ORBITER (LRO)
This paper has been recognized as outstanding by its department.
Travis Lippman– –Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Astronautical Engineering and Astronautical Engineer
Advisor: Mark Karpenko, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Co-Advisor: I. Michael Ross, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
The mission of NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) was to map the Moon’s surface when it was 
launched in 2009. Since then, LRO’s mission set has expanded to include providing scientific data to contrib-
ute to a better understanding of the lunar surface, its history, and potential lunar habitation, as well as a more 
general understanding of human spaceflight for future lunar or other terrestrial missions. With seven different 
payload instruments onboard the LRO, daily operations of the spacecraft are requested by different scientist 
communities and ultimately approved and implemented through the LRO mission operations center. The 
mission effectiveness is limited by the target planning process and the vehicle’s capabilities. Currently, NASA 
Goddard is interested in improving the throughput of the mission. The focus of this thesis is to address this 
challenge and to develop an automated process for target selection as well as solve for a rapid slew to the de-
sired targets. An automated target selection strategy is developed based on bipartite graph theory. An example 
is presented that demonstrates the usefulness of this approach. To ensure the plan can be executed and the 
science objectives satisfied, rapid slew maneuvers are developed using optimal control theory. A key challenge 
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to the rapid slew is meeting operational constraints, which are treated as path constraints in optimal control. 
It is shown that the slew time for a payload instrument science target can be reduced by up to 50%. Full Text
Keywords: optimal control, target selection, minimum-time maneuvers, rapid slew, reaction wheel, bipartite 
graph theory, Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter
OPTIMIZING ENGINEERING TOOLS USING MODERN GROUND ARCHITECTURES
Ryan McArdle– Civilian, The Boeing Company
 Master of Science in Astronautical Engineering
Advisor: Marc Peters, The Boeing Company
Co-Advisor: I. Michael Ross, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Over the past decade, a deluge of large and complex datasets (a.k.a. big data) has overwhelmed the scientific 
community. Traditional computing architectures were not capable of processing the data efficiently or, in 
some cases, could not process the data at all. Industry was forced to reexamine the existing data-processing 
paradigm and develop innovative solutions to address the challenges. This thesis investigates how these mod-
ern computing architectures could be leveraged by industry and academia to improve the performance and 
capabilities of engineering tools. First, the effectiveness of MathWorks’ Parallel Computing Toolkit is assessed 
when performing somewhat basic computations in MATLAB. Next, a more computationally intensive series 
of tests using synthetic aperture radar datasets is demonstrated using the MATLAB/Simulink Toolbox and 
Apache Spark, a powerful distributed processing framework. Finally, hyperspectral sensor datasets are pro-
cessed using the MATLAB Hyperspectral Toolbox and machine learning libraries in Apache Spark to demon-
strate the additional capabilities that modern computing architectures enable. Full Text
Keywords: distributed processing, MATLAB, Apache Spark, ISR data, synthetic aperture RADAR, hyper-
spectral sensor, Amazon Web Services
IMPROVING MID-COURSE FLIGHT THROUGH AN 
APPLICATION OF REAL-TIME OPTIMAL CONTROL
Mark Roncoroni– Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Astronautical Engineering
Advisor: Ronald Proulx, Space Systems Academic Group
Co-Advisor: I. Michael Ross, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Improving the performance of a missile weapon system is a consistently sought-after goal. A common method 
to accomplish this is to use a more efficient physical design. This thesis explores a proof-of-concept solution 
to the problem by improving guidance laws through the application of optimal control theory to enhance 
performance. A modified 3-degrees-of-freedom (3-DOF) model of a tactical missile was developed using 
common methods for estimating aerodynamic properties. Once the 3-DOF model problem was properly for-
mulated with relevant cost functions and boundary conditions, Pontryagin’s principle of optimal control was 
then applied to develop the necessary Boundary Value Problem that can be used to find the optimal guidance 
solution. The derived solution was then applied to another 3-DOF model with an improved fidelity of aerody-
namic properties to show the potential of real-time optimal control (RTOC). The resulting miss distance was 
used to assess update rate requirements for real-time, optimal mid-course guidance. Finally, the conservation 
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of kinetic energy over the course of flight was used to compare RTOC performance to that of traditional pro-
portional navigation control laws and demonstrate the potential of RTOC. Full Text
Keywords: optimal guidance, real-time optimal control, DIDO, Missile DATCOM, high-fidelity modeling, 
low-fidelity modeling, proportional navigation
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FINITE ELEMENT MODELING AND LONG-WAVE INFRARED IMAGING 
FOR DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION OF BURIED OBJECTS
Heather Tilley– Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Combat Systems Technology
Advisor: Fabio Alves, Department of Physics
Co-Advisor: Gamani Karunasiri, Department of Physics
Detection of buried improvised explosive devices (IED) represents a complex threat to U.S. forces. This thesis 
explores the potential use of infrared images combined with finite element models to detect buried objects 
in soil. Initially, computer simulations using COMSOL Multiphysics software implemented a range of heat 
transfer dynamics to assess the feasibility of this approach. Then, an experimental setup was constructed to 
measure the surface temperature profile of a sandbox containing buried objects using a long-wave infrared 
camera. Images were recorded for several days under ambient conditions to determine detection capability 
for various attributes describing the buried object (shape, size, material and depth) and correlation to time of 
day. Best detection of buried objects corresponded to shallow depths for observed intervals where maxima/
minima ambient temperatures coincided with expected diurnal cycling effects. Thermal contrast in the sand 
surrounding the buried object was not distinguishable at depths greater than eight cm. Utilizing a technique 
that extracted a surface intensity profile and fitted against simulated data for various soft metals (thermal 
conductivities and densities) indicated the potential ability to estimate a buried object’s material composition. 
The preliminary results of the research indicate that infrared imaging could be used for passive detection of 
shallowly buried objects. Full Text
Keywords: FEM simulations, passive detection, stand-off detection, image processing, counter-IED research, 
surface temperature maps





IMPROVING FACE VERIFICATION IN PHOTO ALBUMS BY COMBINING 
FACIAL RECOGNITION AND METADATA WITH CROSS-MATCHING
Khoubeib Bouthour– Major, Tunisian Air Force
 Master of Science in Computer Science
Advisor: Marcus Stefanou, Department of Computer Science
Co-Advisor: Lyn Whitaker, Department of Operations Research
Facial recognition is an important tool used by many disciplines, but its wider use in face detection and iden-
tification tasks has been somewhat limited. This is due to the many uncontrolled factors affecting faces in im-
ages, such as lighting, orientation, hair obscuration, blur, and the effects of aging. Despite tremendous efforts 
to overcome these uncontrolled factors, the reliability of a computer-based face recognizer is still question-
able. In our research, we address the possibility of improving face verification using weighted cross-matching, 
which relies on a face verification metric and metadata. The idea is to implement a framework compatible with 
multiple platforms and capable of operating with limited resources while achieving satisfactory performance. 
We do not use statistical models, and we do not create patterns that require supervised learning. Our method-
ology is intended for use in personal digital image libraries because these libraries represent naturally context-
correlated datasets. We use the native connection between files to determine the trustworthiness of an image 
relative to another. We then use this metric to attribute weights to pre-identified faces that are used as cues to 
help verify ambiguous elements. The final algorithm does not require the user’s collaboration and performs 
automated digital image library management. Full Text
Keywords: metadata, facial recognition, face verification, OpenFace, cross-matching
OPERATIONAL CYBERSECURITY RISKS AND THEIR EFFECT ON ADOPTION 
OF ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING IN THE NAVAL DOMAIN
Michael Grimshaw– Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Computer Science
Advisor: Amela Sadagic, MOVES Institute
Second Reader: Victor Garza, Department of Information Sciences
Additive manufacturing (AM) has been proven to provide multiple benefits over traditional manufacturing 
methods, including cost savings, mission adaptability, and increased unit capabilities. Multiple DoD organiza-
tions are exploring and utilizing AM technology, and efforts are ongoing to determine how best to achieve 
large-scale adoption of AM in the United States Navy (USN). The primary concern that must be addressed 
is the trustworthiness of AM objects to ensure they will not increase risks to personnel, equipment, and sys-
tems. Including cybersecurity throughout the AM life cycle is a necessary component of protecting AM data 
and ensuring trust in AM objects to support adoption. This thesis reviews aspects of cybersecurity domain 
as it is applied to AM and discusses the insights of a survey conducted with USN, United States Army, and 
United States Air Force resident NPS students. The goal of the survey was to contrast current understanding 
of adoption of technology and cybersecurity threats in AM with the knowledge, attitudes, and opinions that 
prospective users have. The thesis identifies barriers to achieving large-scale adoption of AM in the naval do-





main with special emphasis on cybersecurity and proposes approaches to address those barriers and support 
accelerated adoption of AM. Full Text
Keywords: additive manufacturing, 3D printing, cybersecurity, adoption, innovation
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF DISRUPTION-TOLERANT NETWORK 
ROUTING SIMULATIONS IN THE ONE AND NS-3
This paper has been recognized as outstanding by its department.
Andrew Mauldin– –Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Computer Science
Advisor: Justin Rohrer, Department of Computer Science
Second Reader: Robert Beverly, Department of Computer Science
This thesis studies the performance of Disruption-Tolerant Networking (DTN) routing protocols and the ef-
fect of simulator selection. Research into the Geo-location Assisted Predictive Routing (GAPR) and GAPR2 
protocols at NPS used the ONE Simulator. The ONE abstracts everything below the routing layer to sim-
plify the development of DTN protocols. In contrast, Network Simulator 3 (ns-3) simulates the entire net-
work stack. ns-3 includes packet headers and existing link-layer protocols that the ONE abstracts away. The 
inclusion of link-layer overhead and packet headers reduces message delivery by 31% and increases average 
latency by 119%. Packets used to share routing information consume up to 33% of all transmitted data. Effec-
tive throughput between connected nodes decreases by 40%–70% of the equivalent ONE bandwidth. These 
penalties vary significantly depending on routing protocol design choices. This thesis implements Epidemic, 
Vector, Centroid, GAPR, and GAPR2 protocols in ns-3. It also combines Centroid with GAPR to create a 
new protocol called GAPR2a. The protocols are extensively simulated in three mobility scenarios in ns-3 and 
the ONE: one urban scenario and two military scenarios. GAPR2a provides the best overall performance in 
the urban scenario, and Vector provides the best overall performance in the military scenarios. Future DTN 
protocol development should continue in ns-3 because the ONE’s abstractions may not reflect real-world 
performance. Full Text
Keywords: Centroid, DTN, DTN mobility, DTN routing, DTN Simulation, Epidemic, GAPR, GAPR2, 
GAPR2a, GPS, Networking, Network Simulator, ns-3, ONE, Vector
CYBER EVENT ARTIFACT INVESTIGATION TRAINING IN A VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT
This paper has been recognized as outstanding by its department.
Simone Mims– Lieutenant, United States Navy
Tye Wylkynsone– Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Computer Science
Advisor: J.D. Fulp, Department of Computer Science
Second Reader: Gurminder Singh, Department of Computer Science
The Internet has created many new technology advances that make everyday life easier and more efficient. 
However, technology has also enabled new attack capabilities and platforms that have the potential to cripple 
Department of Defense (DoD) and civilian information systems and cyber infrastructure. In order to mini-
mize damages these threats could cause, the DoD needs well-trained operators and skilled cyber incident first 
responders at the helm. The first portion of this research focused on identifying operating system artifacts 
that give first responders the best information with which to identify if a cyber incident has occurred or is 
occurring and to determine the type of incident. The second portion of this research focused on develop-
ing virtual environments where students can participate in guided training and challenge labs. These labs 
can train system operators to recognize incident indicators and allow first responders to focus on collecting 
necessary information quickly. The Training Lab focuses on leading the student through an investigation of 
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each designated artifact, while the Challenge Lab provides less guidance in order to test the students’ acquired 
skills. This partnered learning experience should lead to more proficient cyber incident reporting and should 
decrease the response delay between detection and recovery. Full Text
Keywords: cyber event investigation, CIRCE, operating system artifacts, incident first responder, CJCSM 
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PROTECTING FILES HOSTED ON VIRTUAL MACHINES 
WITH OUT-OF-GUEST ACCESS CONTROL
This paper has been recognized as outstanding by its department.
Alexis Peppas– Lieutenant, Hellenic Navy
 Master of Science in Computer Science
Advisor: Geoffrey Xie, Department of Computer Science
Second Reader: Charles Prince, Department of Computer Science
When an operating system (OS) runs on a virtual machine (VM), a hypervisor, the software that facilitates 
virtualization of computer hardware, provides a service called introspection, which is used for monitoring the 
internal state of the VM. However, a VM still shares all of the vulnerabilities of its resident OS and software. 
At some point, it will likely be the victim of a successful exploitation. In this research, we develop a security 
solution, leveraging introspection and enforcement of a separate shadow access control list (SACL) in the 
hypervisor to protect critical user files hosted on a VM against a range of zero-day attacks. The main security 
features of our solution include 1) zero-footprint in the guest VM by maintaining an out-of-guest SACL and 
other required security information in the hypervisor; 2) protection of critical user files from unauthorized ac-
cess even if an attacker has managed to obtain root privileges on the VM; 3) application whitelisting to thwart 
malware execution; and 4) kernel protection by denying both kernel reboot and runtime addition of kernel 
modules. We conclude that our solution can successfully protect user files against unauthorized access. The 
observed performance overhead, although significant, remains within usable levels and is mainly attributed to 
the context switch between the hypervisor and the VM. Full Text
Keywords: virtualization, file protection, out-of-guest control, virtual machines, application white-list, virtual 
machine introspection
SPATIAL -TEMPORAL CO-OCCURRENCE IN THE MARITIME DOMAIN
Andrew Sollish– –Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Computer Science and Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Sean Everton, Department of Defense Analysis
Co-Advisor: Neil Rowe, Department of Computer Science
Co-Advisor: Wayne Porter, Global Public Policy Academic Group
To prevent and stop illegal and malicious maritime activity, it is necessary to better understand the people, 
places, organizations, and vessels that contribute to those activities. This thesis examines whether spatial-
temporal co-occurrence is useful for finding connections among vessels and providing understanding of their 
activities. A spatial-temporal co-occurrence means that two or more entities can be found nearby at the same 
time. To identify those occasions, we used two datasets, Automatic Identification System records of vessel 
positions and time and company information on the ownership of vessels (used to confirm if vessels were 
affiliated). Three experiments studied co-occurrence among groups of vessels including randomly selected 
vessels, vessels of interest, and locations of interest. Vessels were identified for each of the three experiments 
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and their co-occurrences were identified. We found that co-occurrence manifested in different ways and was 
not especially useful in demonstrating affiliation among vessels. Full Text
Keywords: maritime, co-occurrence, spatial, temporal, automatic identification system
AUTOMATED CREATION OF LABELED POINTCLOUD DATASETS IN 
SUPPORT OF MACHINE LEARNING-BASED PERCEPTION
Andrew Watson– Civilian, United States Government
 Master of Science in Computer Science
Advisor: Douglas Horner, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Co-Advisor: Mathias Kolsch, Department of Computer Science
Second Reader: Michael McCarrin, Department of Computer Science
Autonomous vehicles continue to struggle with understanding their environments, and robotic perception 
remains an active area of research. Machine learning–based approaches to computer vision, particularly the 
increasing application of deep neural networks, have been responsible for many of the breakthroughs in robot-
ic perception over the last decade. We propose a three-phase model for improving pointcloud classification. 
Progress in applying machine learning–based perception to new problem sets is hampered by the difficulty in 
creating new training data. As such, our primary contribution is a technique to automate the creation of train-
ing data for 3D pointcloud classification problems. Our proposed implementation collects synchronized 2D 
camera images and 3D LIDAR pointclouds, depth clusters each LIDAR frame to spatially segment a scene, 
correlates each resultant pointcloud segment to a cropped 2D image, and processes each crop through a 2D 
image classifier to assign a segment label. Our automated implementation produced labeled 3D pointclouds 
from raw LIDAR collection and, during testing, yielded a small dataset with 81% accuracy of annotations. 
We also propose a method of scene context discovery to boost pointcloud classification performance. Our 
approach explores a method to scrape regionally geotagged media for processing through an object-detection 
neural network. We develop a database mapping of object-type spatial relationships in a specific physical envi-
ronment and propose applying these relationships as weights to boost pointcloud classifier performance. Full 
Text
Keywords: neural network, dataset annotation, LIDAR, computer vision, scene context
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CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING SOLUTIONS IN THE UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Zachary Daugherty– –Captain, United States Marine Corps
Andrew Heiple– –Captain, United States Marine Corps
 Master of Science in Contract Management and Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Simona Tick, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Timothy Winn, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
This project conducts a cost–benefit analysis to systematically examine the relative strengths and weaknesses 
of the current method of obtaining original equipment manufacturer parts by the Marine Corps versus ad-
ditive manufacturing alternatives. These alternatives include the established method of extrusion and the 
emerging technology of continuous liquid interface production (CLIP). The findings from the cost–benefit 
analysis show a cost advantage for additive manufacturing at the production level with a substantial edge given 
to CLIP in three of four scenarios examined. Based on our methodology and findings, we recommend that 
the Marine Corps build a data repository of (blockchained) printable files as quickly as accuracy allows. Once 
complete, the Marine Corps can continue to use the Fortus 250mc and other previously purchased models. 
When the repository outgrows the capability of the Fortus machines, it can move to Carbon 3D or a similar 
technology and expand the capability across the Marine Corps. Full Text
Keywords: 3D Printing, additive manufacturing, Marine Corps, cost benefit analysis, CLIP
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DETERRING CYBERATTACKS ON U.S. CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
Camilo Carrillo– Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Cyber Systems and Operations
Advisor: Wade Huntley, Department of National Security Affairs
Co-Advisor: Duane Davis, Cyber Academic Group
Cyberattacks against critical infrastructure are not merely theoretical. Nations and private enterprises have 
come to understand that critical infrastructure can be attacked via cyberspace with serious repercussions. 
Critical infrastructure is vital to the United States because it provides power, water, transportation, and com-
munication services to the American public. Those services are essential to maintaining the security, economy, 
and well-being of the United States. Many documents, some dating back to the Cold War era, examine deter-
rence strategies to defend critical infrastructure against physical attacks, but literature regarding deterrence 
against cyberattacks on critical infrastructure is minimal. Deterrence is most important when defense is dif-
ficult, and defending critical infrastructure in cyberspace is significantly difficult. Unlike conventional attacks, 
cyberattacks are fast and inexpensive, with ambiguous sources of origin. That is why a serious study deterring 
cyberattacks against critical infrastructure is necessary. Although the U.S. government is aware of the dangers 
posed by cyberattacks against its critical infrastructure, it does not have a well-developed strategy for deter-
ring them. This thesis analyzes current U.S. cyber deterrence strategies and explores the feasibility of deterring 
cyberattacks against U.S. critical infrastructure. Full Text
Keywords: critical infrastructure, deterrence, cyber deterrence, cyber security, cyberattacks
FUZZ TESTING OF INDUSTRIAL NETWORK PROTOCOLS 
IN PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS
James Gormley III– Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Cyber Systems and Operations
Advisor: Thuy Nguyen, Department of Computer Science
Co-Advisor: Cynthia Irvine, Department of Computer Science
Daily operations of U.S. Navy afloat and ashore systems are heavily reliant on industrial control systems  to 
manage critical infrastructure services. Programmable logic controllers (PLCs) are vital components in these 
cyber-physical systems. The industrial network protocols used to communicate between nodes in a control 
network are complex and vulnerable to a myriad of cyber attacks, as reported by Department of Homeland 
Security Industrial Control Systems Cyber Emergency Response Team. This thesis utilizes protocol fuzz test-
ing techniques to investigate potential vulnerabilities in the Allen-Bradley/Rockwell Automation (AB/RA) 
MicroLogix 1100 PLC through its implementation of EtherNet/IP, Common Industrial Protocol (CIP), and 
Programmable Controller Communication Commands (PCCC) communication protocols. This research also 
examines whether cross-generational vulnerabilities exist in the more advanced AB/RA ControlLogix 1756-
L71 PLC. Our results discover several deviations from the EtherNet/IP and PCCC specifications in the 
MicroLogix 1100 implementation of these protocols. Additionally, we find that a recently disclosed denial-of-
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service vulnerability that renders the MicroLogix 1100 inoperable does not trigger a similar fault condition in 
the ControlLogix PLC. Full Text
Keywords: industrial control system, ICS, protocol fuzz testing, PLC, EtherNet/IP, CIP, PCCC, MicroLogix, 
ControlLogix
TIME SENSITIVITY IN CYBERWEAPON REUSABILITY
Carissa Hall– –Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Cyber Systems and Operations
Advisor: Neil Rowe, Department of Computer Science
Second Reader: Wade Huntley, Department of National Security Affairs
A cyberweapon is weaponized software code that exploits flaws in software. It is only effective if the flaw 
still exists at the time of weapon deployment. Because of this, there is only a small window of time in which 
a particular cyberweapon can be used. Many argue that cyberweapons can only be effectively used once and 
that, after first use, the vulnerability will be patched. However, the target must first detect the attack, find 
the vulnerability that was exploited, reverse-engineer the cyberweapon to identify signatures, then create and 
implement a patch. This window of opportunity between attack detection and patch implementation allows 
an attacker to reuse the cyberweapon against different or even the same targets as long as the window of op-
portunity remains open. An attacker can increase the length of time the window remains open by obfuscating 
the cyberweapon’s signatures to make it harder to detect the attack or by making it harder to locate and remove 
the weapon. This can be accomplished by incorporating survivability into the weapon’s design requirement. 
This thesis explores the strategic implications of reusable cyberweapons by specifically looking at stealth as the 
critical attribute that allows a cyberweapon to go undetected and survive long enough to be effectively used 
more than once. Full Text
Keywords: cyberweapons, cyberweapon reusability
CYBER SYSTEMS AND OPERATIONS
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TO WHAT EXTENT DOES ISIS MARK A NEW STAGE IN 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF SALAFI-JIHADISM?
Hisham Al Manasir– Colonel, Jordanian Armed Forces 
Bleard Vuçaj– Captain, Albanian Armed Forces
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Glenn Robinson, Department of Defense Analysis 
Second Reader: Craig Whiteside, Naval War College
This thesis examines whether the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) marks a new stage in the development 
of Salafi-jihadism. Based on a thorough examination of primary and secondary sources, this study concludes 
that the emergence of ISIS introduced three significant differences into the Salafi-jihadism world. First, sec-
tarianism and the mass application of takfir to excommunicate Muslims have been at the core of ISIS’s strat-
egy. Second, ISIS’s establishment of the proto-caliphate is a huge milestone in the history of Salafi-jihadism. 
Third, a propaganda campaign and the professional use of media are additional new characteristics that dis-
tinguish ISIS from the other Salafi-jihadist groups. The thesis concludes that ISIS marks a new stage in the 
development of Salafi-jihadism. Although ISIS has attempted to leave an extensive legacy, we believe that the 
establishment of the Islamic caliphate is the only lasting impact that ISIS will have on Salafi-jihadism ideology. 
Despite the terrible reputation ISIS has gained for its brutalities, the success that the group had in establishing 
a proto-caliphate—however briefly—will live forever and may encourage future generations of Salafi-jihadists 
to undertake the same endeavor. Full Text
Keywords: Salafi-jihadism, ISIS, sectarianism, jihad, ideology
GAUGING  THE POTENTIAL FOR ARMED CONFLICT BETWEEN 
CHINA AND INDONESIA IN THE SOUTH CHINA SEA
Mohammad Amir Aliakbar– –Lieutenant Colonel, Indonesian Army
Pornomo Yoga– –Lieutenant, Indonesian Navy
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis and Master of 
Science in Information Strategy and Political Warfare
Advisor: Robert Burks, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: T. Camber Warren, Department of Defense Analysis
Under what conditions will the People’s Republic of China and Indonesia be more likely to enter into an armed 
conflict over disputes in the South China Sea? The purpose of this thesis is to determine the conditions un-
der which both countries might enter into an armed conflict. As no recent armed conflict has involved both 
countries, this thesis limits its analysis to the historical background and current foreign policy trends of the 
People’s Republic of China and Indonesia. Historical cases of China and Indonesia are analyzed to determine 
how both countries behaved when dealing with situations similar to the maritime dispute in the South China 
Sea. The results of the historical analysis are then examined within the context of each state’s foreign policy 
toward the other on the South China Sea issue. The thesis uses the refined analysis to predict the possibility 
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of armed conflict between the two countries in the near future. Further, it examines policy implications and 
makes foreign policy recommendations for the government of Indonesia. Full Text
Keywords: South China Sea, Indonesia, People’s Republic of China, PRC, Natuna, armed conflict, maritime 
dispute, territorial dispute  
MITIGATING THE SHORTAGE OF SPECIAL OPERATIONS AVIA-
TION BY AN UNCONVENTIONAL APPROACH
Bo Andersen– –Danish Air Force
Niels Arleth– Danish Special Operations Forces
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Kalev Sepp, Department of Defense Analysis
Co-Advisor: Brian Greenshields, Department of Defense Analysis
The quantitative shortage of special operations aviation within NATO has resulted in canceled special opera-
tions in Afghanistan, targets not being actioned, and Danish Special Operations Forces (SOF) being deployed 
to Mali without dedicated aviation, despite the Danish SOF’s request for Danish helicopters. The majority of 
the European NATO members primarily focus air power on fighters and only secondarily on air mobility. 
If unaddressed, this shortage of aircraft and crews to conduct special air operations will continue. Inspired 
by the NATO special operations doctrine, the U.S. combat aviation advisors’ training of the Afghan Special 
Mission Wing, and the U.S. use of contracted air in Uganda, this capstone explores alternatives to mitigate 
the shortage of special operations aviation. This capstone recommends establishing combat aviation advisors 
within the Danish Air Force and increasing the use of contracted air. In addition to training host-nation air 
units, the combat aviation advisors can facilitate interactions and integration when using contracted air. This 
capstone argues that special is not necessarily the same as elite and that special does not always require high-
end aircraft to carry out special air operations. Furthermore, this approach demonstrates why humans are 
more important than hardware. Full Text
Keywords: special operation aviation, SOA, air military assistance, aviation foreign internal defense, combat 
aviation advisor, CAA, contracted air, unconventional, 6th SOS, Special Mission Wing
HUMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT OF AIR FORCE SOF: LEADERSHIP 
IDENTIFICATION, SELECTION AND CULTIVATION
Paul Andrews Jr.– Major, United States Air Force
Brett Stitt– Major, United States Air Force
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Heather Gregg, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: William Hatch, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Human capital management and leadership selection pose significant challenges in numerous industries and 
organizations, including the U.S. military. This thesis examines literature and best practices in business man-
agement and provides an in-depth investigation of General Electric and the U.S. Army’s Special Operations 
Aviation Regiment to identify best practices in leadership cultivation, appraisal processes, and human capital 
software programs for the U.S. Air Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC). This investigation yields 
the following recommendations: AFSOC should incorporate a 360-degree feedback process to capture a top-
to-bottom and peer-to-peer assessment of an officer’s ability to lead; it should select high-potential officers to 
attend in-residence development education based on a continuous performance assessment; it should improve 
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the means by which officers receive performance reviews and overall feedback; and it should improve its own 
human capital technology. Full Text
Keywords: human capital management, leadership, cultivation, feedback, AFSOC, Air Force
INSURGENT UPRISING: AN UNCONVENTIONAL WARFARE WARGAME
Jeremy Arias– –Major, United States Army
Chad Klay– Major, United States Army
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Robert Burks, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Jeffrey Appleget, Department of Operations Research
Today, and in the future, unconventional solutions will present U.S. policymakers with options for dealing 
with threats to U.S. interests while retaining public support. As a result, United States Army Special Operation 
Command (USASOC) can expect an increased demand for unconventional warfare (UW) in the coming years 
and is refocusing its priorities accordingly. As United States Special Operation Command trains, equips, and 
restructures to meet future UW requirements, a classroom-based practical exercise educational tool may prove 
critical to reinforcing UW readiness. USASOC does not currently use a standardized UW wargame to teach 
and reinforce UW theory and doctrine. This thesis presents a UW wargame specially designed to reinforce 
UW theory and doctrine, both quantitatively and qualitatively. This wargame aims to improve preparation of 
UW exercises in all training environments, including the qualification courses, JADE HELM, and the Com-
bined Training Center (CTC) rotations. The data collected from the seven iterations of playing this wargame 
indicate that this UW wargame provides a practical exercise that reinforces UW training objectives and will 
complement existing training exercises. Full Text
Keywords: unconventional warfare, foreign internal defense, direct action, special operation forces, wargame, 
underground, auxiliary, guerrillas, United States Special Operations Command, Joint Readiness Training Cen-
ter, National Training Center, unconventional war
CONVERGENCE IN LATIN AMERICA: ILLUMINATING THE PINK TIDE 
AND IRANIAN NEXUS THROUGH SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS
This paper has been recognized as outstanding by its department.
Matthew Bauer– Major, United States Army
Andrew Maggard– Major, United States Army
Robert Murray– Major, United States Army
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Doowan Lee, Department of Defense Analysis
Co-Advisor: Sean Everton, Department of Defense Analysis
Throughout the early 2000s, multiple countries across Latin America elected populist, leftist governments in 
a sociopolitical movement known as the Pink Tide. Eight Latin American countries currently encompass this 
regional bloc, aiming to limit U.S. regional influence. Many of the countries have turned to foreign state actors 
like Iran to support anti-U.S. economic and security initiatives. While many of the populist, leftist govern-
ments are transitioning to more conservative political leadership and away from the vehemently anti-U.S. rhet-
oric characterized by the Pink Tide movement, this research demonstrates the enduring strategic importance 
of the complex network connecting various key individuals, corporations, quasi-governmental organizations, 
and Transnational, Transregional Threat networks (T3N) supported by the government of Iran. This research 
illuminates and maps the social, economic, and political components of the Pink Tide network that serve as 
the connective tissue among the leftist countries of Latin America and demonstrates how Iran has leveraged 
the movement for its own geostrategic ends. By utilizing social network analysis and open-source materials, 
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our research identifies observable political, ideological, physical, and virtual networks in Latin America that 
the United States must engage to maintain or increase its strategic influence in the region. Full Text
Keywords: Pink Tide, ALBA, transnational and transregional threat networks, T3N, Iranian Threat Network, 
ITN, government of Venezuela, social network analysis, SNA, Rabbani Network, El Aissami Network
PROTECTING THE STATUS QUO: THE DEFENSE 
AGAINST A RUSSIAN COLOR REVOLUTION
Timothy Conley– Major, United States Army
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Leo Blanken, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Mikhail Tsypkin, Department of National Security Affairs
This thesis examines Russia’s reaction to the recent electoral revolutions and mass protest movements across 
Europe, the Middle East, and North Africa, all of which the Russians labeled “color revolutions.” More ex-
plicitly, it analyzes Russian understanding of the color revolution threat, the Russian security forces’ actions to 
address vulnerabilities to the threat, the non-military actions taken to minimize the threat, and the military 
efforts made to both support and to gain the support of Russia’s regional allies. Russia’s understanding and 
reaction to the color revolution threat is one largely driven by the West’s perceived role in color revolutions. 
Russia has succeeded in severing the ties between Western democratization efforts and Russian civil society, 
while Russia’s new National Guard strengthens the tie between the Kremlin and the country’s internal coer-
cive forces. However, Russia’s military has largely not reacted to the threat, and the country’s efforts to gain 
allies against the threat have received only half-hearted support. Overall, Russia’s anti–color revolution strat-
egy, if it can be called a strategy, has been executed unevenly across the various ministries; but understanding 
how Russia perceives and reacts to the threat is essential, especially if Russia uses what it has learned to foment 
a color revolution in a NATO country. Full Text
Keywords: Russia, color revolution, strategy, military innovation
CIVIL  AFFAIRS FRAMEWORK FOR EXECUTING GOVERNANCE
This paper has been recognized as outstanding by its department.
Melanie Collins– –Major, United States Army
Jennifer Jantzi– Major, United States Army
 Master of Science in Information Strategy and Political 
Warfare and Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Glenn Robinson, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Bradley Strawser, Department of Defense Analysis
Although the U.S. Army Civil Affairs (CA) Regiment is charged with assessing and implementing governance 
tasks in conflict and immediate post-conflict areas, it lacks adequate education and tools to do the job properly. 
This lack of proficiency has led to an inability to consistently and effectively execute governance operations 
prior to handing off this task to host-nation (HN) government officials. Our thesis corrects CA’s governance 
training deficit by providing a four-step process that guides the user through the execution of a governance 
mission. Included in the process is an instructional guide that CA teams can use as they train and deploy that 
will aid them in advising, assisting, and assessing regional and local governance in conflict and post-conflict 
environments. The thesis compiles the best governance practices and assessment techniques of international 
and U.S. institutions but tailors these ideas to the specific contexts of CA units working at the local level. Our 
approach will allow CA units to properly assess and promote good governance while enabling for a seamless 
handoff to HN officials and international and U.S. aid organizations to foster long-term good governance. 
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Additionally, this thesis includes a recommendation for a governance period of instruction within CA. Full 
Text
Keywords: civil affairs, governance
AN EXPLORATORY STUDY OF SENDERO LUMINOSO’S DYNAMICS
Ricardo Devoto Gagliardi– Commander, Peruvian Navy
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: William Fox, Department of Defense Analysis
Co-Advisor: Robert Burks, Department of Defense Analysis
Any insurgency is a complex and dynamic phenomenon, as is the process of developing a good strategy to 
counter it. Understanding such types of dynamic complexity demands that strategists expand the boundaries 
of their mental models. A good strategy does not rely exclusively on a strategist’s talent; it is conditioned on a 
holistic understanding of causal relationships encompassed in the problem and interactions among variables. 
This thesis analyzes the Peruvian insurgency of Sendero Luminoso through the lens of System Dynamics. This 
study explores eight fundamental concepts in System Dynamics in relation to the Peruvian insurgency: system 
parameters, system pattern of behavior, loop dominance, causal relationships, system’s feedback structure, 
system’s physical structure, decision-making process, and attributes of tangible quantities. It is demonstrated 
that useful strategic insight can be obtained from System Dynamics models and subsequent simulations. Fur-
thermore, this work may help to illuminate a few of the factors involved in the defeat of Sendero Luminoso 
and might assist policy makers and military strategists in crafting efficient counterinsurgency strategies in the 
future. Finally, this thesis constitutes the initial step for the development of a formal and complete System 
Dynamics Model of the Peruvian insurgency. Full Text
Keywords: insurgency, Sendero Luminoso, shining path, system dynamics, system dynamic modeling, deci-
sion making process, feedback structure, stock and flow structure, system’s parameters pattern of behavior, 
pattern analysis
BENDING THE SPEAR: THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE LORD’S RESISTANCE ARMY
Jonathan Easter– Major, United States Army
Benon Hatangimana– –Major, Uganda People’s Defense Force
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Anna Simons, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: T. Bruce Sweeney, Department of National Security Affairs
The government of Uganda adopted a highly effective approach to address its ethnic insurgency, now called 
the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA). The LRA caused widespread devastation in east and central Africa from 
1986–2009. The Ugandan counterinsurgency (COIN) campaign against the LRA consisted of a unique blend 
of direct and indirect methods and later received assistance from the United States in the form of Operation 
OBSERVANT COMPASS. By incorporating broad appeals of amnesty for insurgents, local infrastructure 
investment, and disciplined military action, Uganda was able to solidify its legitimacy in formerly contested 
areas; the LRA was isolated from popular support and fled the country as a result of these efforts. Former 
insurgents were reintegrated into society, and the once-restive populations of northern Uganda increasingly 
supported the government. This reintegration and amnesty was based on traditional reconciliation ceremo-
nies involving an oath called bending the spear, which was formerly used to join warring clans. This thesis 
establishes a case study of the campaign against the LRA to describe how it was waged and record lessons 
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learned for the benefit of international security and stability professionals, government officials, scholars, and 
researchers. Full Text
Keywords: Acholi, advise and assist, African Union, AFRICOM, amnesty, central Africa, COIN, DDR, DRC, 
influence, LRA, MISO, MONUSCO, NGO, Operation OBSERVANT COMPASS, psychological warfare, 
PSYOP, SOCOM, Uganda, UN, UPDF
REBEL INTEGRATION IN CONFLICT SETTLEMENTS: PAST LESSONS 
AND THE PROSPECTS OF MILF REINTEGRATION
Allen Estrera– –Lieutenant Colonel, Philippine Army
Justin Lai– Major, Republic of Singapore Navy
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Douglas Borer, Department of Defense Analysis
Co-Advisor: Jesse Hammond, Department of Defense Analysis
This thesis examines the rebel reintegration programs of the peace agreement between the government of 
the Republic of the Philippines (GRP) and the Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF). The study involves a 
broad analysis of lessons learned in previous rebel integration programs and an in-depth evaluation of success-
ful and failed disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration (DDR) programs in selected conflict settlement 
cases. The case studies include the civil war settlements in Zimbabwe, Rwanda, and Sierra Leone as well as 
the peace accord between the Philippine government and the Moro National Liberation Front. The analyses 
of these cases are used to assess the policy direction of the current rebel integration program with the larg-
est and the last remaining secessionist group in the Philippines—MILF. The study also develops a prognosis 
about future problems and opportunities in the implementation of the rebel reintegration program specified in 
the Comprehensive Agreement of the Bangsamoro (CAB), which was a product of the peace accord between 
the GRP and MILF. Though the CAB presents an all-inclusive peace agreement that suggests a likelihood 
of sustainable peace, its DDR program follows a totally different path of reintegrating the rebels, making 
it a determining factor in the outcome of the peace deal. This study determines the issues and prospects of 
the MILF reintegration program that will aid in formulating policy interventions to increase the prospect of 
implementation success. Full Text
Keywords: government of the Republic of the Philippines, Moro Islamic Liberation Front, disarmament, de-
mobilization and reintegration, Comprehensive Agreement of the Bangsamoro
ORGANIZING CHAOS: THE TACTICAL ASSAULT KIT 
COLLABORATIVE MISSION PLANNER
Michael Ferriter– Major, United States Army
Phil Schupp– –Major, United States Army
Sverre Wetteland– Lieutenant Commander, Norwegian Navy Special Operations Command
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: William Fox, Department of Defense Analysis
Co-Advisor: Alex Bordetsky, Department of Information Sciences
This project seeks to improve mission planning and digital collaboration across Joint, Interagency, Intergov-
ernmental and Multinational boundaries. Interagency and SOF elements have rallied around the Tactical As-
sault Kit (TAK) as their mission command tool of choice. Case studies, such as the 2017 Presidential Inaugu-
ration Collective Security Event, Operation Flaming Sword 2017, and the counter-ISIS campaign in Iraq and 
Syria highlight the vast potential of this emerging technology. Enhancing TAK from a situational awareness 
tool and communications device to a comprehensive mission planning and execution system can bring addi-
tional benefits. Any TAK advancement can have an immediate impact on ongoing IA, SOF, and conventional 
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military operations. Working with USSOCOM’s Special Operations Mission Planning Environment Team, 
this NPS Capstone team designed a Collaborative Mission Planning plug-in to the TAK Applications. In this 
capstone, Chapter II describes what the collaborative mission planner plug-in is and will become. Chapter III 
describes the multinational aspect of TAK and how current NATOSOF operations can benefit from adopting 
TAK CMP as a common planning collaboration tool. The TAK CMP represents a significant step forward 
for mission command and C4ISR; this capstone’s goals address key capability gaps while producing a final 
product that assimilates into current mission planning and approval systems. Full Text
Keywords: Tactical Assault Kit TAK; Collaborative Mission Planner CMP; Joint, Interagency, Intergovern-
mental and Multinational; JIIM; Command, Control, Communications, Computers, & Intelligence, Surveil-
lance, and Reconnaissance; C4ISR; Advanced Digital Advisor Partner Technologies Adapt; NATO Special 
Operations Forces Headquarters NSHQ; Special Operations Mission Planning Environment; SOMPE 
UNDERSTANDING VIOLENCE THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA
Harold Frost– –Major, United States Army
Anthony Evans– –Major, United States Army
Robert Hodges Jr.– –Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: T. Camber Warren, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Robert Burks, Department of Defense Analysis
While social media analysis has been widely utilized to predict various market and political trends, its utiliza-
tion to improve geospatial conflict prediction in contested environments remains understudied. To determine 
the feasibility of social media utilization in conflict prediction, we compared historical conflict data and social 
media metadata, utilizing over 829,537 geo-referenced messages sent through the Twitter network within Iraq 
from August 2013 to July 2014. From our research, we conclude that social media metadata has a positive 
impact on conflict prediction when compared with historical conflict data. Additionally, we find that utilizing 
the most extreme negative terminology from a locally derived social media lexicon provided the most signifi-
cant predictive accuracy for determining areas that would experience subsequent violence. We suggest future 
research projects center on improving the conflict prediction capability of social media data and include social 
media analysis in operational assessments. Full Text
Keywords: social media, sentiment, Twitter, ISIS, Iraq, regression analysis, conflict prediction, defense
EFFECTIVE CLIENT MANAGEMENT: MAXIMIZING THE INFLUENCE 
OF EXTERNAL SPONSORS OVER AFFILIATED ARMED GROUPS
This paper has been recognized as outstanding by its department.
Anders Hamlin– Major, United States Army
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Doowan Lee, Department of Defense Analysis
Co-Advisor: T. Camber Warren, Department of Defense Analysis
Special warfare operations often require cooperation and partnership with different types of indigenous affili-
ated armed groups. These groups may be rebels fighting against a government or militias collaborating with 
a government. In many cases, the armed groups will go on to form the nucleus of a new regime. As sponsor-
affiliate relationships progress over time, objectives and ideology can diverge, leading to problems with, or 
even termination of, the relationship. This study examines the sponsor-affiliate relationship from the spon-
sor’s perspective, focusing on how successful external sponsors use effective client management to build and 
maintain influence over extended periods of time. To identify the critical factors of effective client manage-
ment—those that enable durable, long-running relationships with high degrees of compatibility—this thesis 
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uses quantitative analysis of the Sponsorship of Rebels, and other data sets, as well as qualitative analysis of 
Iran’s sponsorship of the Iraqi Badr Organization and its offshoots and of Cuba’s sponsorship of the MPLA in 
Angola. The research supports the delineation of five critical factors of effective client management: sponsor 
competition, client competition, sponsor oversight, client organizational enforcement, and client dependence. 
Additionally, the case studies provide historical examples of successful effective client management. Full Text
Keywords: unconventional warfare, support to rebels, client management, proxy warfare, affiliate, proxy, sur-
rogate, sponsor competition, client competition, sponsor oversight, client organizational enforcement, client 
dependence, principal-agent theory, Badr Corps|
OTTO SKORZENY AND THE REAL CONDUCT OF UNTERNEHMEN 
EICHE AND UNTERNEHMEN PANZERFAUST
Andreas Alexander Handschuh– Lieutenant Colonel, German Army
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: John Arquilla, Department of Defense Analysis
Co-Advisor: Donald Abenheim, Department of National Security Affairs
Otto Skorzeny, an Austrian SS member during World War II, is still famous for his conduct of German special 
operations. His legacy continues to influence military theorists and historians because of the success of those 
operations. Among Skorzeny’s most recognizable missions, it was the spectacular liberation of Mussolini in 
1943 that also launched his career in the conduct of German special operations. To answer the question about 
Skorzeny’s real role in German special operations, this thesis surveys Unternehmen Eiche, the German rescue 
operation for Mussolini, and Unternehmen Panzerfaust, which targeted the Hungarian Regent Horthy to re-
sign. Therefore, primary and secondary sources and memoirs of witnesses who were part of these operations 
are compared to Skorzeny’s memoirs, which were often used as primary sources in literature about German 
special operations during World War II. The results show that although Skorzeny had in both operations a 
primary supporting and significant strategic impact on several levels, discrepancies exist within the historical 
accounts. Furthermore, the impact of German propaganda and Otto Skorzeny’s autobiographical books have 
bolstered his fame even to the present day. Thus, if academia refer primarily to Skorzeny’s memoirs, they may 
draw an unrealistic picture of his role in the development of German WWII special operations. Moreover, 
other Skorzeny-conducted operations should be studied more in depth to further develop the thesis’s findings. 
Full Text
Keywords: Otto Skorzeny, Unternehmen Eiche, Operation Oak, Unternehmen Panzerfaust, Mussolini, Hor-
thy, special operations, World War II, Gran Sasso, Budapest, Kurt Student, Harald Mors, propaganda
UNCONVENTIONAL RESTRAINT: OBSTACLES TO ARMY SPECIAL OPERATIONS 
FORCES’ EMPLOYMENT IN SUPPORT TO RESISTANCE OPERATIONS
Eric Hoelscher– –Major, United States Army
Charles Staab– Major, United States Army
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Kalev Sepp, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: John Tullius, Department of Defense Analysis
Despite ever-increasing political support to U.S. Army Special Operations Forces (ARSOF) in the 21st cen-
tury, enduring obstacles continue to limit the execution of support to resistance movements as a viable stra-
tegic policy option for the United States. When both diplomatic and conventional military options prove too 
costly and/or reach an impasse, the National Command Authority is left with two options: do nothing or force 
a change by supporting elements of the indigenous opposition. Recent history provides several examples of 
presidential decisions to leverage U.S. military support to resistance movements to, as outlined in Joint Pub-
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lication 3-05, Special Operations (2014), coerce, disrupt or overthrow a government or occupying power in 
Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, and, most recently, Syria. Yet the efficacy of this core activity remains constrained 
by legal, political, and organizational challenges. This thesis explores both the causes and depths of these 
obstacles to the employment of ARSOF elements in support to indigenous resistance activities and identi-
fies feasible means to overcome these hurdles. Ultimately, recognition and alleviation of these obstacles will 
optimize ARSOF’s activities and arm national policymakers with the ways and means to achieve long-lasting 
policy ends. Full Text
Keywords: Army special operations forces, ARSOF, unconventional warfare, UW, support to resistance, STR, 
special forces, SF
THE PRESIDENT AND THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY: 
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE RELATIONSHIP
Dane Holtmeyer– Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Kalev Sepp, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Erik Dahl, Department of National Security Affairs
This thesis identifies the correlation between the quality of the U.S. president’s relationship with the intelli-
gence community and intelligence failures. This research also evaluates how the relationship changes over the 
course of a presidency in an effort to identify factors that contribute to a working relationship strong enough 
to mitigate the risk of intelligence failures. Case studies are used to establish the character of the relationships 
between Presidents John F. Kennedy, George H. W. Bush, and George W. Bush and their supporting intel-
ligence communities. These relationships are then used to analyze intelligence and operational successes and 
failures that occurred during their respective presidencies. This thesis determined that, in general, a good 
relationship with the president increases the intelligence community’s chances for success, and a negative 
relationship increases the chance for failure. Additionally, once failure has occurred, if a president is receptive 
to intelligence and change, the relationship will improve. This thesis also found that the intelligence com-
munity must establish trust and communication with a receptive president to form a working relationship 
and recommends that a newly elected president carefully appoint a trusted, non-political Director of National 
Intelligence upon taking office. Full Text
Keywords: intelligence, intelligence community, intelligence failure, Bay of Pigs, Cuban Missile Crisis, Ken-
nedy, Bush, Desert Storm, Desert Shield, Just Cause
CHINA PAKISTAN ECONOMIC CORRIDOR (CPEC): BENEFITS FOR 
PAKISTAN AND COMPARISON WITH SUEZ AND PANAMA CANALS
Hanif Ullah Khan– Lieutenant Colonel, Pakistan Army
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Sean Everton, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Robert Looney, Department of National Security Affairs
The China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is part of China’s One Belt, One Road initiative and joins 
two major economic corridors: The Silk Road Economic Belt and Southeast Asian Maritime Silk Road. CPEC 
is part of China’s regionalism and economic cooperation in South Asia. It will include energy projects, in-
frastructure development, industrialization, and the expansion and improvement of the Gwadar Port. The 
project has great potential for Pakistan, both economically and regionally. CPEC faces serious challenges 
on both internal and regional fronts, however. This thesis will examine CPEC in two ways: through a cost/
benefit analysis of the proposed project and a comparison of the project to two other economic corridors, the 
Suez and Panama Canals. This analysis suggests that CPEC potentially could boost Pakistan’s economy, mak-
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ing it a regional economic hub. Whether this will happen depends upon the effective and timely completion 
of the project, the ensuring of transparency, and efficiency. Furthermore, if Pakistan is able to methodically 
ensure that the terms and conditions of CPEC are aligned with Pakistan’s national interests, Pakistan will 
likely receive maximum benefits from CPEC and, at the same time, avoid the pitfalls that Egypt and Panama 
experienced at the hands of investing foreign powers. Full Text
Keywords: China Pakistan Economic Corridor, (CPEC), Panama and Suez Canals, Gwadar Port
SPECIAL FORCES VALUES: HOW THE REGIMENT’S ETHICAL FRAMEWORK 
INFLUENCES ITS ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
Jonathan Kingsley– –Major, United States Army
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Bradley Strawser, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Erik Jansen, Department of Information Sciences
Current management theory finds that deeply held values provide a significant explanation for the behavior of 
professionals. Accordingly, this thesis illuminates the positive impact that the 1st Special Forces Regiment’s 
ethical structure—the SF Ethic—has on the organization’s effectiveness. The study describes the SF Ethic 
through the lens of the two major (opposing) normative ethical theories: consequentialism and non-conse-
quentialism. It determines that the SF Ethic is a combination of both theories along with virtue theory. The 
latter contains the notion of prudence, which offers a balanced and deliberative middle path, a means by which 
to navigate a tension that exists between the former two theories. The SF Ethic–Effectiveness pathway depicts 
the process by which an SF soldier operating under the SF Ethic might contribute to effectiveness. Values 
shape principles that define one’s duties. Then professional and prudential judgment—influenced by organiza-
tional and operational factors—informs decisions. Essential contextual factors include the environment (often 
complex and unstable), organizational structure (a professional-adhocracy within a machine bureaucracy), and 
culture. Organizational theory concepts—commitment, trust, and professionalism—empirically evince the 
SF Ethic–SF Effectiveness correlation. Likewise, Army and SF publications offer trust-based explanations—
related to legitimacy and influence—for the SF Ethic–SF Effectiveness link. Recommendations include orga-
nizing the various conceptions of values and attributes to provide a sense of hierarchy, priority, and common 
definitions across sources; developing a semi-algorithmic process guide to help operators systematically think 
through moral dilemmas; and adding an ethics training block to the SF Qualification Course to professional-
ize the force and contribute to organizational effectiveness. Full Text
Keywords: Special Forces, ethics, normative theory, organizational theory, organizational design, organiza-
tional culture, institutional theory, management theory, organizational behavior, incentives, motivation theo-
ry, effectiveness, human resources
THE MAN WHO WOULD BE KING
Reed Kitchen– –Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Anna Simons, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Douglas Borer, Department of Defense Analysis
In 1888, Rudyard Kipling published “The Man Who Would Be King” while living in Allahabad in British 
India. The short story follows two former soldiers on their quest to become kings of Kafiristan, or modern-
day Nuristan in Afghanistan. The story was turned into a movie in 1975 starring Sean Connery and Michael 
Caine and is used at the Naval Postgraduate School as a teaching tool in the Department of Defense Analysis 
Military Advisor course. How can counterinsurgency theory and hard-won lessons learned from the recent 
battlefields in Iraq and Afghanistan be better captured and then conveyed in a narrative format that will ap-
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peal to a wide spectrum of military personnel—from the most junior enlisted to senior officers? This thesis 
reimagines Kipling’s “The Man Who Would Be King” and sets it in the near future to test the premise that a 
fictional adventure story might effectively impart counterinsurgency theory and military advising best prac-
tices to otherwise busy and easily distracted service members. Full Text
Keywords: counterinsurgency, military advisor, Afghanistan
TEAMHARMONY: EMPLOYING MATCHMAKING ALGORITHMS TO TEAM-BUILDING
This paper has been recognized as outstanding by its department.
Ian MacGregor– –Major, United States Army
Jared Tomberlin– –Major, United States Army
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Anna Simons, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Robert Burks, Department of Defense Analysis
The Army is concerned with ways in which it can improve talent management. It focuses almost exclusively 
upon individuals and their unique qualifications and experiences. However, the Army is not a collection of 
individuals; rather, it is a collection of teams. Our research examines the applicability of using matchmaking 
algorithms to model team chemistry to optimize job placement. We adopted a practical, qualitative approach, 
using data from discussions with subject matter experts, as well as a review of the relevant literature. We 
found that although the social science community has not reached a consensus concerning human chemistry, 
the tech community has found ways to predict a measure of human chemistry, and Army Special Operations 
Forces leaders should consider pilot efforts to improve talent management using these algorithms to augment 
current methods. For instance, the Robin Sage exercise during the Special Forces Qualification Course would 
provide an ideal venue. Full Text
Keywords: matchmaking, algorithm, team-building, talent management, TM, IBM, Saberr, NASA, bots, on-
line dating, Robin Sage, human resources, HR, S1, personnel, personality, psychology, values, psychometrics, 
human chemistry, cohesion, group, team, staff, staffing,
LOOKING UP: CONDITIONS FOR INSURGENT AIRPOWER 
IN UNCONVENTIONAL WARFARE
Ryan Olish– –Major, United States Air Force
William Morgan– Major, United State Army
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Hy Rothstein, Department of Defense Analysis
Co-Advisor: Brian Greenshields, Department of Defense Analysis
Unconventional warfare (UW) is an operational concept that the United States utilizes to enable resistance 
movements or insurgencies to coerce or overthrow a government or occupying power. The concept has histor-
ically involved the employment of U.S. advisors to increase insurgent capabilities on the ground to combat an 
enemy government’s forces. However, though military doctrine also mentions the development of insurgent 
air capabilities, it does not expound on the idea. This study examines the conditions needed to build an insur-
gent air capability and the principles that should guide the employment of that capability. Using military doc-
trine and other relevant literature to merge principles of UW, insurgencies, and air operations, the study forms 
theorized conditions and employment imperatives for insurgent air. It then tests these theorized conditions 
and imperatives against two historic case studies, Hmong pilots in Laos and the Tamil Air Tigers in Sri Lanka. 
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This study concludes that there are four conditions that the United States should consider prior to developing 
an insurgent air capability and two imperatives that should govern the employment of that capability. Full Text
Keywords: airpower, unconventional warfare, insurgency, resistance movement, Laos, Sri Lanka, Hmong, 
Tamil Tigers
DEFENSIVE SWARM: AN AGENT-BASED MODELING ANALYSIS
Nathan Padgett– Major, United States Air Force
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: T. Camber Warren, Department of Defense Analysis
Co-Advisor: Duane Davis, Cyber Academic Group
Security at remote military bases is a difficult yet critical mission. Remote locations are generally closer to 
enemy combatants and farther from supporting forces; the individuals charged with defending these bases do 
so with less equipment. These locations are also usually reliant on air-resupply missions to maintain mission 
readiness and effectiveness. This thesis analyzes how swarms of small autonomous unmanned aerial vehicles 
(UAVs) could assist in defensive operations. To accomplish this, I created an agent-based computer simula-
tion model, which creates a tactical problem (enemies attempting to attack or infiltrate a notional base) that a 
swarm of UAVs attempts to defend against. Results indicate that a swarm can effectively deter 95% of attack-
ers if each UAV is responsible for covering no more than 0.18 square miles and at least 40% of the UAVs are 
armed. I conclude that UAVs are an excellent addition to base defense and are particularly helpful at remote 
outposts with less organic capability (limited field of view, defensive assets, etc.). While this research deals 
specifically with countering a threat to a central base, the algorithms for swarm dynamics could be applied to 
future problems in mobile convoy or aircraft defense and even peacetime applications like search and rescue. 
Full Text
Keywords: agent, modeling, agent-based model, ABM, drone, unmanned, swarm, swarming, UAV, UAS, base 
defense, generalized-linear model, GLM, receiver operating characteristic, ROC
MEDIATED NATIONALISM: PRESS FREEDOM, MASS MEDIA, AND NATIONALISM
Brenton Pomeroy– –Major, United States Air Force
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: T. Camber Warren, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Siamak Naficy, Department of Defense Analysis
This research seeks to identify the underlying factors in the production of nationalism. Using the World Values 
Survey to establish levels of nationalist attitudes, the author uses quantitative analysis to examine how levels 
of nationalism change in response to nationalistic terminology transmitted through online news media. Ad-
ditionally, this thesis analyzes the relationship between press freedom and levels of nationalist word use in the 
online news media. The findings demonstrate that a free press has a positive effect on the use of some forms 
of nationalist terminology in the news and a negative effect on others. The evidence also shows that certain 
nationalist terminology in news media is associated with substantial increases in nationalist attitudes. These 
findings show promise for better understanding of factors that can be manipulated to influence levels of na-
tionalism within a country. Full Text
Keywords: nationalism, mass media
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UNDERSTANDING A SPECIAL OPERATIONS ROLE: NETWORK CARETAKERS 
OF KNOWLEDGE-BASED COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE
John Robey– Major, United States Army
Paul Webber– –Major, United States Marine Corps
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Jesse Hammond, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Robert Tomlinson, Naval War College
The success of special operations often depends upon building and sustaining relationships with partners. 
Because of the unconventional environment in which we operate, relationships can also be non-standard, in-
cluding academics, reporters, and private industry. By creating a community of practice, individuals in special 
operations may be able to connect groups of subject-matter experts who share a deep interest in a particular 
activity and, through regular interaction with special operations, learn how to engage more effectively in this 
activity. The work of this thesis is twofold: building a knowledge-based community of practice and applying 
this design method to the authors’ case study of Libya. This research offers a partial solution by bolstering a 
deeper environmental understanding through the creation of such a knowledge-based community of practice, 
consisting of a spectrum of individuals with differing perspectives, to engage in iterated structured dialogues. 
The structure, design, and life cycle of a community of practice, as well as the types and frequencies of inter-
actions and implications of the post-information age, are explored. The design methods are rooted in Army 
doctrine as a method of structuring interactions and distilling information to local planners. Big data sets are 
implemented to back-stop information from structured sessions. In short, the authors reflect on the establish-
ment and sustainment of a community of practice to better connect with subject-matter experts who care to 
bring to bear a more complete understanding of an operational environment prior to, during, or in order to 
avoid altogether the application of military force. Full Text
Keywords: Army Design Methodology, big data, communities of practice, design, knowledge management, 
knowledge, learning, Libya, organizational design, SOCAFRICA, Special Operations, strategic arena
IMPACT ASSESSMENT IN SPECIAL WARFARE
This paper has been recognized as outstanding by its department.
Garrett Searle– Major, United States Army
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Robert Burks, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Douglas Borer, Department of Defense Analysis
The impact of operations that build partner capacity to counter extremist groups is difficult to measure. As-
sessments usually focus on the outcomes of training (was capacity built?) but not the ultimate effect of that 
new capacity (was a violent extremist group degraded as a result?). To address this shortfall, this thesis argues 
that a method known as impact assessment, used by the development and law enforcement communities to 
evaluate countering violent extremism (CVE) programming and policing strategy, can be applied to assess the 
social impact of military capacity-building efforts with similar goals. To demonstrate that utility, the author 
examines the case of U.S. engagement in Niger and develops a theory of change to describe the logical path 
from capacity-building activities to their intended effect of countering extremist groups. Then, to test impact 
assessment in practice, the author conducts an ex post facto, quasi-experimental assessment of the treatment 
effect of U.S. engagement in Niger. The substantive results of this study identify impact that was otherwise 
hidden in observational data and highlight the need for more rigorous assessment. The author recommends 
the application of impact assessment methods to improve the theoretical understanding of cause and effect, 
identify real impact, learn from unexpected results, and motivate adaptation and innovation. Full Text
Keywords: special warfare, irregular warfare, impact assessment, impact evaluation, theory of change, coun-
tering violent extremism, foreign internal defense, measures of effectiveness
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SPATIAL-TEMPORAL CO-OCCURRENCE IN THE MARITIME DOMAIN
Andrew Sollish– Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Computer Science and Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Sean Everton, Department of Defense Analysis
Co-Advisor: Neil Rowe, Department of Computer Science
Co-Advisor: Wayne Porter, Global Public Policy Academic Group
To prevent and stop illegal and malicious maritime activity, it is necessary to better understand the people, 
places, organizations, and vessels that contribute to those activities. This thesis examines whether spatial-
temporal co-occurrence is useful for finding connections among vessels and providing understanding of their 
activities. A spatial-temporal co-occurrence means that two or more entities can be found nearby at the same 
time. To identify those occasions, we used two datasets, Automatic Identification System records of vessel 
positions and time and company information on the ownership of vessels (used to confirm if vessels were 
affiliated). Three experiments studied co-occurrence among groups of vessels including randomly selected 
vessels, vessels of interest, and locations of interest. Vessels were identified for each of the three experiments 
and their co-occurrences were identified. We found that co-occurrence manifested in different ways and was 
not especially useful in demonstrating affiliation among vessels. Full Text
Keywords: maritime, co-occurrence, spatial, temporal, automatic identification system
RISK MITIGATION AND LEADERSHIP IN TACTICAL U.S. ARMY INFANTRY TRAINING
John Staeheli– –Major, United States Army
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Kalev Sepp, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Erik Jansen, Department of Information Sciences
Despite the prevalence of irregular wars, the U.S. Army must also be prepared for the possibility of a high-
intensity conventional war. The training required for this war must simulate the expected conditions, those of 
high-intensity conflict, as closely as possible. As U.S. strategic leaders look to the future and prepare the U.S. 
Army for the next conflict, they prepare for a war with a level of violence that resembles that of the Korean 
War. While conditions that simulate combat are dangerous and present inherent risks, the mitigation of that 
risk prevents the adequate simulation of a high-intensity combat situation. Therefore, this thesis studied how 
risk mitigation practices in U.S. Army tactical infantry training affect Soldiers’ preparedness for high-intensity 
combat operations. By examining U.S. Army infantry training at the tactical level, U.S. Army safety and risk 
mitigation doctrine, cognitive and perceptual biases, and historical case studies, this thesis suggests that U.S. 
Army risk management practices neither hinder nor help combat preparedness. Instead, the abdication of 
a commander’s authority to execute risk mitigation in the training environment affects combat readiness. 
Full Text
Keywords: risk mitigation, risk management, risk perception, leadership, mission command
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MONSTERS OF MÜNSTER: LESSONS FROM THE APOCALYPTIC 
NARRATIVE OF THE ANABAPTIST KINGDOM
This paper has been recognized as outstanding by its department.
Erich Steffens– –Major, United States Army
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Sean Everton, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Siamak Naficy, Department of Defense Analysis
This thesis examines the role of apocalyptic narrative in shaping collective identity and collective action to 
help better understand groups that turn to violence. Because such narratives deal with the ultimate and super-
natural, they can be effective in causing believers to disregard worldly consequences and forgo worldly ben-
efits to support transcendent goals. In the Anabaptist Kingdom of Münster (1533–1535), a certain apocalyptic 
narrative developed that led to brutal acts of violence within the city and a desire to spread the kingdom to 
the entire world. Several prominent elements in the kingdom’s narrative developed over time to justify the 
Anabaptists’ use of violence: (1) the arrival of the time of judgment, (2) a clear distinction between those who 
require judgment and those who do not, (3) a divinely sanctioned administration, and (4) a call for the group to 
administer justice on earth. These elements were not the inevitable result of starting with an apocalyptic nar-
rative but were shaped by both internal dynamics and external conflict. By understanding how such elements 
develop, defense practitioners will be better able to exploit certain internal dynamics and anticipate (or even 
alter) how their confrontations with such groups affect the development of the narrative. Full Text
Keywords: narrative, collective action, collective identity, apocalyptic, violence, religious, Anabaptist, Mün-
ster, Radical Reformation, meaning, belonging, frame, resonance, ideology, social movement
UNDERSTANDING AMERICAN IDENTITY: AN INTRODUCTION
Mark Widmer– –Chief Petty Officer, United States Navy
Bradley Erickson– –Major, United States Army
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Anna Simons, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Douglas Borer, Department of Defense Analysis
Why are Americans’ identity narratives important for national security? This thesis utilizes a qualitative ap-
proach to analyze American identity narratives in U.S. history and contemporary society. The historic dis-
agreement over the distribution of the fundamental American value of liberty makes the possibility of a 
cohesive national identity challenging. Given the effects of globalization, advances in technology, and changes 
in traditional demographic and sociocultural trends, any form of a national-level, narrative-based identity is 
not a feasible means to unify Americans. Leaders must make domestic policy decisions that increase inclusive-
ness in American society and avoid valuing one identity over another. Policymakers must depart from divisive 
identity policies in favor of those that unify Americans. Any attempt to shape the existing conflict in terms of 
identity is contrary to a cohesive society and, more importantly, threatens national security. This research led 
to two policy recommendations. First, the United States must encourage separable identities and emphasize 
citizens as individuals rather than groups. Second, policymakers must promote cross-cutting ties, since much 
of the division in the United States stems from the isolation from one another that many citizens experience. 
Revamped civic education and national service programs can serve to form those cross-cutting ties. Full Text
Keywords: American identity, national identity, patriotism, separable identities, national service, Roman iden-
tity, Soviet identity, e pluribus unum, civic education, American Creed
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A SECURITY STRATEGY FOR CYBER THREATS ON NEIGHBOR 
DISCOVERY IN 6LOWPAN NETWORKS
Cheng Hai Ang–– Civilian, Defence Science and Technology Agency (DSTA)
 Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Advisor: Preetha Thulasiraman, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Second Reader: George Dinolt, Department of Computer Science
Wireless sensor networks employ various technologies to facilitate low-power communications. One such 
technology is the Internet Protocol version 6 Low-Power Local Area Networks (6LoWPAN). One of the key 
concerns regarding 6LoWPAN networks is the vulnerability of its neighbor discovery (ND) protocol. In this 
thesis, we study the potential threat vectors against the ND protocol, focusing specifically on replay attacks 
that can cause denial of service. We propose a combination of hard and soft security approaches to mitigate 
cyber-attacks against the ND protocol. The hard security approach is based on a Trust-ND option, which 
includes a Timestamp, Nonce, and SHA-1 hashing function. The soft security approach leverages the social 
interactions between the nodes in the network to identify malicious nodes. We also propose a time-synchroni-
zation mechanism to synchronize the local clock of the nodes in the network. We demonstrate the effective-
ness of the Nonce and Timestamp functions against replay attacks using the Contiki Operating System and 
Cooja network simulator. Via simulations, we also demonstrate the effectiveness of the time-synchronization 
mechanism. In addition, the data captured during the simulations is further analyzed using Wireshark. Full 
Text
Keywords: IPv6 neighbor discovery, lightweight security mechanism, 6LowPAN
APPLICATION OF A LEAP MOTION SENSOR FOR IMPROVED DRONE CONTROL
Alfredo Belaunde Sara Lafosse– –Lieutenant Commander, Peruvian Navy
 Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Advisor: Xiaoping Yun, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Second Reader: James Calusdian, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Military and civilian drones in use today have been designed to accomplish a wide array of missions. From 
an engineering perspective, they are very complex systems that incorporate technologies from a wide range 
of specialized disciplines. Not surprisingly, operating these complex systems requires advanced and extensive 
training. This thesis research proposes a simple and intuitive user interface utilizing a Leap Motion sensor 
that allows a drone operator to exploit his/her skills more intuitively. The Leap Motion sensor tracks the posi-
tion and orientation of the user’s hand(s), which, in turn, controls the motion of a drone. The acquisition and 
processing of the Leap Motion sensor data were performed using a programming language called Processing. 
In this research, an infrared-controlled helicopter and a radio frequency–controlled quadrotor were operated 
using this interface. For the user interface, several prototype electronic circuits based on Arduino microcon-
troller boards, as well as Processing programs, were developed and integrated with the Leap Motion sensor. 
The complete user interface was successfully tested and demonstrated. It was observed that the user interface 
makes the control of both drone types easier and more intuitive. Full Text
Keywords: Leap Motion sensor, PID control, UAV, drone, Arduino, image processing, control systems





COVERT HALF-DUPLEX DATA LINK USING RADAR-EMBEDDED 
COMMUNICATIONS WITH VARIOUS MODULATION SCHEMES
Ehren Bittner–– Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Advisor: Ric Romero, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Second Reader: Frank Kragh, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
We consider the design of a low-probability-of-intercept (LPI) half-duplex communications system in which 
the downlink is established via communications signals embedded in a pulsed-radar Doppler waveform. Pre-
vious works suggest embedding the communications in the radar backscatter, where it has been shown pos-
sible to recover and demodulate communications signals that are coincident with the radar pulses in time and 
frequency using quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) modulation. Unfortunately, such an approach presents 
difficulty for a two-way link. In this work, we present an LPI half-duplex design where the downlink com-
munications are embedded in the radar transmission while the uplink may be transmitted via another covert 
method after the radar initiates communications. We illustrate the downlink using binary phase-shift keying 
(BPSK), QPSK, eight phase-shift keying (8PSK), and quadrature-amplitude modulation (QAM) and explore a 
non-standard 8PSK for LPI. We show that probability of detection for the radar is actually improved by cor-
relating to the radar-downlink signal. We also show that the downlink is feasible via symbol error rate results 
by estimating the radar signal parameters and subtracting the radar waveform from the received signal prior 
to demodulation. Further, we explore a qualitative analysis of this communications method to measure its 
covertness using the signal’s complex plane. Full Text
Keywords: communications, radar, interference, probability of detection, estimation, cancelation, low prob-
ability of intercept
MOBILE ROBOT NAVIGATION AND OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE 
IN UNSTRUCTURED OUTDOOR ENVIRONMENTS
This paper has been recognized as outstanding by its department.
Calvin Hargadine–– Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Advisor: Xiaoping Yun, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Co-Advisor: James Calusdian, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
The ability to detect, characterize, and avoid obstacles is a critical requirement for autonomous robotic sys-
tems, especially in dynamic environments. While autonomous vehicle research and development continues 
at a rapid pace, these systems are becoming more complex and expensive. The objective of this thesis was to 
determine the feasibility of utilizing a single two-dimensional laser scanning rangefinder for robust obstacle 
avoidance in unstructured outdoor environments. Specifically, sensing and control algorithms were developed 
for an autonomous ground vehicle (AGV). The system was designed to operate in varying outdoor environ-
ments while avoiding both static and dynamic obstacles. The AGV was able to effectively identify and avoid 
obstacles within its field of view and to navigate to specific coordinates across variable terrain. While this 
solution was limited by the sensor used and was not effective in all environments—such as when obstacles 
encountered were too short to enter the scanner’s plane of view—the algorithm developed was successful for 
visible objects. Small improvements, such as using a gimballed scanner or one that scans in three dimensions, 
would make this solution more robust for a wider range of environments. Full Text
Keywords: obstacle avoidance, navigation, robot, ROS, outdoor, unstructured, LIDAR, laser, GPS, MAT-
LAB, ground vehicle, autonomous
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INVESTIGATION OF COHERENT AND INCOHERENT 
CHANGE-DETECTION ALGORITHMS
Nicholas Underwood–– Civilian, Naval Air Systems Command
 Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Advisor: David Garren, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Co-Advisor: Pete Mastin, BPT Systems
Second Reader: Ric Romero, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
An investigation of five change-detection methods used in synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is presented in 
this thesis. This investigation utilizes data gathered from the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) Sen-
sor Data Management System (SDMS) in order to compare the various change-detection techniques. These 
change-detection methods include the following: a) incoherent change detection (ICCD), b) coherent change 
detection (CCD), c) alternative coherent change detection (ACCD), d) log likelihood change statistic (LLCS), 
and e) a two-stage change detection, which involves a combination of ICCD and CCD. In addition, a new 
change-detection method for comparison with these five basic methods is developed. This investigation re-
veals that the LLCS statistic is the most promising method for revealing changes within the SDMS dataset. 
Furthermore, the author’s change-detection method yields overall visual improvement in comparison to the 
two-stage change-detection method. Full Text
Keywords: synthetic aperture radar, coherent change detection, incoherent change detection
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DESIGN  AND DEVELOPMENT OF A COUNTER-SWARM PROTOTYPE AIR VEHICLE
Kai Grohe– –Captain, Royal Canadian Air Force
 Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering and Master of 
Science in Engineering Science (Aerospace Engineering)
Advisor: Christopher Brophy, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Second Reader: Oleg Yakimenko, Department of Systems Engineering
Small weaponized unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) that leverage new commercially available technologies are 
an emerging low-cost and easily available threat. These inexpensive vehicles can threaten ground forces and 
warships and easily overwhelm air defenses through saturation attacks, which are cost-effective due to the low 
unit cost. Current air defense systems are designed to counter low quantities of very capable but extremely 
expensive weapons and in many cases cannot properly defend against attacks involving a large number of 
offensive weapons. To avoid the scenario of an opponent overmatching current defenses with emerging low-
cost weapons, a missile-based interceptor system is proposed. This vehicle also makes use of new low-cost, 
high-performance commercial-off-the shelf (COTS) technology to attain the required performance metrics 
and deliver a payload capable of defeating multiple units while still remaining cost-effective against the threat 
of low-cost small UAVs. This thesis describes the development of the mission, aerodynamic, structural, and 
recovery systems of a prototype vehicle, intending to show that the concept of a low-cost delivery system for a 
counter-UAV payload is valid and worthy of further development. Completion of such a vehicle covers a gap 
in existing air defense systems, disallowing adversaries an opportunity for tactical advantage. Full Text
Keywords: counter UAV, UAV defeat, low-cost missile, missile design
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CHINA AND INDONESIA IN THE SOUTH CHINA SEA
Mohammad Amir Aliakbar– Lieutenant Colonel, Indonesian Army
Pornomo Yoga– –Lieutenant, Indonesian Navy
 Master of Science in Defense Analysis and Master of 
Science in Information Strategy and Political Warfare
Advisor: Robert Burks, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: T. Camber Warren, Department of Defense Analysis
Under what conditions will the People’s Republic of China and Indonesia be more likely to enter into an armed 
conflict over disputes in the South China Sea? The purpose of this thesis is to determine the conditions un-
der which both countries might enter into an armed conflict. As no recent armed conflict has involved both 
countries, this thesis limits its analysis to the historical background and current foreign policy trends of the 
People’s Republic of China and Indonesia. Historical cases of China and Indonesia are analyzed to determine 
how both countries behaved when dealing with situations similar to the maritime dispute in the South China 
Sea. The results of the historical analysis are then examined within the context of each state’s foreign policy 
toward the other on the South China Sea issue. The thesis uses the refined analysis to predict the possibility 
of armed conflict between the two countries in the near future. Further, it examines policy implications and 
makes foreign policy recommendations for the government of Indonesia. Full Text
Keywords: South China Sea, Indonesia, People’s Republic of China, PRC, Natuna, armed conflict, maritime 
dispute, territorial dispute
WHY FAILING TERRORIST GROUPS PERSIST REVISITED: A SOCIAL 
NETWORK APPROACH TO AQIM NETWORK RESILIENCE
Tyler Baker– Major, United States Army
 Master of Science in Information Strategy and Political Warfare
Advisor: Sean Everton, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Daniel Cunningham, Department of Defense Analysis
To date, most analyses of the Al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) network have focused on qualitative 
analysis to determine trends and patterns in the group’s evolution over time. Seldom has a combination of 
quantitative tools been used to derive inferences about the nature of the organization and its changing strat-
egy. In this paper, the author draws on a combination of geospatial analysis and social network analysis in 
order to explore how the network has changed over time in response to efforts from local and international 
security forces to disrupt it. The analysis enables the community of interest to draw conclusions with regard 
to the resiliency of the network and its long-term goals in the Sahel region. Evidence indicates that AQIM 
is evolving into a less dense but more ethnically diverse organization that is rapidly restoring the operational 
capacity it lost during the 2013 French intervention in Mali. Despite major Western military efforts to suppress 
it, AQIM is increasingly able to conduct spectacular attacks across West Africa, further destabilizing an already 
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precarious security environment. The thesis concludes with recommendations for crafting a strategy tailored 
to degrading and containing the threat from AQIM and its affiliates. Full Text
Keywords: Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb, SNA, social network analysis, AQIM, Ansar Dine, Macina 
Liberation Front, GSPC, GIA, Group for Salafist Preaching and Combat, Islamic Armed Group, Niger, Mali, 
Algeria, Burkina Faso, Cote D’Ivoire, Mauritania
CIVIL AFFAIRS FRAMEWORK FOR EXECUTING GOVERNANCE
This paper has been recognized as outstanding by its department.
Melanie Collins– –Major, United States Army
Jennifer Jantzi– –Major, United States Army
 Master of Science in Information Strategy and Political 
Warfare and Master of Science in Defense Analysis
Advisor: Glenn Robinson, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Bradley Strawser, Department of Defense Analysis
Although the U.S. Army Civil Affairs (CA) Regiment is charged with assessing and implementing governance 
tasks in conflict and immediate post-conflict areas, it lacks adequate education and tools to do the job properly. 
This lack of proficiency has led to an inability to consistently and effectively execute governance operations 
prior to handing off this task to host-nation (HN) government officials. Our thesis corrects CA’s governance 
training deficit by providing a four-step process that guides the user through the execution of a governance 
mission. Included in the process is an instructional guide that CA teams can use as they train and deploy that 
will aid them in advising, assisting, and assessing regional and local governance in conflict and post-conflict 
environments. The thesis compiles the best governance practices and assessment techniques of international 
and U.S. institutions but tailors these ideas to the specific contexts of CA units working at the local level. Our 
approach will allow CA units to properly assess and promote good governance while enabling for a seamless 
handoff to HN officials and international and U.S. aid organizations to foster long-term good governance. 
Additionally, this thesis includes a recommendation for a governance period of instruction within CA. Full 
Text
Keywords: civil affairs, governance
POLITICAL REVOLUTION AND SOCIAL COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES
Matthew Kent– –Major, United States Army
Yong Lee– Major, United States Army
 Master of Science in Information Strategy and Political Warfare
Advisor: T. Camber Warren, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Robert Weiner, Department of National Security Affairs
The relatively recent advent of cell phones provides an increasing portion of the world’s population with 
hitherto unprecedented access to information and offers a novel means of networking and communicating 
within and across societies. Since cell phones have been utilized in collective action events such as the Arab 
Spring, this thesis seeks to determine their role, if any, in events that lead to political revolution. Using non-
linear logistic regression techniques, this study assesses the relationship between cell phone use and political 
revolutions, both democratic and autocratic, from 1980 to 2015. The results of the study indicate that there 
is a strong negative relationship between cell phone use and democratic political revolution, suggesting that 
higher levels of cell phone use actually reduce the probability of democratic political revolution and may bol-
ster existing autocracies. We speculate that this may result from governments’ ability to use cell phones and 
social communication technologies for population control and suppression; furthermore, the horizontal and 
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decentralized nature of communications enabled by cell phones may create amorphous organizations that 
have difficulty effecting governmental change. Full Text
Keywords: political revolution, cell phone, non-linear logistic regression, authoritarian, autocratic, democrat-
ic, civil conflict, collective action, mass media, social media, information and communications technologies 
(ICT), horizontal and decentralized
HOW TO IMPROVE THE ROK AND U.S. MILITARY ALLIANCE AGAINST NORTH KOREA’S 
THREATS TO CYBERSPACE: LESSONS FROM NATO’S DEFENSE COOPERATION
Duri Lee– Captain, Republic of Korea Army
 Master of Science in Information Strategy and Political Warfare
Advisor: Hy Rothstein, Department of Defense Analysis
Co-Advisor: Dorothy Denning, Department of Defense Analysis
This research explores how South Korea, or the Republic of Korea (ROK), and the U.S. military can cooperate 
against common cyber threats on the Korean peninsula through open-source data research. The purpose of 
this research is to suggest recommendations for policy makers on how to exploit North Korea’s vulnerabilities 
and how to mitigate the weaknesses of the ROK and U.S. alliance. Furthermore, it identifies lessons that the 
ROK and U.S. alliance can glean from NATO’s cyber cooperation. To maintain the balance of power with 
the ROK, North Korea has focused on the development of asymmetric capabilities. As part of this effort, 
North Korea’s offensive cyber capabilities have targeted South Korea for several years. The ROK’s inadequate 
defense against North Korea’s cyber-attacks has caused anxiety for the ROK, which has influenced ROK–
U.S. military operations. The study, however, also finds that North Korea has four vulnerabilities related to 
cyberspace. This information can be useful for the ROK and U.S. alliance, which has affirmed its intentions to 
broaden the cooperation to cyberspace. As cyber cooperation is still an immature cooperation system, it could 
also benefit from the example of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s endeavors to achieve cooperation 
in cyberspace. Full Text
Keywords: North Korea, South Korea, DPRK, ROK and U.S. alliance, cyberspace, NATO
INTERACTIVE WARGAMING CYBERWAR: 2025
This paper has been recognized as outstanding by its department.
David Long– –Sergeant First Class, United States Army
Christopher Mulch– Captain, United States Army
 Master of Science in Information Strategy and Political Warfare
Advisor: Michael Freeman, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Robert Burks, Department of Defense Analysis
Cyberspace operations are an increasingly important mission focus and warfighting domain within the De-
partment of Defense (DoD). There are a number of educational courses and training exercises that have been 
developed to prepare leaders to plan and execute cyberspace-based effects to support operations; however, 
there are currently no virtual simulations used by the military to train and educate servicemembers in the basic 
concepts of cyberspace operations. Because of this training gap, we have designed and developed CyberWar: 
2025, a simultaneous turn-based multiplatform computer-based educational wargame that is intended to be 
used as a support tool for education and training in basic cyberspace operations concepts to military profes-
sionals and other DoD personnel. The objective of CyberWar: 2025 is to stimulate, build, and increase the 
players’ knowledge base and experience in planning and practical application of cyberspace operations in the 
areas of defensive cyberspace operations, offensive cyberspace operations, and computer network exploita-
tion. CyberWar: 2025 focuses on doctrine and doctrinal training as a serious game by reinforcing key learning 
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objectives set by the DoD; however, this wargame also encourages player engagement and motivation through 
unique and balanced multiplayer interactions within a virtual environment. Full Text
Keywords: cyber education, cyber training, cyber wargaming, computer-based simulation, virtual simulation, 
educational courses, multiplayer, serious games, cyberwar, cyber domain, cyberspace operations, cyber doc-
trine, cyber policy, computer network exploitation
ATTRIBUTION IN INFLUENCE: RELATIVE POWER AND THE USE OF ATTRIBUTION
Matthew Redmond– Major, United States Army
Noah Busbey– Major, United States Army
 Master of Science in Information Strategy and Political Warfare
Advisor: Hy Rothstein, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Jesse Hammond, Department of Defense Analysis
The types of attribution for influence activities span a spectrum that includes true attribution, non-attribution, 
concurring partner attribution, and false attribution. The U.S. Department of Defense sits in a unique posi-
tion among U.S. agencies, as it must remain capable of conducting influence activities across that spectrum. 
This includes activities such as public affairs, military information support operations, and military deception. 
While U.S. military doctrine clearly defines and delineates the various types of attribution for influence activi-
ties and messages, notably absent is when and how the attribution should be used. There is also little scholarly 
literature that specifically explores the issue of attribution. Despite this dearth of information, an analysis of 
historical cases can help identify the conditions best suited for the various types of attribution. This thesis 
explores those cases and identifies relative power as a potential variable to determine attribution. It tests the 
hypothesis that false and non-attribution methods are most effective when in a relatively weak position, and 
as operational success and relative power are achieved, influence activities with true attribution become more 
effective. Full Text
Keywords: attribution, influence, psychological operations, PSYOP, psychological warfare, military informa-
tion support operations, MISO, information operations, IO, World War II, Vietnam, Crimea, special opera-
tions
THE WEAPONIZATION OF MIGRATION: EXAMINING MIGRATION 
AS A 21ST CENTURY TOOL OF POLITICAL WARFARE
Nathan Steger–Major, United States Army
 Master of Science in Information Strategy and Political Warfare
Advisor: Anna Simons, Department of Defense Analysis
Second Reader: Glenn Robinson, Department of Defense Analysis
In today’s interconnected world, international migration continues to grow as migrants come from all around 
the globe in search of better lives for themselves and their families. While many migrants seek to improve 
social and economic status, others come in search of asylum due to conflict, political repression, or fear of 
persecution in their country of origin. As globalization steadily diffuses international power and blurs the 
line between war and peace, human migration is becoming a viable weapon in the arsenal of many state and 
non-state actors pursuing unconventional means to increase regional influence and to achieve objectives. This 
thesis examines different means by which state and non-state actors make use of human migration to achieve 
political, economic, or military objectives while also analyzing the conditions necessary to achieve these de-
sired objectives. The ability to map these trends and identify underlying conditions that are the precursors to 
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weaponizing migration will enable military and other interagency elements to better develop strategies and to 
mitigate potential vulnerabilities at the strategic, operational, and tactical levels. Full Text
Keywords: migration, immigration, political warfare, weaponization, hybrid warfare, refugee
FORECASTING THE FUTURE OF THE ISLAMIC STATE: AN AGENT-BASED 
RATIONAL CHOICE MODEL AND SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS APPROACH
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Peter Wilcox– Major, United States Army
 Master of Science in Information Strategy and Political Warfare
Advisor: William Fox, Department of Defense Analysis
Co-Advisor: Jesse Hammond, Department of Defense Analysis
Co-Advisor: Craig Whiteside, Naval War College
Failure to analyze critically the impact and consequences of political decisions increases the prospect for devel-
oping military strategies that fail to deliver on U.S. policy objectives, and, at worst, risks defeat. This work pro-
vides an applied analytical framework from which political and military analysts can systematically analyze the 
potential impact of political decisions on military operations. This thesis introduces an expected utility model 
(EUM) and social network analysis (SNA) in a manner that guides analysts from the theoretical assumptions 
underpinning both tool sets, through their technical specifications, to an applied case study (the Islamic State) 
to demonstrate that political analysis and prediction are not only possible but also informative and relevant 
to the U.S. services. The thesis concludes that while the Islamic State (IS) caliphate in Iraq is expected to be 
defeated, it will likely endure as an insurgency. Forecasting the future of the IS caliphate demonstrates that the 
EUM and SNA remain applied facilitative means to examine, analyze, and extrapolate inferences about policy 
decisions and their impact on current and future military affairs. Full Text
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Advisor: Frank Barrett, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Second Reader: Richard Bergin, Department of Information Sciences
In November of 2016, over 40 Naval Aviators from various platforms in the United States Navy and United 
States Marine Corps converged on Defense Innovation Unit Experimental in Mountain View, California to 
participate in Aviation Mission Support Tactical Advancements for the Next Generation. For the next four 
days, participants and facilitators engaged in a design sprint utilizing design thinking methods to generate the 
maximum number of innovative concepts in the area of Aviation Mission Support. By the end of the fourth 
day, 28 robust concepts had been prototyped and prepared, focused on pre-flight, in-flight, and post-flight 
support. As innovation becomes a higher priority for the Department of Defense, effective tools and pro-
cesses are needed that allow the organization to innovate from within. This is an examination of the research, 
execution, and follow-on developments supporting the Design Thinking event explored through case study 
methods. Additionally, the lenses of change theory, design attitudes, and the design mindset are applied to the 
case to identify unique processes and outputs resulting in otherwise unexplained phenomena. This case study 
is intended to serve as an examination for Department of Defense leadership to better understand applications 
of design thinking as a means to spur innovation. Full Text
Keywords: innovation, change theory, design thinking, TANG
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EFFECTS OF COMMUTING DISTANCE ON PARTICIPATION RATES 
FOR OBLIGATED SELECTED MARINE CORPS RESERVES
Jennifer Alstat–– Captain, United States Marine Corps
 Master of Science in Management
Advisor: Chad Seagren, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Latika Hartmann, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
This research is conducted at the request of Reserve Affairs Personnel Policy, Plans and Programming (RAP-
2), Reserve Affairs Division, Manpower and Reserve Affairs, Headquarters Marine Corps to examine poten-
tial drivers for the high rate of attrition at the conclusion of a Reservist’s initial obligation period. We examine 
if probability of attrition is correlated with the distance a Marine travels to his or her Reserve Training Center. 
The sample population includes United States Marine Corps Reservists serving in the Selected Reserves with 
six or more years of satisfied service. We examine the likelihood that an enlisted non-prior service Selected 
Marine Corps Reserve Marine who lives more than 100 miles from his or her Reserve Training Center con-
tinue will serve past the initial six-year obligation. The analysis includes logit models analyzing the distance 
variables categorized into four groups: 0–25 miles, 26–50 miles, 51–100 miles, and over 100 miles. We find 
that distance over 100 miles is not correlated with attrition compared to those who live under 25 miles from 
the training center. The commuting distance that has the highest odds of attrition is between 51 and 100 miles. 
Full Text
Keywords: Marine Corps Reserves, commuting distance, attrition, reserve training center
NAVY AND MARINE CORPS IT/IS ACQUISITION: A WAY FORWARD
Zachary Cesarz–Captain, United States Marine Corps
David Gibson–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Management and Master of Business Administration
Advisor: Raymond Jones, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: John Gibson, Department of Computer Science
Second Reader: Chad Seagren, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Second Reader: Glenn Cook, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Currently, a disconnect exists between procurement speed and final delivery of capabilities that require IT/
IS solutions. Schedules for delivering these capabilities have remained a cumbersome and lengthy hindrance. 
War-fighting capabilities are consistently degraded as time-dependent requirements are outpaced by new tech-
nology before delivery. To determine the current impediments within the IT/IS procurement process, we limit 
our examination to the IT/IS decision-making processes, policies, and organizational structures that may be 
affecting the timely delivery of IT/IS systems. For the purpose of this thesis, the term “governance” encom-
passes these focus areas. Though we discuss aspects of the acquisition process and its guiding policies, a full 
analysis of the process remains outside the scope of this thesis. Instead, we chose to focus on how governance 
is affecting the timely delivery of IT/IS capabilities to the warfighter. A timeline analysis of relevant defense 
program cases forms the basis of our assessment of IT/IS governance. The aim of this thesis is to right-size 
the governance, or authority therein, required to effectively deliver IT/IS solutions to the war-fighter. We 
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conclude with findings and recommendations as well as further research into adjusting responsibilities and 
authorities for IT agencies and acquisition professionals. Full Text
Keywords: IT/IS, effective decision-making for IT/IS acquisition, organizational structure for IT/IS acquisi-
tion, IT/IS warfighter requirements, keeping up with rapid advancement in IT/IS, program office manage-
ment, flexibility
STRATEGY TO IMPROVE NAVAL SHIPBUILDING 
INDUSTRY SELF-RELIANCE IN INDONESIA
Herstyadi Condro–– Lieutenant, Indonesian Navy
 Master of Science in Management
Advisor: Deborah Gibbons, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Mie Augier, Global Public Policy Academic Group
Naval shipbuilding in Indonesia is developing and becoming more self-reliant with the support of the gov-
ernment, which aims to increase industry capability by applying technology transfer as defense offset policy. 
This research studies countries similar to Indonesia in applying technology transfer as the method to increase 
self-reliance in the naval shipbuilding industry. Specifically, the research compares India, Malaysia, and South 
Korea in applying technology transfer and other policies to boost self-reliance for the industry. Indonesia’s 
government has emphasized using technology transfer as the strategy to build its industry’s capability to con-
struct naval ships. Yet many countries have had only limited success using this approach to building a defense 
industry. Thus, this research considers what other strategy can be applied by the Indonesian government to 
support industry self-reliance and increase its technological capability in building naval ships. The study un-
derlines the importance of research and development for self-reliance in the defense industry, enabling Indo-
nesia to compete with other shipbuilder nations. Full Text
Keywords: shipbuilding, industry, self-reliance, offset policy, transfer of technology
INFANTRY TRAINING BATTALION: A PREDICTIVE MODEL 
FOR SUCCESS UNDER FEMALE INTEGRATION
John Dove–– Major, United States Marine Corps
Brian Richmond–– Captain, United States Marine Corps
 Master of Science in Management
Advisor: Marigee Bacolod, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Second Reader: Chad Seagren, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
In January 2016, the Department of Defense lifted restrictions barring women from serving in infantry units. 
However, since then, there have been very few women who have successfully completed the Marine Corps’ 
Infantry Training Battalion (ITB). These low graduation rates, coupled with the Commandant’s mandate that 
the Marine Corps institute a diversity goal of 10% female from its current 7 to 8%, raise concerns that the 
Marine Corps will drop training standards to meet the new manning goals. Rather than focus on standards, 
this study conducts a quantitative and qualitative analysis to identify key predictors of success and failure of 
enlisted Marines, both men and women, training at ITB East and West. The goal is to help Marine Corps 
leadership identify Marines who are most likely to graduate, thereby increasing graduation rates without hav-
ing to drop any standards. We estimate logistic regression and multinomial logistic regression models using 
data from Marine Corps’ Total Force Data Warehouse and class data from ITB West. Estimates from these 
models suggest that physical and cognitive ability are, by far, the greatest predictors of success. Unsurpris-
ingly, perhaps, given the nature of the training at ITB, we find that physical performance and physical health 
make up the preponderance, almost 80%, of failures at ITB. Specifically, the Military Occupational Specialty 
Specific Physical Standards (MSPS) account for more than 50% of the ITB failures. The significance of these 
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results suggests that Marine leadership should place a premium on readiness for the MSPS and overall physical 
health prior to sending Marines to ITB. Full Text
Keywords: United States Marine Corps, infantry, infantry training battalion, logistic regression, multinomial 
logistic regression, Military Occupational Specialty Specific Physical Standards (MSPS)
BRAC AND CRIME: EXAMINING THE EFFECTS OF AN 
INSTALLATION’S CLOSURE ON LOCAL CRIME
Justin Grieco–– Major, United States Marine Corps
 Master of Science in Management
Advisor: Marigee Bacolod, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Latika Hartmann, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The decision to close a military base can generate both positive and negative effects on the local community. 
While research exists on the positive effects of Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC), such as the increase 
in federal funding or land reclamation, my thesis examines the effects a closure has on a community’s crime 
rate. Using a difference-in-differences estimation strategy, I examine the differences in crime rates before and 
after a city had a BRAC relative to comparable control cities without such closures. First, I find significant de-
clines in crime rates due to BRAC, for both property and violent crimes. Crime rates fall faster in BRAC cities 
compared to cities that do not experience a BRAC. Second, property crimes appear to fall faster than violent 
crimes due to a BRAC. Third, demographic and economic variables also have significant effects on particular 
types of property and violent crime. Full Text
Keywords: base realignment and closure, BRAC, crime, uniform crime report, UCR, difference-in-differences
ADVANCED INFANTRY TRAINING: AN EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF (0341) 
MORTARMAN SUCCESS WHILE ATTENDING ADVANCED MORTARMAN COURSE
Joseph Larkin– –Major, United States Marine Corps
 Master of Science in Management
Advisor: Chad Seagren, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Jesse Cunha, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Much of a Marine’s training happens on the job. Therefore, it is crucial that small-unit leaders are themselves 
capable and competent. In this thesis, I study the Advanced Mortarman Course (AMC), a program that trains 
small-unit leaders who in turn disseminate the knowledge they learned to Marines in their units who have not 
attended the school. In 2016, the AMC had an attrition rate of over 40 percent, which brings into question 
both the course content and the screening and selection process. It appears that the course content is appro-
priate, and so my analysis focuses on the screening and selection process. Using personnel records of students 
who attended the AMC between 2013 to 2014, I explore the statistical relationship between the likelihood 
of graduation and observable characteristics of the students. I find that General Technical scores, proficiency 
and conduct marks, and experience as a Marine are significant determinants of success, while physical fitness 
is not. These findings can help operational commanders make better-informed decisions on which Marines 
should attend advanced training, thus ultimately reducing costs and increasing unit readiness. Full Text
Keywords: infantry, mortarman, advance, training, predictor, success, survivability
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UNIT-LEVEL VARIATIONS AND PEER INFLUENCES IN 
MENTAL HEALTH DIAGNOSES IN THE U.S. ARMY
Zhi Wen Tan–– Major, Republic of Singapore Navy
Kian Lee– –Major, Republic of Singapore Army
 Master of Science in Management
Advisor: Yu-Chu Shen, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Jesse Cunha, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
This paper uses U.S. Army personnel data from Defense Enrollment Eligibility Reporting System (DEERS), 
Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC), and TRICARE, the U.S. Department of Defense health care sys-
tem, to examine how unit-level variations in incidents of mental health diagnoses affect the likelihood of an 
individual developing mental health disorders and the effect peers have on one’s mental health outcomes. Both 
fixed- and random-effect regressions are employed to observe variations across units without unobserved 
time-invariant differences such as culture or leadership style, as well as effects of time-variant variables such as 
location and size. At the unit level, we consistently find that having more deployed, female, non-white soldiers 
and having at least one soldier who has experienced divorce and demotion are associated with an increase in 
the likelihood of an individual being diagnosed with a mental disorder and an increase in the percentage of 
individuals diagnosed with mental disorders in that unit. At the individual level, we observed that individuals 
who experienced stressful events are more likely to be diagnosed with mental health problems. Conditional to 
one’s own experience, having peers who currently have or have had stressful events in the past are also associ-
ated with a higher likelihood of developing mental health disorders. Separately, mental health diagnoses vary 
with the unit’s geographical location, but further research is needed to determine why this variation exists. 
Full Text
Keywords: peer influence, mental health, U.S. Army
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MODERNIZATION OF THE TRANSONIC AXIAL COMPRESSOR TEST RIG
Andre Byrd– Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Advisor: Anthony Gannon, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Co-Advisor: Garth Hobson, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
This work presents the design and simulation process of modernizing the Naval Postgraduate School’s tran-
sonic compressor test rig (TCR). The TCR, which exists primarily for the purpose of testing axial fans at en-
gine test speeds, is driven by an air-driven turbine that is in turn driven by a twelve-stage compressor that con-
sumes 1 MW of electric power. This work seeks improved efficiency and decreased maintenance requirements 
in the system by replacing the turbine drive with an electric drive train. The replacement of the turbine is the 
first phase in replacing various components of the TCR system, which was built in 1968, with 21st-century 
technology. Solid modeling software was used to accurately create three-dimensional models of the new test 
rig base, electric drive train housing, and other necessary components. These models were used to fabricate 
the materials. Stiffness tests and modal analysis were conducted via Finite Element Analysis (FEA) software. 
This analysis was used to design several iterations of the system. Experimental testing and observation of the 
system will start once building is complete. Full Text
Keywords: transonic axial compressor test rig
FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF SURROGATE GLASSES 
AIMED TO VALIDATE NUCLEAR FORENSIC TECHNIQUES
This paper has been recognized as outstanding by its department.
Ken Foos– Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Advisor: Claudia Luhrs, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Co-Advisor: Chun-Hsien Wu, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
The aim of this study was the fabrication and characterization of surrogate glasses to support validation of a 
nuclear forensic technique called Laser-Driven Hydrothermal Processing (LDHP). Previous examination of 
the inhomogeneous natural materials obsidian and tektite confirmed potential benefits of the LDHP tech-
nique with regard to separation of elements of interest from the bulk silica structure during processing. How-
ever, natural materials are too inhomogeneous, making it difficult to clearly determine which features were 
present in the sample before LDHP and which were caused by it. In this study, the sol–gel process involving 
acid or base catalysts was used as the fabrication method. The average elemental composition of tektite served 
as the target composition for surrogate material. Fe and Ti were introduced in solution as a salt and an alk-
oxide, respectively, to represent the presence of transition elements since no radioactive materials were used. 
Precursors for the remaining elemental components were then added to form the sol. Through variations in 
the hydrolysis, polymerization, drying, and dehydration steps, the successful fabrication of xerogel products 
sharing the elemental composition of tektite but presenting a more homogeneous distribution of phases was 





achieved. Specimens like the ones produced herein, with greater homogeneity, will be more suitable to quan-
tify the effects of applying novel forensic techniques such as LDHP. Full Text
Keywords: laser-driven hydrothermal processing, surrogate glass, sol-gel, materials fabrication
DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF A HYDROGEN COMPRESSION AND STORAGE STATION
Edward Fosson– Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Advisor: Anthony Gannon, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Co-Advisor: Andrea Holmes, Department of Physics
This research investigates the use of an electrochemical hydrogen compressor in an energy storage station. 
The electrochemical hydrogen compressor, as a solid-state device, offers the ability to continuously operate for 
long periods without the need to replace mechanical seals, lubricants, or filters. The two-part study consists 
of station design and performance testing of a commercial-off-the-shelf electrochemical hydrogen compres-
sor. Station design used American Society of Mechanical Engineers, National Fire Protection Association, 
and Compressed Gas Association standards for risk mitigation and determination of feasibility for Depart-
ment of Defense (DoD) and Navy application. Analysis of the compressor includes a comparison of actual 
field performance to ideal isothermal and adiabatic compression of hydrogen. Performance characteristics are 
investigated over a range of variable inputs for use during future optimization of the compression and storage 
station. The hydrogen compression and storage station is one subsystem of a multi-system demonstration of 
solar energy storage using hydrogen as the primary storage medium. The larger system integrates commercial-
off-the-shelf photovoltaic solar panels, solid-state hydrogen electrolyzers, solid-state electrochemical compres-
sors, and proton exchange membrane fuel cells to demonstrate renewable energy storage. The compression 
and storage station design allows for reconfiguration and further research in hydrogen technologies. Similar 
systems could be used on Navy shore installations, on expeditionary bases, and at sea to increase resiliency and 
reduce logistical demand for fuels. Full Text
Keywords: electrochemical hydrogen compressor, hydrogen compression, hydrogen storage, energy storage, 
renewable energy storage
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF A COUNTER-SWARM PROTOTYPE AIR VEHICLE
Kai Grohe– –Captain, Royal Canadian Air Force
 Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering and Master of 
Science in Engineering Science (Aerospace Engineering)
Advisor: Christopher Brophy, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Second Reader: Oleg Yakimenko, Department of Systems Engineering
Small weaponized unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) that leverage new commercially available technologies are 
an emerging low-cost and easily available threat. These inexpensive vehicles can threaten ground forces and 
warships and easily overwhelm air defenses through saturation attacks, which are cost-effective due to the low 
unit cost. Current air defense systems are designed to counter low quantities of very capable but extremely 
expensive weapons and in many cases cannot properly defend against attacks involving a large number of 
offensive weapons. To avoid the scenario of an opponent overmatching current defenses with emerging low-
cost weapons, a missile-based interceptor system is proposed. This vehicle also makes use of new low-cost, 
high-performance commercial-off-the shelf (COTS) technology to attain the required performance metrics 
and deliver a payload capable of defeating multiple units while still remaining cost-effective against the threat 
of low-cost small UAVs. This thesis describes the development of the mission, aerodynamic, structural, and 
recovery systems of a prototype vehicle, intending to show that the concept of a low-cost delivery system for a 
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counter-UAV payload is valid and worthy of further development. Completion of such a vehicle covers a gap 
in existing air defense systems, disallowing adversaries an opportunity for tactical advantage. Full Text
Keywords: counter UAV, UAV defeat, low-cost missile, missile design
DEVELOPMENT OF A NUMERICAL TOW TANK WITH WAVE 
GENERATION TO SUPPLEMENT EXPERIMENTAL EFFORTS
This paper has been recognized as outstanding by its department.
Leo Jones– –Ensign, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Advisor: Young Kwon, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Co-Advisor: Joseph Klamo, Department of Systems Engineering
This research investigates the capability of computational fluid dynamics to accurately model the performance 
of a vertically oscillating wave-generating wedge and resultant wave-induced loads on a submerged object 
in a tow tank. Specifically, the wave height, wave frequency, and unsteady forces on a submerged body were 
determined from numerous simulations and compared to experimentally measured data from nearly identi-
cal conditions as the simulations. Time histories of the water surface elevation were experimentally measured 
at various fixed locations in the tank to characterize the wave propagation. Once the wave environment was 
verified as being accurately captured, a fully submerged body was included in the experimental and simulated 
tanks. Identical waves were generated in both the physical and numerical environments and passed over a 
square–cross section submerged body that was located near the surface. The experimentally measured and 
numerically simulated unsteady forces and moments on the body were compared. The model captured loads 
experienced by the body quite accurately at low wavelengths yet overestimated loads at higher wavelengths. 
Future studies should further refine simulation mesh resolution and investigate loads experienced by different 
geometries at a variety of depths to better understand over-prediction at large wavelengths. Full Text
Keywords: numerical wave generation, wedge-shaped wave maker, computational fluid dynamics, CFD, loads 
on near-surface submerged body
STABILITY CRITERIA ANALYSIS FOR LANDING CRAFT UTILITY
Kyriakos Roussopoulos– Lieutenant, Hellenic Navy
 Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Advisor: Fotis Papoulias, Department of Systems Engineering
Co-Advisor: Jarema Didoszak, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Currently used Landing Craft Utility (LCU) stability criteria may not be optimal for the typical coastal transits 
of those vessels. Therefore, this study examines the intact transverse static and dynamic stability of the LCU in 
order to recommend more appropriate criteria for short-range transits. The analysis mainly uses the Program 
of Ship Salvage Engineering (POSSE) software and the standard Ship Motion Program (SMP) to model a sto-
chastic sea state, simulate the LCU’s loading conditions, and predict the craft’s dynamic responses in certain 
sea state conditions. The LCU’s static transverse stability is derived by the POSSE software in terms of right-
ing arm diagrams for different loading conditions, while the SMP software determines the dynamic transverse 
stability. The SMP analysis is based on seakeeping theory, using sea-spectra model techniques to determine the 
LCU’s roll-angle dynamic responses. Based on these simulation results, the study evaluates the currently used 
stability criteria and arrives at new dynamic stability recommendations and improved operational limits. These 
may be further refined by using hull appendage implementations in follow-on studies. Full Text
Keywords: stability, criteria, landing, craft, utility
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ANALYSIS OF AN IMPROVED SOLAR-POWERED HYDROGEN GENERATION 
SYSTEM FOR SUSTAINED RENEWABLE ENERGY PRODUCTION
This paper has been recognized as outstanding by its department.
Sen Feng Yu– –Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Advisor: Garth Hobson, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Co-Advisor: Andrea Holmes, Department of Physics
Second Reader: Anthony Gannon, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
The purpose of this thesis was to implement a data collection method to measure and characterize the perfor-
mance of a renewable hydrogen generation system and improve the system reliability for continuous operation. 
While the power consumption for the dehumidifiers was constant, the amount of water produced depended 
on the ambient condition. To produce enough water to meet electrolyzer demand, more dehumidifiers should 
be added. Water production using dehumidification accounted for the majority of the energy consumption. 
The electrolyzer demonstrated great flexibility in operating with intermittent power. As the power available 
increased, the amount of hydrogen produced increased, while the efficiency of the electrolyzer decreased. The 
fuel cell supplied power to a wide range of loads that were less than 100 W. As with the electrolyzer, as the fuel 
cell power output increased, efficiency decreased. Hydrogen production using renewable energy has proved 
effective. Hydrogen produced was only used to generate electric power using a fuel cell, but other hydrogen-
powered applications should also be considered to broaden the use of hydrogen within the Department of 
Defense. Lastly, other means of producing water should also be investigated to improve the overall efficiency 
of the hydrogen production system. Full Text
Keywords: renewable energy, water, dehumidifier, electrolysis, electrolyzer, hydrogen, PEM fuel cell, fuel cell, 
efficiency
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USING THE LAGRANGIAN METHOD TO TRACK TRAJECTORIES 
OF FOG AND MIST IN THE MONTEREY BAY
Christopher Ayala– –Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Meteorology and Physical Oceanography
Advisor: Wendell Nuss, Department of Meteorology
Second Reader: Kurt Nielsen, Department of Meteorology
The military forecaster is challenged with predicting the outcome of the operational atmospheric environment 
for the warfighter on a daily basis. The caveat is that most operational forecast professionals complete their 
task without the benefit of an advanced meteorology or atmospheric science degree. One of the most difficult 
weather conditions to predict is the onset and the dissipation of fog and low stratus. Coastal California in the 
summer has one of the highest rates of fog and low stratus in the world, and the United States Navy possesses 
a large fleet concentration area that operates in the gloomy Eastern Pacific throughout the year. From May 
through August, training and mission requirements become problematic due to low marine layer cloud decks 
and diminishing visibility due to fog and mist; all the while, the operational forecaster is expected to provide 
the best forecast possible during these grim weather conditions. To assist the operational forecaster, this study 
collects data in the fog-rich environment of Monterey Bay for June and July 2016. Backtracking trajectories 
via the Lagrangian method provided significant insight as to how air parcels can change characteristics from 
warm and dry to cool and moist and vice versa. By gathering over 3,500 weather observations for Monterey 
Bay, the Monterey airport and the Salinas airport, along with tracking 48-hour trajectory data, patterns were 
identified, and fog formation and dissipation hypotheses were developed. Full Text
Keywords: fog, marine layer, California, coastal
QUANTIFYING FACTORS AFFECTING OPTICAL TURBULENCE PROPAGATION 
USING A CONTROLLED TOWED VEHICLE FROM AN AIRCRAFT
Alonzo Ingram Jr.– Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Meteorology and Physical Oceanography
Advisor: Qing Wang, Department of Meteorology
Second Reader: Peter Guest, Department of Meteorology
High-Energy Laser (HEL) systems are advantageous for their precision against small surface targets, le-
thality, and ability to deliver power. Yet their performance is impacted by atmospheric turbulence and 
aerosols. It is thus crucial to quantify such atmospheric effects to aid the optical system design and/or to 
predict their operational conditions. The main objective of this study is to quantify optical turbulence in 
the marine atmospheric boundary layer that impacts ship-based optical systems. I utilized measurements 
from the Coupled Air Sea Processes and Electromagnetic Ducting Research (CASPER) East field campaign. 
In particular, the Controlled Towed Vehicle (CTV) tethered to the CIRPAS Twin Otter research aircraft was 
analyzed for horizontal and vertical variabilities of the structure function parameter, Cn2, and the associ-
ated components of temperature, humidity, and the cross-correlation between the two. I identified the 
predominant contributions of temperature perturbations to Cn2 similar to that over land. The effects of 
water vapor are negligibly small. However, temperature and humidity correlations can contribute 20% of 
the total Cn2 in unstable conditions. In stable conditions, this term becomes consistently negative. The 
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dependence of Cn2 on wind speed and thermal stability was illustrated using individual examples as well 
as all available data. Full Text
Keywords: scintillation, Cn2, Controlled Towed Vehicle (CTV), CASPER-East, air-sea temperature differ-
ence (ASTD), thermo-stability, High-Energy Laser (HEL), Electromagnetic (EM), Electro-Optical (EO)
THE EFFECTS OF EARTH’S ROTATION ON THE LATE SUBMARINE WAKE
David Lorfeld–Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Meteorology and Physical Oceanography
Advisor: Timour Radko, Department of Oceanography
Co-Advisor: John Joseph, Department of Oceanography
Detection and tracking of submarines by acoustic means alone has become increasingly difficult due to quieter 
submarines, which underscores the need for non-acoustic detection methods. One hydrodynamic method 
available is through wake detection and the tracking of the resulting vortices created by the turbulence. Until 
now, it has been assumed that these vortices have large enough Rossby numbers such that the rotation of the 
Earth can be ignored. This study examines the vortices that persist in the late submarine wake and explores 
the effects of rotation on the detectable characteristics of these wakes. Numerical simulations were used to 
model the vortices in the late submarine wake with and without rotation. Comparisons between these results 
have shown that the direction of rotation of vortices in the late submarine wake are affected by the rotation of 
the Earth and that Coriolis force must be taken into account. Full Text
Keywords: pancake vortices, stratified wake, late wake, rotation, Coriolis force, cyclonic and anticyclonic 
vorticity
DIURNAL SEA BREEZE EFFECTS ON NEARSHORE TEMPERATURE 
VARIABILITY IN SOUTHERN MONTEREY BAY
Aaron Morrone– Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Meteorology and Physical Oceanography
Advisor: Jamie MacMahan, Department of Oceanography
Second Reader: Ed Thornton, Department of Oceanography
Forty-five days of co-located temperature and velocity profiles were obtained from two cross-shore arrays 
spanning between water depths of 5m and 10m (100m in the cross-shore and 150m in the alongshore) off 
Del Monte Beach, CA in southern Monterey Bay. A canonical day, based on local time, is chosen due to the 
occurrence of diurnal sea breeze that is commonly observed in the bay. Under relatively weak cross-shore 
wind- (<0.03 Pa) and wave-forcing (Hrms<0.5m), afternoon temperatures warm ~1.5°C in 5m and 10m water 
depths. The cross-shore heat flux (CHF) reaches a maximum of 4x105W/m in the afternoon in 10m water 
depth, while the CHF remains at zero throughout the day in 5m water depth. The relative difference in water 
temperature between 5m and 10m water depths results in ~0.5°C increase at 5m and corresponds with the 
trends in CHF. During night, under minimal wind forcing, the CHF at 10m water depth decreases to near 
zero and the water temperature increases by ~0.3°C compared to 5m water depth. The location of the zero 
CHF represents a canonical day surface transport barrier where material accumulates, which described herein 
is heat. Full Text
Keywords: nearshore, flux, temperature variability, cross-shore heat flux, surface heat flux, diurnal, sea breeze, 
boundary, warming
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EPISODIC CHANGES IN LAGOON WATER LEVELS DUE TO 
EPHEMERAL RIVER BREACHING AND CLOSURE EVENTS
Jeffrey Scooler– Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Meteorology and Physical Oceanography
Advisor: Mara Orescanin, Department of Oceanography
Second Reader: Jamie MacMahan, Department of Oceanography
Carmel River, near Carmel, California, is a seasonally open, ephemeral river that has a basin of 660 km². Dur-
ing the dry summer months, the barrier beach is built across the river mouth, limiting water exchange. Pre-
cipitation during the winter months increases the discharge within the river until water levels are sufficiently 
high to breach the barrier beach. Observations during the 2016–2017 winter allowed for a dynamic balance 
between discharge, wave forcing, and tidal exchange that led to several distinct breaching and closure events. 
The initial breach occurred after the first major precipitation event but was insufficient to keep the river open, 
owing to wave forcing at the mouth. Wave penetration into the estuary through overtopping and upstream 
propagation is routinely observed during this stage. In order to evaluate the conditions responsible for the 
intermittent opening and closing of the inlet, water level, wave, tidal and discharge data were collected. With 
this data, a momentum balance was developed to estimate the ocean forcing (tides and waves) as compared to 
discharge. It is hypothesized that a critical discharge is required to maintain an open river mouth, depending 
on offshore wave forcing. Full Text
Keywords: Carmel River, overtopping, breaching, closure
LONG-RANGE FORECASTING OF THE ONSET OF SOUTHWEST 
MONSOON WINDS AND WAVES NEAR THE HORN OF AFRICA
Gary Vines– –Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Meteorology and Physical Oceanography
Advisor: Tom Murphree, Department of Meteorology
Co-Advisor: Megan Hutchins, Climo Department Head, Fleet Numerical 
Meteorology and Oceanography Command, Monterey, California
The Asian southwest monsoon (SWM) east of the Horn of Africa (HOA) is important in planning and con-
ducting maritime operations in this region. Skillful subseasonal to seasonal (S2S) forecasts of the SWM’s onset 
are needed for operational planning but are not yet available. We investigated the potential for S2S forecasting 
of the onset of SWM surface winds and ocean surface waves off HOA by analyzing global atmospheric and 
oceanic variables and three onset states: early, normal, and late. We identified relationships between variables, 
precursor conditions for each state, and potential predictors for each state. We used the predictors to conduct 
48 years of hindcasting. We assessed the skill of the hindcasts and identified two Pacific sea surface tempera-
ture (SST) predictors with a high potential to contribute to S2S forecasts of the onset. These results indicate 
that El Niño / La Niña (ENLN) variations are important in generating early, normal, and late onsets but are 
not the only factors. The mechanisms that link remote SSTs to the onset appear to involve anomalous tropi-
cal Rossby–Kelvin waves that extend across the western tropical Pacific and the Indian Ocean–south Asian 
regions. Full Text
Keywords: climate, climate variations, climate analysis, long-range forecasting, subseasonal to seasonal, Horn 
of Africa, Somali Jet, Indian Ocean, maritime continent, south Asia, southwest monsoon, El Niño, La Niña, 
Madden-Julian Oscillation, Indian Ocean Dipole
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QUANTIFYING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AGE-RELATED COMORBIDITIES AND 
QUALITY-OF-LIFE MEASURES AMONG HIV-POSITIVE ACTIVE DUTY U.S. MILITARY
Joseph Cirillo– Ensign, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Operations Research
Advisor: Andrew Anglemyer, Department of Operations Research
Second Reader: Lyn Whitaker, Department of Operations Research
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) is a well-studied disease that remains prevalent in the United States. 
While the risk of death from HIV has decreased, the disease still claims lives each year. Beyond mortality 
rates, there is great interest in understanding and improving health-related quality of life (HRQOL) in infected 
persons. HRQOL is driven by an individual’s health perceptions, physical functionality, and psychological 
well-being and is influenced by community and environmental indicators. Studies of HRQOL are gener-
ally associated with healthcare use, disability diagnoses, assessment of behavioral risk, and common health 
outcomes: mortality and morbidity. The HRQOL of U.S. military members infected with HIV is a prevalent 
area of research. Increased understanding of service members infected with HIV, and subsequently how their 
quality of life persists with the disease, is critical for maintaining and improving military readiness and capa-
bilities. The purpose of this study is to further analyze the association between age-related comorbidities and 
quality-of-life measures specifically among HIV-positive active duty service members. Full Text
Keywords: data analysis, health related quality of life, age-related comorbidities, HIV, active duty
OPTIMAL SEMI-ADAPTIVE SEARCH WITH FALSE TARGETS
John McCray– Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Operations Research
Advisor: Johannes Royset, Department of Operations Research
Second Reader: Dashi Singham, Department of Operations Research
Searchers frequently encounter the presence of false targets or clutter, which appears indistinguishable from 
the real target and must be identified in a second stage of the search. False targets can significantly impede 
search operations, such as underwater recovery and mine warfare, when contact investigation is costly. Current 
literature optimizes these searches by applying Bayesian updates to the prior distributions for the real and false 
targets, in what is called a semi-adaptive search. We take full advantage of intermediate search results, along 
with soft information about the target, to build up-to-date maximum likelihood estimates of the location of 
the real target and the distribution of the clutter. Using these estimates in place of the priors, we update and 
improve the allocation of search effort as the operation progresses. In a detailed simulation study, this new 
approach increases the probability of finding the target by up to 12% over the optimal semi-adaptive plan 
without such estimates. These gains are robust to variation in the false-target density, time to identify false 
targets, and total search time available. Full Text
Keywords: optimal search, semi-adaptive, false target, probability estimation
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AIRBORNE TACTICAL CROSSLOAD PLANNER
Simon Youngblut– Captain, United States Army
 Master of Science in Operations Research
Advisor: Gerald Brown, Department of Operations Research
Second Reader: Samuel Huddleston, Department of Operations Research
Planning airborne operations for a flight of aircraft to drop heavy equipment and paratroopers on a target 
dropzone is complicated. This thesis presents the Tactical Crossload Planner (TCP), an optimization-based 
decision support tool that rapidly devises a tactical crossload (a combination of paratroopers and equipment) 
to be loaded on multiple heterogeneous aircraft for delivery in one or two low passes over a target dropzone. 
The optimization model captures an airborne commander’s intent and best reflects priorities for the opera-
tion while meeting detailed operational requirements set out in the Airborne Standard Operating Procedure 
(ASOP). Full Text
Keywords: crossload, airborne, optimization, integer linear programming, paratrooper
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SMALL-SCALE SURF ZONE GEOMETRIC ROUGHNESS
Ami Hansen– Lieutenant, Royal Australian Navy
 Master of Science in Physical Oceanography
Advisor: Jamie MacMahan, Department of Oceanography
Second Reader: Mara Orescanin, Department of Oceanography
Measurements of small-scale (O(mm)) geometric roughness (kϝ,) associated with breaking wave foam were 
obtained within the surf zone on a sandy beach near Monterey, California. The kϝ is described by the vertical 
standard deviation of the foamy sea-surface elevation and was estimated using stereo imagery techniques. A 
waterproof two-camera system with self-logging and internal power was developed using commercial-off-the-
shelf components and commercial software for operations 1m above the sea surface within the surf zone. The 
kϝ of surf zone foam ranged from 1.7mm to 6.3mm with a mean of 3.2mm and confidence interval of 0.4mm 
for 57 stereo images; this is based on consistent area of 9cm² (3cmx3cm). The tested stereo vertical error is 
0.43mm, consistent with published errors for stereo cameras. kϝ is biased by the spatial area of estimate, with 
increasing geometric roughness occurring with increasing spatial area. This is associated with removal of a 
two-dimensional, two-element polynomial plane. The measured foam kϝ estimates are larger than the sug-
gested bubble roughness of 2mm. Data fitting between the measured surf-zone roughness and aerodynamic 
roughness suggests that the scaling parameter (β) between aerodynamic and geometric roughness is the same 
order of magnitude and very similar to land-based β estimates. Full Text
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ACTINIDE ISOTOPE RATIOS MEASURED BY RESONANCE IONIZATION 
MASS SPECTROMETRY: OPTIMIZATION OF IONIZATION SCHEMES 
AND DEMONSTRATION USING NUCLEAR FALLOUT
Drake Brewster– Captain, United States Army
 Master of Science in Physics
Advisor: Craig Smith, Department of Physics
Second Reader: Brett Isselhardt, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Resonance Ionization Mass Spectrometry is a technology for analysis of isotopic composition of samples that 
was developed as early as the 1980s. Since its development, technological advancements have enabled instru-
ments such as the Laser Ionization of Neutrals instrument at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory to 
deliver high-yield isotope ratios with an accuracy within 1% at high measurement efficiency while remaining 
relatively free of isobaric interferences. The instrument has recently been successfully used to quantify ura-
nium isotope ratios in nuclear fallout debris. The work in this thesis explored three pathways necessary for the 
development of a field-deployable instrument. The first pathway addressed was a feasibility study that showed 
current continuous-wave laser technology incompatible with the ionization approach taken in the current La-
ser Ionization of Neutrals instrument. Next, new one- and two-color uranium resonance ionization schemes 
were tested that showed an increase in uranium signal by 62% by accessing a low-lying excited state. The final 
experimental investigation studied the effects of carbon coating and implantation on nuclear fallout samples, 
showing a factor of two increase in the signal-to-noise ratio achieved during measurement of uranium isotope 
ratios. Full Text
Keywords: Resonance Ionization Mass Spectroscopy, RIMS
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SPACE-BASED SPACE SURVEILLANCE LOGISTICS CASE STUDY: A 
QUALITATIVE PRODUCT SUPPORT ELEMENT ANALYSIS
Jared Eros– Civilian, Department of the Air Force
 Master of Science in Program Management
Advisor: Brad Naegle, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: John Dillard, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
This research provides a qualitative analysis of the logistics impacts, effects, and sustainment challenges pre-
sented to the Space-Based Space Surveillance Block 10 System. Two large program changes were the focus of 
this study: a change in operations concept from a contractor-operated to a USG/Blue Suit–operated system 
and a change in system security level. The qualitative analysis/case study was conducted using the 10 core 
Product Support Elements (PSEs) as outlined in the Defense Acquisition University’s Integrated Product 
Support Element Guidebook. Findings presented that all 10 of the PSEs were affected, with 6 of the 10 core 
PSEs requiring substantial adjustment. Manpower and Personnel was arguably the PSE most affected by both 
system changes. Full Text
Keywords: logistics, space, product support elements
AN ANALYSIS OF THE BENEFITS AND APPLICATION OF EARNED VALUE 
MANAGEMENT (EVM) PROJECT MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES FOR DOD 
PROGRAMS THAT DO NOT MEET DOD POLICY THRESHOLDS
Randy Schneider– Civilian, Department of the Army
Joseph Sparks– Civilian, Department of the Army
Pamela Yerkovich– –Civilian, Department of the Army
 Master of Science in Program Management
Advisor: Robert Mortlock, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Co-Advisor: Raymond Jones, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
The primary objective of this research was to demonstrate how Earned Value Management (EVM) principles 
can be applicable for non-major programs that spend money within the Department of Defense. This Joint 
Applied Project provided a tailorable EVM approach, both for contracts that do not meet the threshold and 
contracts that have a waiver and need modified levels of cost, schedule, and performance reporting. The 
immediate objective of this research project was to examine the question: Can the application of EVM-Lite 
project management techniques improve the reporting metrics to assess acquisition category (ACAT) II and 
III cost and schedule performance trends across programs? The JAP examined the background of present 
cost and schedule reporting currently being used for non-major DoD programs. A comparative analysis was 
conducted on ACAT II and III programs to define the key issues related to accuracy, completeness, and con-
sistency with data received by the contractor to measure performance. The results indicated that by the use 
of EVM techniques, ACAT II and III programs can improve data reliability and effectively measure cost and 
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schedule performance. An example of the EVM concepts was demonstrated as a starting point and where 
tailoring is appropriate. Full Text
Keywords: earned value management, EVM, EVMS, performance measurement baseline, integrated master 
schedule
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SET-BASED DESIGN: FLEET ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN 2030-2035
David Alessandria–Lieutenant, United States Navy
Isa Al-Jawder– –Lieutenant, United States Navy
Eric Clow– –Lieutenant, United States Navy
Carlos Maldonado– Lieutenant, United States Navy
Jeremiah Medina– Lieutenant, United States Navy
Brandon Nichols– Lieutenant, United States Navy
Timothy Uchida– Lieutenant, United States Navy
Master of Science in Systems Engineering Analysis
Advisor: Fotis Papoulias, Department of Systems Engineering
Co-Advisor: Robert Dell, Department of Operations Research
This report outlines a design methodology and provides a recommendation for an alternative fleet architecture 
to the United States naval force for 2030–2035. While there are many methods and techniques to generate 
future fleet alternatives, Set-Based Design (SBD) is used in this report to generate a future fleet architecture. 
SBD principles maintain multiple requirements and leave design options open late into the development cycle 
without committing to any specific designs. The purpose of leaving multiple design options open until the 
very end is to reduce the amount of rework and cost overruns if requirements change. As the design timeline 
concludes, SBD uses empirical data to collapse focus to the final design solution. To implement SBD in this 
report, the team developed a computer model to optimize ship and platform choices simultaneously across 
eight critical warfare areas based on multiple user defined inputs. This theoretical optimized fleet is measured 
against unique measures of effectiveness to verify its validity for future operations. This method of analysis 
proposes a future fleet architecture consisting of 297 fighting ships, 88 Military Sealift Command ships, and 
566 unmanned vehicles. Full Text
Keywords: set based design, future fleet design, fleet architecture
A ROADMAP OF THE FUTURE OF MINE COUNTERMEASURES
Deana Archambault, Tina Baxter, Jason Boxerman, Christopher Harrington, 
Lauren Hawkins, Susan Johnson, Benjamin Mitchell, and Lisa Winsett
Master of Science in Systems Engineering and Master of Science in Engineering Systems
Advisor: Eugene Paulo, Department of Systems Engineering
Co-Advisor: Gregory Miller, Department of Systems Engineering
Co-Advisor: Paul Beery, Department of Systems Engineering
Co-Advisor: Rick Williams, Department of Systems Engineering
As the U.S. Navy plans to retire the legacy mine countermeasures (MCM) systems in the mid-2020s, it has 
become evident that the Navy has a need to evaluate its MCM posture for the 2040 timeframe and beyond. 
This report investigates the current and projected mine warfare (MIW) threat and associated enabling tech-
The following theses and capstone project reports were produced by residential or distance-learning 
students in the systems-engineering curriculum. The degrees awarded include Masters of Science 
in Systems Engineering, Systems Engineering Analysis and Systems Engineering Management.
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nologies to formulate the 2040 MCM scenario. Analysis of the 2040 scenario reveals several capability gaps 
that are utilized to formulate two overarching goals for future MCM systems: 1) reduce the MCM timeline 
and 2) improve the probability of mine detection. To resolve the capability gaps and attain the future MCM 
goals, a functional architecture is presented, and five key technologies that enable significant improvements 
are examined. To determine how the U.S. Navy will attain the future functional architecture, time-dependent 
extrapolations of the five enabling technologies determine the expected performance and potential shortcom-
ings that will need to be addressed in order for the systems to mature in stride with future needs. Full Text
Keywords: mine countermeasures, mine warfare, capability gaps, mine countermeasure goals, 2040 time-
frame, roadmap, trend lines
COST, SCHEDULE, AND PERFORMANCE ELEMENTS FOR 
COMPARISON OF HYDRODYNAMIC MODELS OF NEAR-SURFACE 
UNMANNED UNDERWATER VEHICLE OPERATIONS
Robert Bartnicki, Alison Bell, Matthew Bolen, Nathan Rice, and Andrew Zirkelbach
 Master of Science in Systems Engineering and Master of Science in Engineering Systems
Advisor: Joseph Klamo, Department of Systems Engineering
Co-Advisor: Gregory Miller, Department of Systems Engineering
As emerging technology spurs new requirements for the development and acquisition of increasingly advanced 
military platforms, the defense acquisition community needs a comprehensive decision-support framework to 
make informed investment decisions for software selection. Through a determination of key characteristics 
that form the basis of a decision process, this report outlines a framework for software selection that includes 
cost, schedule, and performance considerations. Furthermore, the resultant software selection criteria are sub-
ject to a practical demonstration to compare the following software packages that predict hydrodynamic loads: 
Standard Ship Motion Program (SMP), SUBMOT, Aegir, and Large Amplitude Motion Program (LAMP). 
The creation of a uniform set of simulation input data, for use with these four candidate software packages, 
details this selection process. We present a comparison of the software-generated data with experiment data 
gathered from tow tank trials as an analysis of tradeoffs between cost, schedule, performance, and simula-
tion fidelity. The practical demonstration showed that Aegir and LAMP were more labor-intensive than the 
other software packages and that Aegir and LAMP simulation results were typically closer to the scale-model 
experiment results. Resulting recommendations include decision-support framework application and fidelity 
analysis prior to software selection for most effective program support. Full Text
Keywords: software fidelity, software acquisition, software cost, unmanned undersea vehicle, UUV, decision 
support framework
AN EVALUATION OF SHIPYARD PRACTICES AND THEIR CORRELATION TO SHIP COSTS
Stephan Brock– Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Systems Engineering
Advisor: Fotis Papoulias, Department of Systems Engineering
Co-Advisor: William Solitario, Department of Systems Engineering
Arleigh Burke–class destroyers are produced by Bath Iron Works in Bath, Maine and Huntington Ingalls In-
dustries in Pascagoula, Mississippi. This thesis evaluates the processes executed by the acquisition community 
and selected the shipbuilders at the Ingalls shipyard to discover opportunities to gain efficiency in the overall 
ship acquisition process. The methods of research include analysis of empirical earned value management 
data, evaluation of the procurement contract, and an observational tour of the Ingalls shipyard conducted in 
August 2017. Exploring the problem space and shareholders with the power and interest to effect change re-
veals four main focus areas in which appropriate action may result in more efficient shipbuilding. These four 
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areas are the macro-processes that take place off the shipyard, micro-processes that take place on the shipyard, 
the shipyard’s layout and infrastructure, and the procurement contract. The results of the analyses of each of 
these areas revealed several opportunities for improvement. This thesis culminates with a list of recommenda-
tions for respective stakeholders that, if carried out, will improve cost efficiency, schedule adherence, and ship 
quality at the Ingalls shipyard. Full Text
Keywords: shipbuilding, shipyard, Ingalls shipyard, process improvement, cost efficiency, Huntington Ingalls 
Industries, earned value management
INVESTIGATION OF REQUIREMENTS AND CAPABILITIES OF NEXT-
GENERATION MINE WARFARE UNMANNED UNDERWATER VEHICLES
Miguel Camacho, David Galindo, Daniel Herrington, Thomas Johnson, Ali 
Olinger, James Sovel, William Stith, Jeffrey Wade, and Peter Walker
Master of Science in Systems Engineering and Master of Science in Engineering Systems
Advisor: Gregory Miller, Department of Systems Engineering
Co-Advisor: Paul Beery, Department of Systems Engineering
Co-Advisor: Eugene Paulo, Department of Systems Engineering
This report identifies the system characteristics that have the largest impact on mine counter-measure (MCM) 
unmanned underwater vehicle (UUV) performance. Model-based systems engineering (MBSE) tools, includ-
ing functional flow block diagrams and functional hierarchies, are used to logically define MCM UUV opera-
tions and support the development of alternative concepts of operations. A discrete-event simulation is used 
to model operations for a designof experiments–selected set of system characteristic combinations. Statistical 
analysis is applied to simulation outputs to identify UUV design characteristics with the most significant im-
pact on the time taken for an MCM UUV to perform the detect-and-classify mission. The main conclusions of 
this study are that the most important system characteristics for MCM UUVs are UUV travel speed and sensor 
width and that bandwidth limitations for subsurface communications eliminate expected benefits of constant 
communication between UUVs and their parent vessels. Full Text
Keywords: model-based systems engineering, unmanned underwater vehicles, modeling and simulation, mine 
warfare, mine countermeasures, near term capability improvements, real time analysis, RTA, communications, 
functional flow block diagrams, system models, system architecture
A LOW-FIDELITY SIMULATION TO EXAMINE THE DESIGN 
SPACE FOR AN EXPENDABLE ACTIVE DECOY
Devon Cartwright– –Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Systems Engineering
Advisor: Alejandro Hernandez, Department of Systems Engineering
Co-Advisor: Oleg Yakimenko, Department of Systems Engineering
Second Reader: Brian Connett, Systems Engineering Doctoral Candidate
A new type of expendable radar decoy, one that leverages the advances in technology of the last 50 years, is 
required to improve the survivability of non-stealth aircraft against radar-guided threats. This thesis applies 
modeling and simulation–based systems engineering to explore the design space of a notional active expend-
able decoy to determine the combination of key performance parameters that will maximize probability of 
survival. The thesis focuses on development of a Microsoft Excel–based simulator, which accepts inputs from 
the user, uses a nearly orthogonal Latin hypercube experimental design, and performs multiple simulator runs 
with stochastic model variables. The final output includes statistical analysis of results to provide the user with 
the best combination of design variables to improve survivability against specified threat parameters. Results 
show that either low power with high gain or high power with low gain was the best combination for maxi-
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mizing probability of survival. In addition, low-altitude deployments are to be avoided unless the missile is 
very near the target aircraft. The results provided by the tool are notional, based on realistic approximations 
of radar, aircraft, and decoy systems. The results will inform the acquisition strategy of NAVAIR. Full Text
Keywords: expendable active decoy, EAD, radar countermeasures, modeling and simulation based systems 
engineering, MSBSE
DEVELOPMENT OF SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE TO INVESTIGATE 
THE IMPACT OF INTEGRATED AIR AND MISSILE DEFENSE 
IN A DISTRIBUTED LETHALITY ENVIRONMENT
Justin Davis– –Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Systems Engineering
Advisor: Paul Beery, Department of Systems Engineering
Second Reader: Eugene Paulo, Department of Systems Engineering
The proliferation of enemy threat capabilities necessitates increased innovation and a shift in tactical para-
digm. The latest strategy pursued by the U.S. Navy is the concept of distributed lethality (DL), an offensive 
concept that utilizes small groups of ships incorporating deception techniques and distributed weapon sys-
tems in order to gain a tactical advantage. This thesis applies a standardized systems-engineering approach 
to investigate the impact of conducting existing integrated air and missile defense (IAMD) operations in the 
context of this DL concept. An analysis is conducted through the development of an integrated systems archi-
tecture and the evaluation of the defined architecture using discrete-event simulation. The analysis identifies 
key performance drivers and operational decisions that balance conflicting requirements for IAMD and DL. 
The results indicate an average of 11 percent increase in the number of enemy forces killed when conducting 
a combined mission. This improved lethality required increased vulnerability, resulting in an average increase 
of half of a hit on defended assets. While the core concepts of DL and IAMD are vastly different, a combined 
architecture will result in efficient execution of both missions and increased effectiveness of naval forces. Full 
Text
Keywords: distributed lethality, Integrated Air and Missile Defense, systems architecture, model based sys-
tems engineering, surface warfare
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT OF SOFTWARE-DEFINED RADIO SYSTEMS
Bradley Detwiler–Civilian, Department of the Navy
 Master of Science in Systems Engineering Management
Advisor: Kristin Giammarco, Department of Systems Engineering
Second Reader: Walter Owen, Department of Systems Engineering
In the past, radios of any type were uniform across the entire United States Marine Corps (USMC) arsenal 
and were completely interchangeable. Now that they are software-defined, each radio can be unique. The con-
figuration management challenge presented by this diversity in the radio inventory motivates the following 
research questions: 1. How can the USMC maintain the flexibility required to tailor equipment for unique mis-
sions without introducing interoperability issues? 2. How can the USMC achieve configuration management 
of software-defined radios to ensure reliable battlefield communications? This thesis reveals an unintended 
consequence resulting from the development of software-defined radios and explores possible solution con-
cepts. Three solution concepts were developed and analyzed to determine not only how well they answer these 
two key questions but also how they might affect existing doctrine, organization, training, materiel, leadership, 
personnel, facilities, and policy (DOTMLPF-P) of the Marine Corps. Although no single solution concept 
was selected over the others, this thesis explores the trade space among all three and points out strengths and 
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weaknesses of each, then goes on to recommend future work that could be performed to take the exploration 
to the next level. Full Text
Keywords: software defined radio
QUALIFICATION AND CERTIFICATION OF 3D-PRINTED PARTS FOR NAVAL SHIPS
Kristopher DeVisser– –Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Systems Engineering
Advisor: Paul Beery, Department of Systems Engineering
Co-Advisor: William Solitario, Department of Systems Engineering
This thesis defines and assesses necessary qualification and certification procedures for 3D-printed parts to be 
used onboard U.S. naval ships. This study is motivated by the milestones outlined in the Department of the 
Navy’s Additive Manufacturing Implementation Plan, specifically the need for in-depth analysis of the qualifi-
cation and certification of 3D-printed parts. Supporting the research, optimal printing types are identified and 
specific parameters strongly correlated with part strength are decomposed. Using this information, physical 
architectures were developed to define a hierarchy of 3D printing echelons and their capabilities. Addition-
ally, this thesis develops part-request and data flow charts, identifies part categories applicable for 3D print-
ing, and assesses essential settings for part qualification as well as testing procedures for certification. A part 
infill demonstration solidifies the need for careful consideration of print parameters when printing 3D parts. 
Utilizing the knowledge gained by the demonstration, two non-destructive evaluation methods, radiography 
and thermal imaging, were used to perform experiments that provide insights for part certification standards. 
These methods were chosen since they could be performed onboard without extreme cost, equipment, or 
space requirements. The results identified the trade space for certification for each method, and areas of future 
work were acknowledged. Full Text
Keywords: 3D printing, additive, manufacturing, architecture, nondestructive, evaluation, X-ray, radiography, 
thermal, imager, parts, infill, diamond, hexagonal, shipyard, naval, warfare, center, lab, ship, fused, deposition, 
modeling, laser, sintering, Navy
IMPROVEMENTS IN OPERATIONAL READINESS BY DISTRIBUTING MANUFACTURING 
CAPABILITY IN THE SUPPLY CHAIN THROUGH ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING
Matthew Einhorn– –Major, United States Army
 Master of Science in Systems Engineering
Advisor: Matthew Boensel, Department of Systems Engineering
Co-Advisor: Paul Beery, Department of Systems Engineering
This report assesses the effects that additive manufacturing has on unit operational readiness (OR) rates when 
used as part of a distributed manufacturing system. It provides an overview of the relevant Army supply and 
maintenance policies that affect the OR rate along with centralized and distributed armanufacturing concepts. 
Additionally, the report compares and contrasts traditional and advanced manufacturing methods with addi-
tive manufacturing. This work decomposes the additive manufacturing processes into 11 primary functions. 
The time requirements for five of these functions are experimentally evaluated, providing the portion of time 
that each function contributes to the total additive manufacturing process. The results indicate that the print-
ing time constitutes more than 95 percent of the total additive manufacturing time, suggesting that estimated 
print time is an acceptable surrogate for total manufacturing time. Full Text
Keywords: additive manufacturing (AM), advanced manufacturing, distributed manufacturing, maintainabil-




DEVELOPMENT OF OPTIMAL STRESSOR SCENARIOS 
FOR NEW OPERATIONAL ENERGY SYSTEMS
Geoffrey Fastabend– –Lieutenant, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Systems Engineering
Advisor: Alejandro Hernandez, Department of Systems Engineering
Second Reader: Eugene Paulo, Department of Systems Engineering
This thesis leverages a previously developed and tested simulation model for operational energy–related sys-
tems in order to develop better stressor scenarios for acceptance testing. Analyzing the previous model using 
a design of experiments (DOE) and regression analysis provides critical information about the associated 
operational environment factors and their relationships that directly affected system performance. A nearly 
orthogonal Latin hypercube (NOLH) is used to expeditiously and effectively understand the entirety of the 
scenario space. This experimentation method identifies the most stressful combinations of the operational 
factors that can be used to test system performance. Under these maximally severe scenarios, a revised set of 
system requirements emerge from experimentation. The resulting system requirements can be used to revisit 
the design requirements and develop a more robust system. This process can be adopted by testing and ac-
ceptance agencies to further examine new technologies. Full Text
Keywords: systems engineering, modeling, simulation, foraging, nearly orthogonal Latin hypercube, Extend-
Sim
MODELING AND OPTIMIZING GREEN MICROGRIDS AT REMOTE U.S. NAVY ISLANDS
Kyle Kobold– Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Systems Engineering
Advisor: Oleg Yakimenko, Department of Systems Engineering
Second Reader: Fotis Papoulias, Department of Systems Engineering
This thesis builds upon existing research involving energy microgrid solutions and applies the findings to 
isolated U.S. Navy locations, specifically San Nicolas Island. This includes accurately building power system 
models for U.S. Navy remote and disparate island facilities’ total power-system microgrids and providing 
vital information for decision makers. Multifactor optimization and analysis conducted in this thesis led to 
enhancement of the proposed models and can aid in development of efficient control solutions. These solu-
tions would allow the U.S. Navy to efficiently manage power systems at facilities worldwide. Ultimately, these 
optimizations can lead to net-zero energy solutions. The experimental and analytical methods presented in 
this thesis detail the technical simulations from the EnergyPLAN software model. By implementing these 
plans, the models and approaches developed in this thesis can be applied to other locations, as well. Full Text
Keywords: complex system, microgrid, optimization, renewable energy
ANALYSIS OF MISSION EFFECTIVENESS: MODERN SYSTEM 
ARCHITECTURE TOOLS FOR PROJECT DEVELOPERS
Thomas Moulds– Civilian, Department of the Navy
 Master of Science in Systems Engineering Management
Advisor: Warren Vaneman, Department of Systems Engineering
Co-Advisor: Kristin Giammarco, Department of Systems Engineering
Fail early, fail often, but ensure that when failure occurs, a learning period is part of the systems development 
process. Understanding the reasons a system can fail during the development process is key to maximizing 
mission effectiveness. Would it not be valuable to have a process that allows the designers to recognize when a 
system is failing to meet the user’s requirements early in the development process? Furthermore, would it not 
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be useful for that process to be iterative, to allow the impacts of changes to be seen in real time, as the concept 
is defined and the system is designed? What would it be worth to have the ability to accomplish this inside 
the engineering safety net of model-based systems engineering? This research shows an alternative process to 
classic systems engineering and optimization analysis where system design decisions are statically and dynami-
cally modeled in a model-based systems engineering environment and what-if types of changes are answered 
and analyzed using embedded simulation. This research demonstrates the process with the use case of a highly 
relevant real-world problem of countering the threat of small commercial unmanned systems to the security 
of naval installations. Full Text
Keywords: model-based system engineering, analysis of alternatives, concept development, simulation, trade-
space, system engineering
FEASIBILITY OF AN EXTENDED-DURATION AERIAL PLATFORM USING 
AUTONOMOUS MULTI-ROTOR VEHICLE SWAPPING AND BATTERY MANAGEMENT
This paper has been recognized as outstanding by its department.
Alexander Williams– –Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy
 Master of Science in Systems Engineering
Advisor: Oleg Yakimenko, Department of Systems Engineering
Second Reader: Brian Bingham, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Although the U.S. military relies increasingly on autonomous unmanned systems, such systems cannot surveil 
for long periods of time. For better intelligence collection and communication, an extended-duration aerial 
platform is required. This thesis focuses on the development and evaluation of a multi-rotor persistent system 
to provide a longer-duration system using vehicle swapping and intelligent battery management. A proof-of-
concept system was built using three quadcopters, a single wireless network router, and a laptop to execute 
code. The system monitored vehicle battery life; when the limit was exceeded, the next vehicle was launched 
and swapped in its place autonomously. This cycle continued as long as fresh batteries were available. The 
system provided 54 minutes of platform coverage, more than five times the duration of the single quadcop-
ter. Testing found the system to be feasible and suggests how autonomous capabilities can be extended with 
persistent platforms. The system is easily scalable for increased survivability and coverage. Battery life and 
recharging capability proved to be key limitations of the system. However, if the rate at which fully charged 
batteries are available exceeds the rate at which they are expended, the system can operate until all individual 
quadcopters mechanically fail. Full Text
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